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Appendix A:
California Rules of Court, rules 8.1100 through 8.1125

Rule 8.1100. Authority
The rules governing the publication of appellate opinions are adopted by the Supreme Court
under section 14 of article VI of the California Constitution and published in the California Rules
of Court at the direction of the Judicial Council.

Rule 8.1105. Publication of appellate opinions
(a)

Supreme Court
All opinions of the Supreme Court are published in the Official Reports.

(b)

Courts of Appeal and appellate divisions
Except as provided in (d), an opinion of a Court of Appeal or a superior court appellate
division is published in the Official Reports if a majority of the rendering court certifies the
opinion for publication before the decision is final in that court.

(c)

Standards for certification
No opinion of a Court of Appeal or a superior court appellate division may be certified for
publication in the Official Reports unless the opinion:

(d)

(1)

Establishes a new rule of law, applies an existing rule to a set of facts significantly
different from those stated in published opinions, or modifies, or criticizes with
reasons given, an existing rule;

(2)

Resolves or creates an apparent conflict in the law;

(3)

Involves a legal issue of continuing public interest; or

(4)

Makes a significant contribution to legal literature by reviewing either the
development of a common law rule or the legislative or judicial history of a
provision of a constitution, statute, or other written law.

Changes in publication status
(1)

Unless otherwise ordered under (2), an opinion is no longer considered published if
the Supreme Court grants review or the rendering court grants rehearing.

(2)

The Supreme Court may order that an opinion certified for publication is not to be
published or that an opinion not certified is to be published. The Supreme Court may

also order publication of an opinion, in whole or in part, at any time after granting
review.
(e)

Editing
(1)

Computer versions of all opinions of the Supreme Court and Courts of Appeal must
be provided to the Reporter of Decisions on the day of filing. Opinions of superior
court appellate divisions certified for publication must be provided as prescribed in
rule 106.

(2)

The Reporter of Decisions must edit opinions for publication as directed by the
Supreme Court. The Reporter of Decisions must submit edited opinions to the courts
for examination, correction, and approval before finalization for the Official Reports.

Rule 8.1110. Partial publication
(a)

Order for partial publication
A majority of the rendering court may certify for publication any part of an opinion
meeting a standard for publication under rule 8.1105.

(b)

Opinion contents
The published part of the opinion must specify the part or parts not certified for
publication. All material, factual and legal, including the disposition, that aids in the
application or interpretation of the published part must be published.

(c)

Construction
For purposes of rules 8.1105, 8.1115, and 8.1120, the published part of the opinion is
treated as a published opinion and the unpublished part as an unpublished opinion.

Rule 8.1115. Citation of opinions
(a)

Unpublished opinion
Except as provided in (b), an opinion of a California Court of Appeal or superior court
appellate division that is not certified for publication or ordered published must not be
cited or relied on by a court or a party in any other action.

(b)

Exceptions
An unpublished opinion may be cited or relied on:

(c)

(1)

When the opinion is relevant under the doctrines of law of the case, res judicata, or
collateral estoppel; or

(2)

When the opinion is relevant to a criminal or disciplinary action because it states
reasons for a decision affecting the same defendant or respondent in another such
action.

Citation procedure
A copy of an opinion citable under (b) or of a cited opinion of any court that is available
only in a computer-based source of decisional law must be furnished to the court and all
parties by attaching it to the document in which it is cited or, if the citation will be made
orally, by letter within a reasonable time in advance of citation.

(d)

When a published opinion may be cited
A published California opinion may be cited or relied on as soon as it is certified for
publication or ordered published.
Advisory Committee Comment

A footnote to a previous version of this rule stated that a citation to an opinion ordered published by the Supreme
Court after grant of review should include a reference to the grant of review and to any subsequent Supreme Court
action in the case. This footnote has been deleted because it was not part of the rule itself and the event it describes
rarely occurs in practice.

Rule 8.1120. Requesting publication of unpublished opinions
(a)

Request
(1)

Any person may request that an unpublished opinion be ordered published.

(2)

The request must be made by a letter to the court that rendered the opinion, concisely
stating the person’s interest and the reason why the opinion meets a standard for
publication.

(3)

The request must be delivered to the rendering court within 20 days after the opinion
is filed.

(4)
(b)

(c)

The request must be served on all parties.

Action by rendering court
(1)

If the rendering court does not or cannot grant the request before the decision is final
in that court, it must forward the request to the Supreme Court with a copy of its
opinion, its recommendation for disposition, and a brief statement of its reasons. The
rendering court must forward these materials within 15 days after the decision is
final in that court.

(2)

The rendering court must also send a copy of its recommendation and reasons to all
parties and any person who requested publication.

Action by Supreme Court
The Supreme Court may order the opinion published or deny the request. The court must
send notice of its action to the rendering court, all parties, and any person who requested
publication.

(d)

Effect of Supreme Court order to publish
A Supreme Court order to publish is not an expression of the court’s opinion of the
correctness of the result of the decision or of any law stated in the opinion.
Advisory Committee Comment

Subdivision (a). This rule previously required generally that a publication request be made “promptly,” but in
practice the term proved so vague that requests were often made after the Court of Appeal had lost jurisdiction. To
assist persons intending to request publication and to give the Court of Appeal adequate time to act, this rule was
revised to specify that the request must be made within 20 days after the opinion is filed. The change is substantive.
Subdivision (b). This rule previously did not specify the time within which the Court of Appeal was required to
forward to the Supreme Court a publication request that it had not or could not have granted. In practice, however, it
was not uncommon for the court to forward such a request after the Supreme Court had denied a petition for review
in the same case or, if there was no such petition, had lost jurisdiction to grant review on its own motion. To assist
the Supreme Court in timely processing publication requests, therefore, this rule was revised to require the Court of
Appeal to forward the request within 15 days after the decision is final in that court. The change is substantive.

Rule 8.1125. Requesting depublication of published opinions
(a)

Request
(1)

Any person may request the Supreme Court to order that an opinion certified for
publication not be published.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(2)

The request must not be made as part of a petition for review, but by a separate letter
to the Supreme Court not exceeding 10 pages.

(3)

The request must concisely state the person’s interest and the reason why the opinion
should not be published.

(4)

The request must be delivered to the Supreme Court within 30 days after the decision
is final in the Court of Appeal.

(5)

The request must be served on the rendering court and all parties.

Response
(1)

Within 10 days after the Supreme Court receives a request under (a), the rendering
court or any person may submit a response supporting or opposing the request. A
response submitted by anyone other than the rendering court must state the person’s
interest.

(2)

A response must not exceed 10 pages and must be served on the rendering court, all
parties, and any person who requested depublication.

Action by Supreme Court
(1)

The Supreme Court may order the opinion depublished or deny the request. It must
send notice of its action to the rendering court, all parties, and any person who
requested depublication.

(2)

The Supreme Court may order an opinion depublished on its own motion, notifying
the rendering court of its action.

Effect of Supreme Court order to depublish
A Supreme Court order to depublish is not an expression of the court’s opinion of the
correctness of the result of the decision or of any law stated in the opinion.
Advisory Committee Comment

Subdivision (a). This subdivision previously required depublication requests to be made “by letter to the Supreme
Court,” but in practice many were incorporated in petitions for review. To clarify and emphasize the requirement,
the subdivision was revised specifically to state that the request “must not be made as part of a petition for review,
but by a separate letter to the Supreme Court not exceeding 10 pages.” The change is not substantive.
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A White Paper on Unpublished Opinions of the Court of Appeal

Background
At its inception the Appellate Process Task Force – created in 1997 by the Judicial
Council of California – identified issues affecting California’s intermediate appellate
courts that should be studied. One issue was public access to unpublished appellate court
opinions. In the task force’s Interim Report (released in March 1999) and in its Report of
August 2000, the issue was listed as one that was still being contemplated. (See Report
of the Appellate Process Task Force (August 2000) page 4.)
When the task force took up the study last year, it observed that unpublished court
of appeal opinions are available to any member of the public from the court clerk’s
office. (See McGuire v. Superior Court (1993) 12 Cal.App.4th 1685 [court records
generally available to public] and People v. Ford (1981) 30 Cal.3d 209, 216 [unpublished
opinions are “available in the public records of … the Court of Appeal”].) However, in
practice, unpublished opinions have limited exposure; they are often only read by
litigants and institutional practitioners. The task force focused on whether and how to
improve public access to unpublished opinions of the courts of appeal.
During the time the task force took up the topic, the issue was provoking interest
in other circles as well. Several commentators and scholars weighed in, 1 an appellate
court published an opinion on the issue (see Schmier v. Supreme Court of California
(2000) 78 Cal.App.4th 703), and legislation was proposed that would have required all
appellate opinions to be published and citable as precedent.2 (Assem. Bill 2404 (Papan)
1999-2000 Reg. Sess., § 1.)
1

A. Kozinski and S. Reinhardt, “Please Don’t Cite This!” (June 2000) California
Lawyer, 43; R. Arnold, Unpublished Opinions: A Comment (1999) 1 J. App. Prac. &
Process 219 (1999); B. Martin, Jr., In Defense of Unpublished Opinions (1999) 60 Ohio
St. L.J. 177; C. Carpenter, Jr., The No-Citation Rule for Unpublished Opinions: Do the
Ends of Expediency for Overloaded Appellate Courts Justify the Means of Secrecy?
(1998) 50 S.C. L. Rev. 235; K. Shuldberg, Digital Influence: Technology and
Unpublished Opinions in the Federal Courts of Appeal (1997) 85 Calif. L. Rev. 541; and
D. Merritt and J. Brudney, Stalking Secret Law: What Predicts Publication in the United
States Court of Appeals (2001) 54 Vand. L. Rev. 71.
2

Additionally, for a few brief months last year, there was a federal appellate
decision from the Eighth Circuit declaring as a matter of federal constitutional law that
unpublished opinions were required to be treated as binding precedents (the decision was
2

The issue is not new. In fact, several years earlier in a report commissioner by the
Appellate Courts Committee of the 2020 Vision Project, Professor J. Clark Kelso made
the following recommendation:
Make all unpublished opinions available electronically (which would give
the public, scholars and the court of appeal easy access) but retain the nocitation rule (which would address the practical concerns expressed by
appellate lawyers and judges). As appellate courts become paperless,
provision should be made for giving the public access to unpublished as
well as published opinions.3
That recommendation was a compromise position. In widely circulated drafts of
his report, Professor Kelso argued that all appellate opinions should be published and
citable as precedent and that the increasing use of unpublished opinions was contrary to
fundamental principles of good appellate practice. This tentative suggestion triggered a
chorus of protests from around the state, from both judges and practitioners, who asserted
that “the nonpublication and noncitation rules are critically important to the court of
appeal in preparing and processing its cases and to the practicing bar in litigating
appeals.” 4 Critics argued that publication of all opinions would overburden the appellate
courts and practitioners, that publication and citability of all appellate opinions would
substantially increase the workload of an already overburdened appellate court system
and that practitioners would have to wade through an “overwhelming” amount of
unpublished opinions that are “useless for future litigation because they involve no new
law and no new, applicable factual situations.” 5

subsequently vacated as moot by an en banc panel of the circuit after the United States
agreed to pay the disputed $6,000 tax claim made by the taxpayer). ( Anastasoff v. United
States (8th Cir. 2000) 223 F.3d 898, vacated on reh’g en banc, (8th Cir. 2000) 235 F.3d
1054.) For a critique of the constitutional analysis in Anastasoff, see Case Note,
Constitutional Law C Article III Judicial Power C Eighth Circuit Holds That
Unpublished Opinions Must Be Accorded Precedential Effect (2001) 114 Harv.L.Rev.
940.
3

C. Kelso, A Report on the California Appellate System (1994) 45 Hastings L.J.
433, 492.
4

Ibid.

5

Ibid.
3

Although Professor Kelso’s compromise position was not formally adopted by the
full Commission on the Future of the California Courts, the Commission’s final report
endorsed the general proposition that “[s]implified, electronic access to the appellate
courts, their records, and their proceedings will have a salutary effect on the public’s
comprehension of and trust in justice.” 6 Moreover, the Commission formally
recommended that “[a]ppellate justice should accelerate its adoption of and adaptation to
new technology.” 7
Everything old is new again
The arguments for and against publication and citability of appellate court
opinions have not changed much over the years. The dispute remains largely, but not
entirely, between those who believe that all appellate court opinions should be published
and citable and others who argue that the publication and citability of all unpublished
opinions would overburden the courts and counsel, increasing the costs to clients and
causing delays. For the reasons given below, the Appellate Process Task Force has
decided after thorough consideration of the issue to make the following recommendation:
Unpublished opinions should be posted on the Judicial Council’s Web site
for a reasonable period of time (e.g., 60 days), but the general proscription
against citation of unpublished opinions (i.e., rule 977) should remain in
place without change.
A. Electronic access
The Web site for California’s appellate courts already makes published opinions
available on the Web with commendable speed. Access to court opinions on the Web is
often the preferred method of access for reviewing recently issued decisions. With the
development of these widely available electronic portals to government information,
there is no longer any convincing justification for not facilitating greater public access to
the written work product of the appellate courts by taking advantage of existing
information technologies. We live in an open, democratic society where the
accountability of public servants is secured in large part by public access to government
activity and output. Of course, openness and public access have their limits. Other
important interests such as privacy, the attorney-client privilege, national security, and
6

Commission on the Future of the California Courts, Justice in the Balance B
2020 (1993) 166.
7

Id., at p. 167 (Recommendation 10.1).
4

the deliberative process privilege, may dictate limited or no access to some types of
information in certain circumstances. But no one claims that unpublished opinions fall
into any of these categories. Indeed, as noted above unpublished opinions are already
publicly available.
Those who argue that unpublished appellate opinions in California are some form
of “secret” law have seriously overstated their case.8 Nevertheless, it is true that
unpublished opinions are not as widely and easily available as published opinions.
Further, if the difference in availability can be eliminated at reasonable expense, the
courts, no less than any other branch of government, should make unpublished opinions
more accessible. The task force recognized that many institutional litigants – the
insurance industry, the Attorney General, and the appellate projects, for example – to
varying degrees review a large percentage of court of appeal opinions in their area of
interest, whether published or not. Given the changes in technology and the apparent
wide-spread interest in unpublished opinions, the task force recommends that the public
have the same ease of access that is already afforded institutional practitioners.
In California, all published appellate opinions are now made available for a period
of time on the judicial branch’s Web site. Cost permitting, there is no compelling reason
for not expanding the existing system so that all California appellate opinions, whether
published or unpublished, are made available on the Web site for a reasonable period of
time.
B. Citability
The remaining question is whether unpublished opinions should, once made
available electronically, be citable as precedent. The task force is convinced that
allowing all opinions to be citable as precedent would do substantial damage to the
appellate system in California. If all appellate court opinions were citable, there would
be increased potential for conflict and confusion in the law, which would, in turn,
increase the cost of legal representation, as well as appellate workload and appellate
delay. This damage would not be offset by any practical advantages gained through
making unpublished opinions fully citable as precedent.
Under rule 977 of the California Rules of Court, unpublished opinions may not be
“cited or relied on by a court or a party” except (1) “when the opinion is relevant under
the doctrines of law of the case, res judicata, or collateral estoppel,” or (2) “when the
8

See, e.g., Carpenter, p. 236, fn. 7 (“What else, but a secret, is an unpublished
opinion wrapped in a no-citation rule?”).
5

opinion is relevant to a criminal or disciplinary action or proceeding because it states
reasons for a decision affecting the same defendant or respondent in another such action
or proceeding.” (Calif. Rules of Court, rule 977(a) & (b).)
It has been argued that a non-citation rule allows the courts to “hide” precedent
setting decisions. Proponents suggest that an appellate court simply issues an
unpublished opinion that is not citable, and the law that court “created” is not subject
to public scrutiny and thus “hidden” from view. That argument fails on its face
because, as noted above, all appellate court opinions are public records available from
the clerk’s office. Moreover, the California Supreme Court may review any court of
appeal opinion – whether published or unpublished – to “secure uniformity of
decision or the settlement of important questions of law.” (Rule 29(a).)
One would have to assume that three justices of the court of appeal decided to
violate rule 976 in a particular case in order to accept the notion that uncitable
opinions are used to “hide” new law. Indeed, rule 976 provides that publication is
appropriate for court of appeal opinions that establish new law, apply existing law to
new facts, or modify or criticize existing law. (See rule 976(b)(1); see also rule
976(b)(2) & (3) for other criteria for publication.) The task force declined to accept
that premise. Rather, the task force’s combined experience is that unpublished
opinions, considered as a whole, generally recite well-established law and do not
apply it to new fact scenarios. As such, there is no justification to impose upon the
public, the bar and the bench more than a ten-fold annual increase in the number of
citable opinions by the Court of Appeal. 9
The task force also considered suggesting that the California Supreme Court
amend rule 977 to permit citation of unpublished opinions in cases where there is no
other precedent or in cases where no other precedent would serve as well. This
approach is taken in some other jurisdictions. But the task force declined to endorse
this recommendation because of the likelihood that the exceptions would swallow the
general rule and would engage the court and counsel in costly, tangential disputes
over collateral issues regarding the weight or value of an unpublished opinion. Every
citation of an unpublished opinion would trigger from opposing counsel an argument
that the cited opinion actually does not satisfy the criteria for citation, and the court
would be forced to do precisely what the proscription is designed to guard against:
determine the weight as precedent of an unpublished opinion. The efficiencies that lie
at the heart of the proscription against citation of unpublished opinions would be
9

In fiscal year 1997-1998, 7% of court of appeal opinions were published.
(Judicial Council of Cal., Ann. Court Statistics Rep. (1999) p. 31.)
6

largely lost if counsel were required to search all unpublished opinions to determine
whether an unpublished opinion was more closely on point than a published opinion
and the court was required to resolve a dispute involving that question. Moreover, the
constitutional provisions on which the whole scheme is based would be undermined.
For the reasons given above, the task force recommends that rule 977 be
retained without change.

7
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Analysis
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Results of Analysis
Objective: Compare publication rates by appellate district and division,
controlling for factors that may impact publication rates, such as case type mix,
time, and workload.
Years
•

The publication rates in FY 2002-03, FY 2003-04, and FY 2004-05 are statistically higher than
in the other fiscal years.

•

After controlling for workload—measured by the number of cases disposed of by written
opinion per justice—the publication rate in each of these three years is no longer significantly
higher than in other fiscal years. In other words, the seemingly higher publication rate in FY
2002-03, FY 2003-04, and FY 2004-05 can be attributed to the lower workload in these years as
measured by the number of cases disposed of by written opinion per justice.

Districts
•

•

After controlling for time, case type mix, and workload (as measured by the number of cases
disposed of by written opinion per justice), the publication rate in District 1 is not significantly
higher than in other districts. In other words, the seemingly higher publication rate in District 1 can
be fully attributed these factors.
The factors of time, case type mix, and workload account for some, but not all, of the differences
between the six-year average publication rates in Districts 3, 5, and 6 and the combined average for
all the districts. After controlling for these factors, the publication rate in District 3 appears about
1.3 percentage points higher, the rate in District 5 appears about 1.9 percentage points lower, and
the rate in District 6 appears about .9 percentage points lower than the combined average
publication rate.

Divisions
District 1 – After controlling for time, case type mix, and workload, the publication rate in division 1
appears about 2.5 percentage points lower than the other divisions within District 1.
District 2 – After controlling for time, case type mix, and workload, there are some statistically
significant differences in the publication rates across the 8 divisions in District 2:
•The publication rate in division 1 appears about 2.9 percentage points lower than the other divisions
within District 2;
•The publication rate in division 2 appears about 3.3 percentage points lower than the other divisions
within District 2;
•The publication rate in division 4 appears about 3.1 percentage points higher than the other
divisions within District 2; and
•The publication rate in division 5 appears about 2.1 percentage points higher than the other
divisions within District 2.

District 4 – After controlling for time, case type mix, and workload, there are no statistically
significant differences in the publication rates across the 3 divisions in District 4. In other
words, the seemingly higher publication rate in division 3 and the lower publication rate in
division 2 can be fully attributed to these factors.
1

Publication Rate by Appellate District – 6-year average
(FY1999-2000 through 2004-05)

Average Number
of Publications
per Year

Average
Publication
Rate

Low

High

163

9.2%

8.3%

10.4%

Division 1

24

7.4%

3.5%

10.0%

Division 2

36

9.5%

8.6%

11.8%

Division 3

35

9.3%

7.1%

13.3%

Division 4

38

10.9%

9.4%

14.1%

Division 5

29

9.0%

7.0%

12.4%

331

8.1%

6.9%

9.8%

Division 1

34

5.9%

4.4%

7.5%

Division 2

27

5.0%

3.6%

6.0%

Division 3

51

8.8%

7.3%

10.8%

Division 4

60

11.0%

9.1%

12.3%

Division 5

52

9.4%

7.4%

12.7%

Division 6

43

8.0%

6.2%

10.5%

Division 7

38

7.2%

3.7%

11.0%

Division 8

26

12.6%

6.3%

14.0%

District 3

106

8.0%

6.5%

9.4%

District 4

235

7.4%

5.9%

8.7%

Division 1

96

7.9%

5.5%

10.1%

Division 2

55

5.4%

4.6%

6.4%

Division 3

84

9.2%

7.0%

11.4%

District 5

54

3.9%

3.2%

5.3%

District 6

46

5.2%

4.0%

7.7%

Appellate
District
District 1

District 2

2

Publication Rate by Year

Total Number of Total Number of
Opinions Opinions Published

Fiscal Year

Publication
Rate

1999-00

13,370

882

6.6%

2000-01

13,240

848

6.4%

2001-02

12,204

906

7.4%

2002-03

12,460

949

7.6%

2003-04

12,187

972

8.0%

2004-05

11,852

1,047

8.8%

Publication Rate by Appellate District – FY 1999-00 through 2004-05
12%

10%

8%

District 1
District 2
District 3

6%

District 4
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4%

2%

0%
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2003-04

2004-05
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Publication Rate by Case type – 6-year average
(FY1999-2000 through 2004-05)

Case Type

Average
Average Number
Number of
of Opinions
Opinions per
Year Published per Year

Average
Publication
Rate

Civil

4,178

612

14.6%

Criminal

6,199

254

4.1%

Juvenile

2,175

68

3.1%

Publication Rate by Case Type – FY 1999-00 through 2004-05
20%
18%
16%
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12%
Civil
10%

Criminal
Juvenile

8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
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2003-04

2004-05

4

Factors that could explain differences in the publication rate
Case Mix
Because civil cases are much
more likely to be published
than either criminal or
juvenile cases for every
district, those districts with a
high proportion of civil cases
will generally have a higher
overall publication rate.

Civil filings as a proportion of total filings
50%

40%

District 1
30%

District 2
District 3

The higher-than-average
publication rate in Districts 1
and 2 appears to be driven in
part by the high proportion of
civil cases in these districts,
while the low rate in District
5 is driven in part by their
low proportion of civil cases.

District 4
District 6

10%

0%
1999-00

Workload
The decision whether to certify
an opinion for publication
could be impacted by workload
issues in a given district.
The district with generally the
highest overall publication
rate–District 1–has consistently
had the lowest number of
filings per justice over the past
five fiscal years (FTE [fulltime justice equivalents]
includes a court’s regular
number of justices, plus 60% of
the time for judges assigned to
the court, minus the time of the
regular justices assigned to
other courts and unfilled
vacancies.)

District 5

20%

2000-01

2001-02

2002-03

2003-04

2004-05

Total filings per appellate justice
(FTE)
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Publication Rate by Appellate District by Case Type
Civil

25%

20%

District 1
15%

District 2
District 3
District 4
District 5

10%

District 6

5%

0%
1999-00

2000-01
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2004-05

Criminal

7%

6%

5%
District 1
District 2

4%

District 3
District 4
3%

District 5
District 6

2%

1%

0%
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Juvenile

6%

5%

4%

District 1
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District 3

3%

District 4
District 5
District 6

2%

1%

0%
1999-00
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2001-02

2002-03

2003-04

2004-05
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Publication Rate for 1st Appellate District by Division –
FY 1999-00 through 2004-05

Total
16%

14%

12%

10%

Division 1
Division 2

8%

Division 3
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4%
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Civil
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Publication Rate for 1st Appellate District by Division –
FY 1999-00 through 2004-05
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Publication Rate for 2nd Appellate District by Division –
FY 1999-00 through 2004-05
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Publication Rate for 2nd Appellate District by Division –
FY 1999-00 through 2004-05
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Publication Rate for 4th Appellate District by Division –
FY 1999-00 through 2004-05
Total
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Publication Rate for 4th Appellate District by Division –
FY 1999-00 through 2004-05
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Relationship between publication rate and other measures
of workload
Number of cases disposed by written opinion
There is a statistically significant relationship between the publication rate and the number
of cases disposed of by written opinion per justice. Districts with a lower number of cases
disposed of by written opinion per justice tend to have a higher publication rate while
districts with a higher number of cases disposed of by written opinion tend to have lower
publication rates.
For example District 5, which has had the lowest average publication rate over the past six
years, has also disposed of a high number of cases by written opinion per justice in each
fiscal year. Conversely, District 1 has had the lowest number of cases disposed by written
opinion per justice in each of the six fiscal years and also one of the higher publication rates
among the six appellate districts from FY 1999-00 through FY 2004-05
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Number of cases pending at the end of the fiscal year
Even though there is not a statistically significant relationship between the publication rate
and the number of cases pending at the end of the fiscal year per justice, districts with a lower
number of pending cases per justice tend to have a higher publication rate while districts with
high pending caseloads per justice tend to have lower publication rates.
For example District 1, which has had the highest average publication rate over the past five
years, has also generally had the lowest number of pending cases per justice.
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Appendix F:
Survey of Justices of the Courts of Appeal

Supreme Court Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Survey for Appellate Court Justices
Purpose of this survey:
The survey that follows is intended to inform the Supreme Court Advisory Committee on
Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions. Chaired by Supreme Court Justice
Kathryn Werdegar, the 13-member committee is charged with reviewing the current
standards used by the Courts of Appeal and the Supreme Court in determining which Court
of Appeal opinions should be certified for publication and with making recommendations to
the Supreme Court on what changes, if any, should be instituted to ensure that all appropriate
cases are published.
Under the state Constitution, the Supreme Court has the authority to determine which
opinions of the Supreme Court and Courts of Appeal are published and may therefore be
cited as precedent in state courts. Under this authority, the court has established standards for
publication of appellate opinions in rules 976 and 977 of the California Rules of Court.
The committee will report to the Supreme Court concerning its findings and conclusions and
make recommendations, if appropriate, for improving the standards for publication of
opinions to ensure the publication of those opinions that may assist in the reasoned and
orderly development of the law.
You may respond by completing the hard copy of the survey, or by accessing the survey
electronically via an Internet link that will be emailed to you. Your responses to this survey
will be kept anonymous and confidential, and will be used only in aggregate form. The
tracking number on the survey will be used for tracking purposes only and will be stripped
from the data file to ensure anonymity. Thank you in advance for your participation.
Deadline:
Please return the completed survey no later than April 1, 2005. If you fill out the hard copy
of this survey, please return it by mail or fax to:
Clifford Alumno
Office of General Counsel
Administrative Office of the Courts
455 Golden Gate Ave.
San Francisco CA 94102-3688
voice: 415-865-7683
fax: 415-865-7664
clifford.alumno@jud.ca.gov
Questions, comments:
Please address all questions and comments to:
Lyn Hinegardner
Attorney, Office of General Counsel
415-865-7698
lyn.hinegardner@jud.ca.gov

Supreme Court Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Survey for Appellate Court Justices

BACKGROUND
1. Court (district and division): ___________________

2. How many years have you served on the appellate bench?
______ year(s)
please round to the nearest year

PUBLICATION FREQUENCY AND CRITERIA
Rule 976
The Supreme Court has established standards for publication of appellate opinions, set forth
in the California Rules of Court, rule 976 et seq. The current rules provide that all opinions
of the Supreme Court are published. An opinion of the Court of Appeal or the appellate
division of the Superior Court may not be published unless it meets one of four specified
criteria: The opinion “(1) establishes a new rule of law, applies an existing rule to a set of
facts significantly different from those stated in published opinions, or modifies, or criticizes
with reasons given, an existing rule; (2) resolves or creates an apparent conflict in the law;
(3) involves a legal issue of continuing public interest; or (4) makes a significant contribution
to legal literature by reviewing either the development of a common law rule or the
legislative or judicial history of a provision of a constitution, statute, or other written law.”
(Rule 976(c).)
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The following question refers to the body of published opinions that you have participated in
as a panelist, whether or not you authored the opinions.
3. During the course of your career, how important has each of the following criteria been in
persuading you that an opinion should be published?
For example, if an extremely important circumstance in your decision to support
certification has been that the opinion established a new rule of law, you would mark “5”
for the first criterion listed below.

Please circle your response for each criteria

Criteria

Not
important
at all

Extremely
important











establishes a new rule of law

1

2

3

4

5

applies an existing rule to a set of facts significantly
different from those stated in published opinions

1

2

3

4

5

modifies, or criticizes with reasons given, an existing
rule

1

2

3

4

5

resolves or creates an apparent conflict in the law

1

2

3

4

5

involves a legal issue of continuing public interest

1

2

3

4

5

makes a significant contribution to legal literature by
reviewing either the development of a common law
rule or the legislative or judicial history of a provision
of a constitution, statute, or other written law

1

2

3

4

5

other (e.g., request by other panelist, request by a
party, dissenting opinion, etc.)

1

2

3

4

5

please specify:

____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
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The following question refers to the 10 most recent opinions that you authored that have
been certified for publication, a list of which is included with this survey as an attachment.
4. Please indicate with an “X” all of the criteria that formed the basis for the decision to
certify for publication the 10 opinions that are included with this survey.
Please select the criteria that applied to each of the 10 attached
recent opinions that were certified for publication
Criteria
R e c e n t

1 0

o p i n i o n s

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

#9

#10

establishes a new rule of law …………

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

applies an existing rule to a set of facts
significantly different from those stated
in published opinions …………………

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

modifies, or criticizes with reasons
given, an existing rule ………………...

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

resolves or creates an apparent conflict
in the law ……………………………...

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

involves a legal issue of continuing
public interest …………………………

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

makes a significant contribution to legal
literature by reviewing either the
development of a common law rule or
the legislative or judicial history of a
provision of a constitution, statute, or
other written law ……………………...

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

other (e.g., request by other panelist,
request by a party, dissenting opinion,
etc.) …………….....

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

please specify:
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
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5. How is the decision to certify an opinion for publication typically made?
please explain:

6. When is the decision regarding whether to certify an opinion for publication typically
made?
Before oral argument ……………..……………………………………………….……….

______

After oral argument ……………………………………………………………….……….

______

After a party requests publication ………….……………………………………………...

______

Other ……………………………………………………………………………………….

______

(please specify)

7. Is deference to the author of an opinion a major factor in the decision concerning whether
to certify an opinion for publication?
Yes ______
No ______
if yes, please explain:
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8. Is deference to other panel members a major factor in the decision concerning whether to
certify an opinion for publication?
Yes ______
No ______
if yes, please explain:

9. Does anything other than the rules, such as local traditions, standards, or practices, also
influence the determination whether or not to certify an opinion for publication?
Yes ______
No ______
if yes, please explain:

10. Are there differences in the way civil and criminal opinions are treated with respect to
certification for publication?
Yes ______
No ______
if yes, please explain:

5

11. How often have you been involved in a case that resulted in an unpublished opinion that
you thought should have, or could have, been published because it met the rule 976(c)
criteria?
Never ______
Rarely ______
Occasionally ______
Frequently ______
if this has occurred, please
describe the circumstances:

12. How important are each of the following factors in deciding not to publish a case that
appears to meet the rule 976(c) criteria? (please rate the following)
Please circle your response for each factor

Factors

Not
important
at all

Extremely
important











The case is controversial

1

2

3

4

5

Workload issues do not allow enough time to prepare a
published opinion

1

2

3

4

5

The tone or content of the dissenting opinion

1

2

3

4

5

Potential embarrassment of trial judge

1

2

3

4

5

Potential embarrassment of litigants or lawyers

1

2

3

4

5

other (e.g., request by other panelist, request by a
party, dissenting opinion, etc.)

1

2

3

4

5

please specify:

____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
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13. In your experience, what is the most common reason after filing for reconsidering a
decision not to publish a case? (please select one of the following)
Most Common Reason
Further analysis demonstrates that the opinion does meet the rule 976(c) criteria ………..

______

Further analysis demonstrates that the opinion merits publication even though it does not
strictly meet the rule 976(c) criteria ……………………………………………………….

______

Request by author or other panelist ………………………………………………………..

______

Request by a party …………………………………………………………………………

______

Request by interested person, not a party to the case ……………………………………...

______

Other ……………………………………………………………………………………….

______

(please specify)

14. Do you ever rely on unpublished opinions when drafting your opinions?
Yes ______
No ______
if yes, please explain:

15. In a petition for review, should parties be permitted to draw the Supreme Court’s
attention to unpublished opinions within the relevant appellate district that arguably
conflict with the decision made by the Court of Appeal in their case?
Yes ______
No ______
please explain:
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16. Have you ever certified only part of an opinion to be published (i.e., partial publication)
pursuant to rule 976.1?
Yes ______
No ______
please explain under what circumstances you decided to partially publish, or why you have never
done so:

17. Should the Supreme Court be able to order a partial publication of an opinion of a Court
of Appeal?
Yes ______
No ______
please explain:

18. Should the Supreme Court be able to order a partial depublication of an opinion of a
Court of Appeal?
Yes ______
No ______
please explain:

8

POTENTIAL CHANGES TO RULE 976 AND RULE 976.1
19. Should changes to any of the existing criteria in rule 976 be considered?
Yes ______
No ______
please explain:

20. Should additional criteria be added? (Please see attached sheet for samples of criteria
used in other jurisdictions)
Yes ______
No ______
please explain:

21. Does the presumption set forth in rule 976 (against publication) affect your decision on
whether to publish an opinion?
Yes ______
No ______
please explain:

9

22. Should the presumption against publishing set forth in rule 976 be changed to an
affirmative presumption that requires publication unless the opinion does not meet any of
the criteria?
Yes ______
No ______
please explain:

23. Do you think rule 976.1, setting forth the basis for partial publication, should be revised
or repealed?
Yes ______
No ______
please explain:

Please provide additional comments or suggestions to the Advisory Committee regarding any
of the rules relating to publication (Rules 976 to 979).

10

Your name (optional) _____________________________________
Please feel free to attach additional sheets as necessary. Thank you for your participation.
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Nationwide criteria for publishing cases

1. The opinion establishes a new rule of law.
2. The opinion criticizes, clarifies, explains, alters, or modifies an existing rule of law.
3. The opinion applies an existing rule of law to facts significantly different from those
to which that rule has previously been applied.
4. An actual or apparent conflict in or with past holdings of this court or other courts is
created, resolved, or continued by the opinion.
5. The opinion resolves a legal issue of substantial public interest, which the court has
not sufficiently treated recently.
6. The case involves a significantly new factual situation, likely to be of interest to a
wide spectrum of persons other than the parties to a case.
7. The case is a test case.
8. The opinion treats an issue of first impression.
9. The opinion treats a new constitutional or statutory issue.
10. The opinion treats a previously overlooked rule of law.
11. The opinion corrects procedural errors, or errors in the conduct of the judicial
process, whether by remand with instructions or otherwise.
12. A panel desires to adopt as precedent in this court an opinion of a lower tribunal, in
whole or in part.
13. The disposition of a matter is accompanied by separate concurring or dissenting
expression, and the author of such separate expression desires that it be published.
14. The opinion directs attention to the shortcomings of existing common law or
inadequacies in statutes.
15. The opinion construes a provision of a constitution, statute, ordinance, or court rule.
16. The opinion reaffirms a principle of law not applied in a recently reported decision.
17. The opinion decides an appeal from a lower court order ruling that a provision of the
state constitution, a statute, an administrative rule or regulation, or any other action of
the legislative or executive branch of state government is invalid.

18. The opinion involves a substantial question under the federal or state constitutions.
19. Although not otherwise meriting publication, the opinion constitutes a significant and
nonduplicative contribution to legal literature by providing an historical review of the
law, or describing legislative history, or containing a collection of cases that should
be of substantial aid to the bench and bar.
20. The opinion affirms or reverses a lower court decision on different grounds.
21. The opinion reverses a judgment or denies enforcement of an order when the lower
court or agency has published an opinion supporting the judgment or order.
22. The opinion is pursuant to an order of remand from the Supreme Court and is not
rendered merely in ministerial obedience to specific directions of that Court.

Appendix G:
Survey of Appellate Attorneys

Supreme Court Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Survey for Appellate Attorneys
Purpose of this survey:
Under the state Constitution, the Supreme Court has the authority to determine which
opinions of the Courts of Appeal are published and may therefore be cited as precedent in
state courts. Pursuant to this authority, the court has established standards for publication of
appellate opinions in rules 976 and 977 of the California Rules of Court.
The survey that follows is intended to inform the Supreme Court Advisory Committee on
Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions. Chaired by Supreme Court Justice
Kathryn Werdegar, the 13-member committee is charged with reviewing the current
standards used by the Courts of Appeal and the Supreme Court in determining which Court
of Appeal opinions should be certified for publication and with making recommendations to
the Supreme Court on what changes, if any, should be instituted to ensure that the standards
result in the publication of appropriate cases.
The committee will report to the Supreme Court concerning its findings and conclusions and
make recommendations, if appropriate, for improving the standards for publication of
opinions to ensure the publication of those opinions that may assist in the reasoned and
orderly development of the law.
Deadline:
Please return this survey by mail or fax no later than May 13, 2005 to the following address:
Clifford Alumno
Office of General Counsel
Administrative Office of the Courts
455 Golden Gate Ave.
San Francisco CA 94102-3688
voice: 415-865-7683
fax: 415-865-7664
clifford.alumno@jud.ca.gov
Questions, comments:
Please address all questions and comments to:
Lyn Hinegardner
Attorney, Office of General Counsel
415-865-7698
lyn.hinegardner@jud.ca.gov

This survey may be accessed online at: www.courtinfo.ca.gov/courts/supreme/comm

Supreme Court Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Survey for Appellate Attorneys
BACKGROUND
1. How long have you been in practice?
______ year(s)
please round to the nearest year

2. How long have appeals been a significant portion of your practice?
______ year(s)
please round to the nearest year

3. What is the current primary focus of your practice? (please check one)
Civil ____
Criminal ___
Juvenile ___
Probate ___
Other ___ (please specify): _______________________________________
4. What is the current nature of your practice? (please check one)
Private ___
Court attorney ___
Government (not a court employee) ___
In-house counsel ___
Other ___ (please specify): _______________________________________
PUBLICATION FREQUENCY AND CRITERIA
Rule 976
The Supreme Court has established standards for publication of appellate opinions, set forth
in the California Rules of Court, rule 976 et seq. The current rules provide that all opinions
of the Supreme Court are published. An opinion of the Court of Appeal or the appellate
division of the Superior Court may not be published unless it meets one of four specified
criteria: The opinion “(1) establishes a new rule of law, applies an existing rule to a set of
1

facts significantly different from those stated in published opinions, or modifies, or criticizes
with reasons given, an existing rule; (2) resolves or creates an apparent conflict in the law;
(3) involves a legal issue of continuing public interest; or (4) makes a significant contribution
to legal literature by reviewing either the development of a common law rule or the
legislative or judicial history of a provision of a constitution, statute, or other written law.”
(Rule 976(c).)
The following question refers to the body of published cases in which you represented
one or more of the litigants, or participated as amicus.
5. In your experience, how important do you believe each of the following criteria has been
in determinations made by the Courts of Appeal to certify decisions for publication?
For example, if you believe that an extremely important factor in determining whether to
certify a decision for publication has been that the opinion established a new rule of law,
you would mark “5” for the first criterion listed below.

Please circle your response for each criteria

Criteria

Not
important
at all

Extremely
important











establishes a new rule of law

1

2

3

4

5

applies an existing rule to a set of facts significantly
different from those stated in published opinions

1

2

3

4

5

modifies, or criticizes with reasons given, an existing
rule

1

2

3

4

5

resolves or creates an apparent conflict in the law

1

2

3

4

5

involves a legal issue of continuing public interest

1

2

3

4

5

makes a significant contribution to legal literature by
reviewing either the development of a common law
rule or the legislative or judicial history of a provision
of a constitution, statute, or other written law

1

2

3

4

5

other (e.g., request by a party, dissenting opinion, etc.)

1

2

3

4

5

please specify:

____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
2

6. Do you believe that anything other than the criteria currently set forth in Rule 976, such
as local traditions, standards, or practices, influence a court’s determination whether or
not to certify an opinion for publication?
Yes ______
No ______
if yes, please explain:

7. In your view, are the publication rules uniformly followed?
Yes ______
No ______
if no, please explain:

8. How often have you encountered cases that were not certified for publication that you
considered worthy of publication pursuant to the rule 976(c) criteria?
Never ______
Rarely ______
Occasionally ______
Frequently ______
If you so desire, please
provide an example of a
case you believe should
have been, but was not,
published. Please provide
name, case number, and
court:

3

9. Have you ever requested publication of an opinion?
Yes ______
No ______
if yes, how often?
Rarely ______
Occasionally ______
Frequently ______
10. If you answered yes to question 9, please indicate how often you have relied on each
criterion in support of your request for publication.

Criteria

Never

Rarely

Occasionally

Frequently









establishes a new rule of law

__

__

__

__

applies an existing rule to a set of facts significantly
different from those stated in published opinions

__

__

__

__

modifies, or criticizes with reasons given, an existing
rule

__

__

__

__

resolves or creates an apparent conflict in the law

__

__

__

__

involves a legal issue of continuing public interest

__

__

__

__

makes a significant contribution to legal literature by
reviewing either the development of a common law
rule or the legislative or judicial history of a provision
of a constitution, statute, or other written law

__

__

__

__

11. If you answered yes to question 9, how often has your request been granted?
__________________________

4

12. In your experience, what arguments or factors have been most persuasive in convincing a
panel to reconsider a decision not to publish an opinion? (please rate the following)

Please circle your response for each factor
Not
persuasive
at all

Factors

Extremely
persuasive











Further analysis demonstrates that the opinion does
meet the rule 976(c) criteria

1

2

3

4

5

Further analysis demonstrates that the opinion merits
publication even though it does not strictly meet the
rule 976(c) criteria

1

2

3

4

5

Request by a party

1

2

3

4

5

Request by interested person, not a party to the case

1

2

3

4

5

other (e.g., dissenting opinion, etc.)

1

2

3

4

5

please specify:

____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________

13. Do you ever use unpublished opinions to assist you in your work?
Yes ______
No ______
if yes, please explain:

5

14. All opinions not certified for publication are available online. Do you regularly read these
opinions?
No ______
Yes, I read
almost all of
them ______
Yes, I read
a portion of
them ______
If you read only a portion
of the opinions, please
explain how you decide
which ones to read:

15. How often do you find dispositions or useful information in unpublished opinions that is
not otherwise available from a citable source?
Never ______
Rarely ______
Occasionally ______
Frequently ______

16. Should parties be permitted, in a petition for review or an answer, to draw the Supreme
Court’s attention to unpublished opinions within the relevant appellate district that
arguably conflict with the decision made by the Court of Appeal in their case?
Yes ______
No ______
please explain:
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17. Should parties be permitted to refer, in the petition or answer, to unpublished decisions
from any appellate district?
Yes ______
No ______
please explain:

18. Should the Supreme Court be able to order partial publication of an opinion of a Court of
Appeal?
Yes ______
No ______
please explain:

19. Should the Supreme Court be able to order partial depublication of an opinion of a Court
of Appeal?
Yes ______
No ______
please explain:

7

POTENTIAL CHANGES TO RULE 976 AND RULE 976.1
20. Should changes to any of the existing criteria in rule 976 be considered?
Yes ______
No ______
if yes, which criteria, why,
and in what way?:

21. Should additional criteria be added? (Please see attached sheet for samples of criteria
used in other jurisdictions)
Yes ______
No ______
if yes, please specify which
criteria and why:

22. Currently, rule 976 does not require publication of decisions that meet the criteria set
forth in subdivision (c). Should the presumption against publishing set forth in rule 976
be changed to an affirmative presumption that requires publication unless the opinion
does not meet any of the criteria?
Yes ______
No ______
please explain:

8

23. Should rule 976.1, setting forth the basis for partial publication, be revised or repealed?
Yes ______
No ______
please explain:

Please provide additional comments or suggestions to the Advisory Committee regarding any
of the rules relating to publication (Rules 976 to 979).

Your name (optional) _____________________________________
Please feel free to attach additional sheets as necessary. Thank you for your participation.
9

Appendix H:
List of Attorneys and Organizations Contacted for Survey

Marilyn W. Alper
Chair, Appellate Courts Committee
Court of Appeal
Second Appellate District, Division
Three
300 South Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013-1230
Colin Leis
Chair, State Bar Appellate Courts
Committee
Court of Appeal
Second Appellate District, Division Eight
300 South Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013-1230
George T. Patton, Jr.
President, Appellate Bar
Bose McKinney & Evans LLP
1120 20th Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
David Hewes Bent
Attorney at Law
4354 Auburn Boulevard
Sacramento, CA 95841-4107
Anthony Murray
President, California Appellate Project
Loeb & Loeb, LLP
10100 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 2200
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Richard Sherman
President, California Academy of
Appellate Lawyers
DeGoff & Sherman
1916 Los Angeles Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94707
Gerald Blank
ADI, Inc. Board President
444 West C Street, Suite 210
San Diego, CA 92101
Elaine A. Alexander
Executive Director
Appellate Defenders, Inc.
555 West Beech Street, #300
San Diego, CA 92101
Jay Kohorn
Assistant Director
California Appellate Project, Los
Angeles
520 South Grand Avenue, Suite #400
Los Angeles, CA 90017

Jonathan B. Steiner
Executive Director
California Appellate Project, Los
Angeles
520 South Grand Avenue, Suite #400
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Michael G. Millman
Executive Director
California Appellate Project, San
Francisco
101 Second Street, Suite 600
San Francisco, CA 94105
George Bond
Executive Director
Central California Appellate Project
2407 ‘J’ Street, Suite 301
Sacramento, CA 95816
Ezra Hendon
Attorney at Law
FDAP Board President
1837 Berryman Street
Berkeley, CA 94703
Matthew Zwerling
Executive Director
First District Appellate Project
730 Harrison Street, Suite 201
San Francisco, CA 94107-1260
Michele Vague
Attorney at Law
SDAP Board Chair
303 Water Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Michael A. Kresser
Executive Director
Sixth District Appellate Program
100 North Winchester Boulevard
Santa Clara, CA 95050
Bar Assn. of San Francisco
Appellate Practice Section
465 California St., Suite 1100
San Francisco, CA 94104
Brian P. Worthington, Chair
San Diego County Bar Assn.
Appellate Court Committee
Ryan Mercaldo & Worthington LLP
3636 Nobel Drive, Suite 200
San Diego, CA 92122

Michael Laurence
Executive Director
Habeas Corpus Resource Center
50 Fremont Street, #1800
San Francisco, CA 94105
Manuel M. Medeiros
State Solicitor General
Office of Attorney General
1300 I Street, P.O. 944255
Sacramento, CA 94244-2550
Michael Hersek
State Public Defender
800 K St., Suite 1100
Sacramento, CA 95814-3518.
Brent Riggs
Los Angeles County District Attorney’s
Office
Appellate Division
320 West Temple St., Suite 540
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Bay Area Dependency Group
Cal. Appellate Defense Counsel
c/o Carole Greeley
521 Americano Way
Fairfield, CA 94533
John Hamilton Scott
Los Angeles County Public Defender
Appellate Division
590 Hall of Records
320 West Temple Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Debbie Lew
Office of the Los Angeles City Attorney
Appellate Branch
1600 City Hall E
200 N Main St
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Kyle Gee, President
California Appellate Defense Counsel
2626 Harrison Street
Oakland, CA 94612
Don H. Schaefer, Chair
Appellate Practice Section
Alameda County Bar Association
4415 Bennett Place
Oakland, CA 94602

Orange County Bar Assn
Appellate Law Section
P.O. Box 17777
Irvine, CA 92623-7777
Mr. Kenneth J. Schmier
Chairman, Committee for the Rule of
Law
1475 Powell Street, Suite 201
Emeryville, CA 94608
Peter Scheer
Executive Director
First Amendment Coalition
534 Fourth Street, Suite B
San Rafael, CA 94901
Gerald F. Uelmen
University Of Santa Clara
School Of Law
Santa Clara, CA 95053
Steve R. Barnett
UC/School of Law
Boalt Hall #443NA
Berkeley, CA 94720
George Alexander McKray
Law Chambers Building
345 Franklin Street, CA 94102
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Survey of Appellate Court Justices

Survey Results
11/06/2006

Summary of Key Findings
Section II — Publication Criteria
Justices cited three rule 8.1105 criteria as being relatively important — establishes a new rule on law,
modifies an existing rule, and resolves or creates an apparent conflict in the law — most often when asked
how important criteria have been in persuading them that an opinion should be published.
When justices were asked which 8.1105 criteria formed the basis for the decision to certify for publication
their 10 most recent published opinions, a different criterion, applies an existing rule to a significantly
different set of facts, was cited most often.
The criterion makes a significant contribution to legal literature was cited least often by justices as
“extremely important” in persuading them that an opinion should be published, and was also least likely to
have formed the basis for the decision to certify the 796 published opinions from the survey.
Differences by district
There are no statistically significant differences among appellate districts in this section.

Section III — Publication Process
The decision to certify an opinion for publication is typically made in one of three somewhat interrelated
manners.
A collective decision is made by the entire panel.
The author makes a recommendation regarding publication to the panel, and the panel votes to reach
consensus.
The author primarily makes the determination whether or not to publish.
A slight majority of justices indicated that a decision is made concerning publication before oral argument,
while about one-third responded that a decision is made after oral argument.
Deference to the author and, to a lesser degree, deference to other panel members are major factors in the
decision to certify an opinion for publication.
A solid majority of justices affirmed that nothing other than the publication rules influence their
determination whether or not to certify an opinion for publication.
Justices indicated that there are no differences in the way civil and criminal cases are treated regarding
publication.
Differences by District
In the responses to two of the questions in this section there are statistically significant differences among
justices from different districts. Charts for these two questions are presented on the following page, with the
average publication rate from FY 1999-00 through 2004-05 also displayed on each chart.

Q6: When is the decision regarding whether to certify an opinion for publication typically made?

Justices from District 4 are less likely than
justices from the other districts to make a
decision regarding whether to certify an
opinion for publication before oral
argument, while justices from District 3
and District 5 are more likely to make a
decision at this stage.
District 5, with the lowest average
publication rate, 3.9 percent in fiscal years
1999-00 through 2004-05, had the highest
proportion of justices (86%) that indicated
they typically make a decision to certify an
opinion for publication before oral
argument. This relationship between
publication rate and making a decision
about publication before oral argument is
not apparent in any of the other districts.

Average Publication rate
FY 1999-00 through 2004-05
District 1

53%

District 2

9.2%
62%

8.1%

District 3

80%

District 4

24%

8.0%

7.4%

District 5

3.9%

86%

District 6

50%

0%

25%

5.2%

50%

75%

100%

Decision made before oral argument

Q7: Is deference to the author of an opinion a major factor in the decision concerning whether to
certify an opinion for publication?

Justices from District 3 are less
likely than justices from the other
districts to respond that deference to
the author of an opinion is a major
factor in the decision whether to
certify an opinion for publication.
Here there appears to be a
relationship between the publication
rate and whether deference to the
author of an opinion is a major
factor in the decision to certify.
Districts 5 and 6, with the lowest
average publication rates in fiscal
years 1999-00 through 2004–05, are
the only two districts where all of
the justices indicated that deference
to the author is a major factor in
publication decisions.

Average Publication rate
FY 1999-00 through 2004-05

District 1

89%

9.2%

District 2

90%

8.1%

District 3

50%

8.0%

District 4

86%

7.4%

District 5

100%

3.9%

District 6

100%

5.2%

0%

25%

50%

75%

Deference to author a major factor

100%

Sections IV and V — Unpublished Opinions and Partial Publication
Over three-quarters of the justices have either never or rarely been involved in a case that resulted in an
unpublished opinion that they thought should have, or could have, been published because it met the rule
976(c) criteria.
The factors cited most frequently by justices as having some importance in a decision not to publish a case
that appears to meet the rule 976(c) criteria include potential embarrassment of litigants, lawyers, or the
trial judge.
Workload issues were considered to have some importance in publication decisions, as well as requests
from a panelist or from a party to a case.
A slight majority of justices rely on unpublished opinions when drafting their own opinions, primarily to
consider the analysis used in similar decisions or to ensure consistency in their district and with their own
rulings.
Almost all of the justices have certified only part of an opinion for publication, and most justices agree that
the Supreme Court should be able to order a partial publication or depublication of an opinion.
Differences by district
There were no statistically significant differences among appellate districts in this section

Section VI — Potential Changes to Rule 976 and Rule 976.1
Justices by a large majority believe that no changes should be considered to any of the existing criteria in
rule 976, nor should any additional criteria be added.
Several justices that indicated that changes should be considered commented that the rules could be
clarified or expanded upon in some manner, and also cited several criteria used in other jurisdictions that
could be added.
Justices were more evenly split on whether the presumption set forth in rule 976 against publication affects
their decision on whether to publish an opinion; however, many justices believe this presumption serves
several important purposes.
Justices overwhelmingly believe the presumption against publication set forth in rule 976 should not be
changed to an affirmative presumption, and just as strongly believe that rule 976.1, setting forth the basis
for partial publication, should not be revised or repealed.
Differences by district
There were no statistically significant differences among appellate districts in this section.

I. Survey Administration and Response Rates
Results

Administration

Survey sent to 101 justices

Initial e-mail from Associate Justice Kathryn M.
Werdeger

86 completed responses as of 5/1/05

Link to online survey sent to justices by e-mail

48 completed online survey
38 completed hard copy version of survey

List of published opinions and criteria from other
states sent by e-mail
Hard copy of survey and other materials mailed

86% response rate for justice survey

Committee members follow up individually with
nonrespondents

Appellate District
District 1

The response rate was fairly consistent across the six
appellate districts.
District 1 had the highest response rate, with all 20
justices responding to the survey.
The lower response rates in District 5 and District 6
can be attributed to their relatively small numbers of
justices.

100%

District 2

79%

District 3

91%

District 4

88%

District 5

70%

District 6

67%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Response rate (86 justices)

Years on Appellate Bench
0-5 years

Justices were asked to indicate how many years
they have served on the appellate bench, and
their responses were recoded into groups of 5
years.
Over one-half of the justices who responded to
the survey have been on the appellate bench for
less than 10 years, while less than one in five
justices have served for 16 years or more on the
appellate bench.

28

6-10 years

21

11-15 years

21

16-20 years

9

More than 20
years

6

0

5

10

15

20

25

Number of justices (85 justices)
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II. Publication Criteria
Q3: During the course of your career, how important has each of the following criteria been in
persuading you that an opinion should be published?
Establishes a new rule of law

Resolves or creates an apparent conflict in the law

Extremely
important

99%

Extremely
important

4

1%

4

3

0%

3

2

0%

2

Not important at
all

0%

Not important at
all

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Applies an existing rule to a set of facts significantly
different from those stated in published opinions
Extremely
important

4

Not important at
all

25%

50%

75%

Extremely
important
4

29%

11%

3%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

10%

29%

3

35%

2

2%

21%

Not important at
all

0%

75%

100%

38%

4

17%

50%

75%

19%

Extremely
important
48%

25%

50%

Makes a significant contribution to legal literature by
reviewing either the development of a common law rule
or the legislative or judicial history of a provision of a
constitution, statute, or other written law

33%

0%

25%

Involves a legal issue of continuing public interest

100%

Modifies, or criticizes with reasons given, an
existing rule

Not important at
all

0%

Not important at
all

0%

2

2%

2

7%

3

1%

3

27%

0%

15%

4

42%

2

19%

Extremely
important

24%

3

62%

100%

5%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Q3: Percent responding “4 - Important” or “5 – Extremely important” in persuading them that an opinion should
be published
100%

Es tablis he s a ne w rule of law

M odifie s an e xis ting rule

82%

Re s olve s or cre ate s an appare nt conflict in the law

81%

Applie s an e xis ting rule to a s ignificantly diffe re nt
s e t of facts

66%

57%

Involve s a le gal is s ue of continuing public inte re s t

M ak e s a s ignificant contribution to le gal lite rature

39%

Othe r

31%

0%
25%
50%
75%
100%
Results
Three criteria — establishes a new rule on law (100%), modifies an existing rule (82%), and resolves or creates
an apparent conflict in the law (81%) — were cited most often by justices as being important in persuading
them that an opinion should be published.

A majority of the justices responded with either a “4” or a “5” to the following two criteria: applies an existing
rule to a significantly different set of facts (66%) and involves a legal issue of continuing public interest (57%).
Justices were evenly split on the importance of the final criterion, makes a significant contribution to legal
literature, with similar proportions responding that it is not very important (“1” or “2”) and that it is an
important criterion (“4” or “5”).
Other criteria

Comments
Justices cited several other criteria as
important in persuading them that an opinion
should be published.
The criterion cited most often is a request by a
panelist, closely followed by a request by a
party, a request by the author of a majority
opinion, and a request by the author of a
dissent.
The remaining two criteria listed in the chart
to the right were cited by only a small number
of justices.

Request by
panelist

22

Request by party

21

Request by author
of majority opinion

20

Request by author
of a dissent

15

Recurring issue in
trial court

4

Request by nonparty

3

0

5

10

15

Number of responses

20

25

Q4: Which criteria formed the basis for the decision to certify for publication the 10 most recent
opinions that are included with this survey?
Proportion of justices who indicated the following criteria formed the basis to certify their 10
most recent published opinions
Applies an existing rule to a significantly different set
of facts

56%

Establishes a new rule of law

40%

Based on 796 opinions
40%

Involves a legal issue of continuing public interest

Makes a significant contribution to legal literature

17%

Resolves or creates an apparent conflict in the law

16%

Other (e.g., request by other panelist, request by a
party, dissenting opinion, etc.)

10%

Modifies or criticizes an existing rule
9%
Results
Over half of all the 796 published opinions from the
0%
25%
survey were certified to be published, justices stated,
because the case, “applies an existing rule to a
significantly different set of facts.”
Other criteria
Two other criteria — establishes a new rule of law
and involves a legal issue of continuing public
Request by party
interest — formed the basis for certification in 40
percent of the published opinions.

50%

75%

23

Interprets a statute

20

Each of the remaining three criteria were cited as the
basis for certification in less than 20 percent of the
published opinions from the survey.
Recurring issue in trial court

8

Explains application of Supreme Court
decision

“Other” criteria
Justices cited an “other” criterion as
the basis for certification in 10 percent
of the published opinions from this survey.

The other criteria cited most frequently by
justices are displayed in the chart to the right.

100%

6

Request by panelist

3

0

5

10

15

20

Number of opinions

25

III. Publication Process
Q5: How is the decision to certify an opinion for publication typically made?
Results
Justices were asked to provide a description
of how the decision to certify an opinion for
publication typically is made in their court.
Three main themes that are somewhat
interrelated emerged from the responses,
and are listed below.

Collective decision

Author recommends, then panel
decides

- A collective decision is made by the entire
panel.

26

Author decides

- The author makes a recommendation
regarding publication to the panel, and the
panel votes to reach consensus.
- The author primarily makes the
determination whether or not to publish.

29

24

Input from party attorney

4

Input from research attorney

4

0

Input from either a party attorney or a staff
research attorney was cited by only a small
number of justices.

5

10

15

20

25

Number of responses

Examples of responses
“Collectively, after discussion with the panel members.”
“Generally, the decision is made after a recommendation for or against publication by the author based on the
rules for publication.”
“Initially by the authoring justice, then in consultation with the other members of the panel that heard the case,
all based on Rules of Court criteria.”

“By the recommendation of the author of the opinion. Sometimes other panel members will suggest publishing
an opinion that had not been recommended by the author, but it is very rare for the other panelists to suggest
that an opinion not be published if the author so recommends.”
“We typically ask input from counsel during oral argument as we provide counsel with tentative opinions that are
marked for publication.”
“If the research attorney who prepared the case memorandum thinks the opinion will merit publication, the
attorney recommends this. If I agree, I circulate it with a notation that it is certified for publication. If another
panel member disagrees, I consider that and may change my mind.”
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Q6: When is the decision regarding whether to certify an opinion for publication typically made?

Results
A slight majority of justices (53%) indicated
that a decision is made concerning
publication before oral argument.
About one-third of the justices responded
that a decision is made after oral argument,
while no justices indicated that a decision is
typically made after a party requests it.

Before oral
argument

53%

After oral
argument

After a party
requests
publication

Of those who responded “other,” most
indicated that the timing varies between the
two categories.

33%

0%

Other

15%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Q7: Is deference to the author of an opinion a major factor in the decision concerning whether to
certify an opinion for publication?

Results
A vast majority of justices (86%) indicated that
deference to the author is a major factor in the
decision to certify an opinion for publication.

Yes

86%

Comments
No

14%

“Deference in this context does not mean abdication
but the author's insights are important.”
“The Author has spent the greatest time on the subject,
has prepared a calendar draft, has presented the matter
at pre-hearing conference and states why the case
merits publication. While not a blanket approval, great
deference is given to the author's request.”

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

“A factor, but not a major factor. The author's publish/non-publish suggestions are usually followed, but not due to deference to
the author. They are followed primarily because they satisfy publication criteria. Author deference may tip balance in close
question.”
“This is a major consideration in our court; because the author tends to be the most knowledgeable person on the panel, the
author's opinion carries considerable weight. There are times when the suggestion to publish is made by a panel member, but,
in those circumstances, the panel almost always defers to the author.”

Q8: Is deference to other panel members a major factor in the decision concerning whether to
certify an opinion for publication?
Results
Almost two-thirds of the justices (65%) responded
that deference to other panel members is a major
factor in publication decisions.

Yes

65%

This is less than the 86 percent of justices who
stated in the previous question that deference to the
author is a major factor.
Comments

No

35%

“We believe it salutary to defer to panel members not only
because it enhances collegiality, but because it tends to
discourage opinions that are legally untenable.”
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

“Collegiality demands substantial deference to the author
on the decision to publish. Much more so than the decision to concur or not concur with another's decision.”

Q9: Does anything other than the rules, such as local traditions, standards, or practices, also
influence the determination whether or not to certify an opinion for publication?
Results
A solid majority (80%) of justices stated that no
factors other than the rules influence their
determination whether or not to certify an
opinion for publication.

Comments
Some examples of comments from justices who
responded “Yes” are presented below.
“Sometimes, not often, there is a feeling sent out by the
author that we are being critical of a trial judge or attorney
and should ‘protect’ them. This has happened (although
rarely) even when the issue is one of critical importance.”

Yes

20%

No

80%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

“A multitude of factors: the quality of the briefing, the thoughtfulness and thoroughness of the trial judge, the peculiarity of
the facts, the procedural snafus, the pressure of the workload.”
“We have had issues that frequently come before us that we feel need to be resolved or revisited by the Supreme Court.
Some panel members feel that publication is more likely to get the Court's attention.”
“If the circumstances of the litigation or case are so bizarre that they are unlikely to arise in the future, we might not publish.
If a trial court persists in not following/misreading the law and has been reversed in earlier unpublished opinion(s), or if
attorney persists in advancing legally unsound arguments.”

Q10: Are there differences in the way civil and criminal opinions are treated with respect to
certification for publication?

Results
There is almost unanimous agreement among
justices that there are no differences in the way
civil and criminal cases are treated with respect
to certification for publication.

Yes

5%

No

95%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

IV. Unpublished Opinions

Q11: How often have you been involved in a case that resulted in an unpublished opinion that
you thought should have, or could have, been published because it met the rule 976(c) criteria?

Results
About one-quarter of the justices have been
involved either occasionally or frequently in a
case that resulted in an unpublished opinion that
they thought should have, or could have, been
published because it met the rule 976(c) criteria.
One in five (20%) justices have never been
involved in this type of case.

Frequently

2%

Occasionally

21%

Rarely

56%

Never

20%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Comments
“Sometime panel members think that the facts are too unusual to warrant publication, making the opinion of limited use in
the future. Sometimes the panel just does not think that the case is a good vehicle to create case law with.”

“I was of the opinion the case involved application of existing law to a different set of facts than in published opinions
and deserved to be published. I was outvoted by the other two, who believed the fact situation presented was too
convoluted to be of help to the public.”
“Usually it has involved application of law to new set of facts but the author did not agree that facts were really ‘new.’”

“It met the criteria, but it concerned an issue that the Supreme Court is issuing ‘grant and hold’ orders on.”

“In general this occurs when the opinion has not been prepared for and is analytically not suitable for
publication.”

“Time constraints are the major factor in cases that could have been published. If the case is not drafted with publication in
mind, it takes many hours to revise and amplify.”

Q12: How important is each of the following factors in deciding not to publish a case that
appears to meet the rule 976(c) criteria?
The case is controversial
Extremely
important

Potential embarrassment of trial judge

0%

4

4%

3

6%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Workload issues do not allow enough time to
prepare a published opinion

5%

62%

0%

0%

25%

50%

75%

Extremely
important

1%

4

0%

100%

29%

61%

0%

4

5%

4

3

6%

3

13%

74%

25%

50%

75%

100%

9%

Extremely
important

1%

0%

75%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Other (e.g., request by other panelist, request by a
party, dissenting opinion, etc.)

The tone or content of the dissenting opinion

Not important at
all

50%

Not important at
all

66%

2

25%

2

18%

Not important at
all

Extremely
important

24%

3

8%

2

12%

Potential embarrassment of litigants or lawyers

2%

3

0%

Not important at
all

81%

4

4

2

Not important at
all

Extremely
important

1%

3

10%

2

Extremely
important

100%

9%

20%

22%

2

24%

Not important at
all

25%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Q12, cont.

Results
Percent responding that the factor has some importance

The chart to the right lists the
factors that have some importance
(i.e., responses “2” through “5”) to the
justices in deciding not to publish a
case that appears to meet the rule
976(c) criteria.

Potential embarrassment of litigants or
law yers

39%

Potential embarrassment of trial judge

Potential embarrassment of
litigants/lawyers (39%) or the trial
judge (37%) were the factors cited most
frequently by justices as having some
importance in a decision not to publish
a case that appears to meet the rule
976(c) criteria. However, each of these
factors was considered “not important
at all” by over 60 percent of justices.
Workload issues were considered to
have some importance in publication
decisions by one-third of the
responding justices.

37%

W orkload issues do not allow enough
time to prepare a published opinion

33%

The tone or content of the dissenting
opinion

25%

The case is controversial

20%

0%

“Other” responses
Justices cited several other factors as
having some importance in a decision not
to publish a case that appears to meet the
rule 976(c) criteria.
A request by a panelist not to publish an
opinion was cited most frequently by
justices as an important factor. Justices
gave this factor an average rating of 3.3
on the 5-point scale.
Justices cited two other factors — a
request by a party not to publish and a
dissenting opinion — as having some
importance in a decision not to publish a
case that appears to meet the rule 976(c)
criteria.

25%

50%

75%

100%

Other factors

Request by
panelist

24

Request by party

8

2.8
Average rating on the
5-point scale

Dissenting
opinion

5

0

5
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15

Number of responses

20

25

3.3

Q13: In your experience, what is the most common reason after filing for reconsidering a
decision not to publish a case?

Further analysis demonstrates that the opinion does meet
the rule 976(c) criteria

39%

Request by a party

37%

Further analysis demonstrates that the opinion merits
publication even though it does not strictly meet the rule
976(c) criteria

8%

7%

Request by interested person, not a party to the case

Other

5%

Request by author or other panelist

4%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Results
Two reasons were cited by justices as the most common, after filing, for reconsidering a decision not to
publish a case.
Almost 40 percent of the justices indicated that the most common reason for reconsidering a decision not to
publish a case was that, “further analysis demonstrates that the opinion does meet the rule 976(c) criteria.”
A request by a party was cited by 37 percent of the justices as the most common reason.
Each of the remaining reasons in the above chart was cited by less than 10 percent of justices as the most
common, after filing, for reconsidering a decision not to publish a case.

Q14: Do you ever rely on unpublished opinions when drafting your opinions?
Results
Justices were evenly split on whether they
rely on unpublished opinions, with a slight
majority (58%) responding that they do use
them when drafting their opinions.

Yes

58%

Comments
Most justices who rely on unpublished opinions
indicated that they do so in order to consider the
rationale or analysis used in a similar decision or
to ensure consistency with their own rulings or
with those in their district/division.

No

Some justices also use unpublished opinions as a
source of boilerpoint language.

42%

0%
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50%

75%

100%

Q15: Should parties be permitted, in a petition for review or an answer, to draw the Supreme
Court’s attention to unpublished opinions within the relevant appellate district that arguably
conflict with the decision made by the Court of Appeal in their case?
Results
Almost three-quarters (72%) of the justices believe
parties should not be permitted to draw the
Supreme Court’s attention to unpublished opinions.

Yes

28%

Comments
Justices who responded “Yes” indicated that
they believe the Supreme Court should have a
complete picture of all relevant issues when
there is a conflict with a decision.

No

“It should be important to the Supreme Court to know there
are conflicts between the lower courts which have not yet
been resolved, whether the cases are published or not.”

72%

0%
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50%

75%

100%

Justices who responded “No” generally did so because they believe the permission would remove any distinction
between published and unpublished opinions, and that the practice could be abused.
“‘Arguably conflict’ is such a vague phrase that it could be misused to circumvent the rule against citing unpublished opinions.”
“Were that the case, there would be no practical difference between published and unpublished cases.”
“Unpublished cases often do not receive the detailed analysis that published cases receive.”

V. Partial Publication
Q16: Have you ever certified only part of an opinion to be published (i.e., partial publication)
pursuant to rule 976.1?
Results
Almost all of the justices who responded to
this question have certified only part of an
opinion to be published.
Comments
Most comments highlighted that justices certified
only part of an opinion to be published because
only that part of the opinion merited publication
while the other part of the opinion did not meet
the rule 976 criteria.

Yes

96%

No

Some justices indicated that they rarely publish
only part of an opinion because of a personal or
panel preference against partial publication.

4%
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Q17: Should the Supreme Court be able to order partial publication of an opinion of a
Court of Appeal?
Results
Justices strongly affirmed (82%) that the
Supreme Court should be able to order a partial
publication of an opinion of a Court of Appeal.

Comments
Justices who responded “Yes” indicated that they
see no distinction between the Supreme Court’s
authority to order full publication or
depublication, and its authority to order partial
publication or depublication.

Yes

82%

No

18%

0%

“If the Supreme Court believes only part of an opinion is
significant, it should have the ability to order that part published.”

25%

50%

75%

“If the Supreme Court can order full publication, why shouldn't it be able to order partial publication where an opinion
addresses more than one issue which does not meet the criteria for publication.”

Several justices who responded “No” indicated that partial publications could lose some context.
“I'm not sure how I feel about this. Not all facts are put in or stressed in an opinion. Publishing a small portion after
the fact might result in confusion for the parties.”
“It would either create an incoherent case or turn the court of appeal justice into a supreme court law clerk.”

100%

Q18: Should the Supreme Court be able to order a partial depublication of an opinion of a Court
of Appeal?

Results
Over three-quarters of the justices indicated
that the Supreme Court should be able to
order a partial depublication of an opinion of
a Court of Appeal.
This is slightly less than the percentage of
justices who responded “Yes” to the previous
question on partial publication.

Yes

78%

No

22%
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50%

75%

100%

Comments
As in the previous question on partial publication, justices who responded “Yes” indicated that they see no
distinction in the Supreme Court’s authority to order full publication or depublication, and its authority to order
a partial publication or depublication.
“If a whole opinion can be depublished because it is incorrect or causes mischief it seems to me that part of an opinion
should be as well, especially if the rest of the opinion meets the publication criteria and the Supreme Court agrees with
the conclusions.”
“I am not in favor of depublication, but as long as we have the rule the Supreme Court should be able to do partially what
it can do completely.”

Several justices, regardless of their response, indicated that they would like this decision to be a collaborative
one involving input from the author.
“Other parts may be worthy of publication. Again, the author should have an opportunity to weigh in on any necessary
editing.”
“It should be all or nothing. Partial publication should be done by the authors.”
“Partial publication would present serious problems, unless the opinion was sent back to the CA first for editing in light of
the Supreme Court's order to depublish part. If any part is deleted that was significant to the CA's reasoning, it might
alter the meaning or intention of original authors.”
“Partial publication often requires some careful crafting of the opinion so that the reader has enough of the factual and
procedural background to understand the issues considered in the published portion of the opinion without burdening the
reader with unnecessary information (since one of the primary reasons to engage in partial publication, in my view, is to
limit the material that must be consulted when doing future research). If the opinion's author has not had the opportunity
to do this, an order of partial publication or partial depublication by the Supreme Court could produce less-than-optimal
results. To the extent this is not a problem, however, I think an order of partial publication or partial depublication would
be fine.”

VI. Potential Changes to Rule 976 and Rule 976.1
Q19: Should changes to any of the existing criteria in rule 976 be considered?
Results
A large majority (83%) believe no changes
should be considered to any of the existing
criteria in rule 976.

Yes

17%

Comments
Justices who indicated no changes should be
considered believe that the current rules are
clear and work well.
“I am not adverse to change; however, I feel strongly
the current rules work well and should remain as
currently stated.”

No

83%
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25%

50%

75%

“They are well thought out and have served the bench, bar, and public well.”
“I believe the current system works very well. The decision to publish is very carefully considered. The opinions that
are published require much more work. I am not aware of any instance where there is a conflict between a published
and an unpublished opinion within a district or division. The vast majority of cases we deal with are very fact specific
and do not lend themselves to publication. If litigants feel otherwise, they can request publication, and it will be
considered very carefully.”
“The rule works as is. There is no reason to publish cases not worthy of publication. It would simply add to the time
and expense of research in weeding out those cases. As to a concern for secrecy, having all cases available on line
and on the AOC website ensures public access.”

Several justices that indicated that changes should be considered generally believe that the rules could be
clarified or expanded upon in some manner.
“They could be more specific — e.g., break down #1 into two or more criteria.”
“The criteria should more clearly cover opinions that construe a statute, ordinance, or rule.”
“To provide that any opinion with a dissent should be published, and (to the extent possible) to refine the rules in a
manner that will promote uniformity among the divisions in deciding whether to publish.”

“If the opinion directs attention to shortcomings of existing common law or inadequacies in the statutes.”

100%

Q20: Should additional criteria be added?
Results
Over three-quarters of the justices indicated
that no additional criteria should be added.
The remaining justices indicated that they
believe additional criteria should be added to
the existing criteria in rule 976.

Potential additional criteria

Yes

24%

No

Justices were provided with samples of
criteria used in other jurisdictions. The table
below lists criteria that justices cited in the
comment section of this question, in order of
criteria that received the most responses.

76%

0%
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50%

Criteria used in other jurisdictions

75%

100%

Responses

13. The disposition of a matter is accompanied by separate concurring or dissenting expression, and
the author of such separate expression desires that it be published.

5

14. The opinion directs attention to the shortcomings of existing common law or inadequacies in
statutes.

5

10. The opinion treats a previously overlooked rule of law.

4

16. The opinion reaffirms a principle of law not applied in a recently reported decision.

4

5. The opinion resolves a legal issue of substantial public interest, which the court has not
sufficiently treated recently.

3

8. The opinion treats an issue of first impression.

3

15. The opinion construes a provision of a constitution, statute, ordinance, or court rule.
9. The opinion treats a new constitutional or statutory issue.
21. The opinion reverses a judgment or denies enforcement of an order when the lower court or
agency has published an opinion supporting the judgment or order.

3
2
2

6. The case involves a significantly new factual situation, likely to be of interest to a wide spectrum
of persons other than the parties to a case.

1

7. The case is a test case.

1

19. Although not otherwise meriting publication, the opinion constitutes a significant and
nonduplicative contribution to legal literature by providing an historical review of the law, or
describing legislative history, or containing a collection of cases that should be of substantial aid
to the bench and bar.

1

22. The opinion is pursuant to an order of remand from the Supreme Court and is not rendered
merely in ministerial obedience to specific directions of that Court.

1

Q21: Does the presumption set forth in rule 976 (against publication) affect your decision
on whether to publish an opinion ?

Results
On the question whether the presumption set
forth in rule 976 against publication affects
their decision on whether to publish an
opinion, justices were more evenly split than
they were on other questions.
A majority of justices (60%) indicated that the
presumption against publication does affect
their decision.

Yes

60%

No

40%

Comments
Justices who responded “Yes” generally believe
this presumption serves several important purposes.
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50%

75%

100%

“Rightly so. The presumption serves the important purpose of compelling panels to justify publication and, thus, not burden
counsel and courts with the time-consuming and costly task of wading through opinions not worthy of precedential value.”
“The presumption focuses me on publishing a narrow range of cases. It results in fewer publications. This is okay. It is a
different issue than WHAT cases should be published. That is, I think the presumption affects numbers not the quality.”
“I believe intermediate appellate courts are courts of correctness and that publication decisions should be made
cautiously.”
“The criteria are stringent. The shelves are overflowing with official reports. Lawyers and judges need a well-reasoned,
intelligently, and clearly written body of law. Time is precious. Resources must be saved.”
“It's a valid presumption which prompts close scrutiny of one's opinion that publication may be merited.”
“We should only publish cases that ‘strictly’ meet the criteria; the presumption underscores this concept.”

Justices that responded “No” commented that they simply follow the rule and that the presumption does not affect
their decision.
“The question of whether an opinion qualifies for publication does not really turn on presumptions. Either it qualifies or it
does not.”
“Regardless of the ‘presumption,’ if the opinion meets the criteria I vote to publish.”
“I only consider the criteria set forth.”

Q22: Should the presumption against publishing set forth in rule 976 be changed to an
affirmative presumption that requires publication unless the opinion does not meet any of the
criteria?
Results
Justices overwhelmingly believe that the
presumption set forth in rule 976 should not be
changed to an affirmative presumption, with 90
percent responding “No” to this question.

Yes

10%

Comments
“This might be a good compromise with those
individuals wanting all cases to be published.”

No

“It will greatly increase the number of published cases and
I think increase the number of cases that should not be
published. Such a presumption rests on the assumption
all cases are of publication value. They are not.”

90%
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50%

75%

100%

“Given the routine nature of many cases, the presumption against publication requires more careful scrutiny to the
decision to publish and the reasons that support that decision.”
“As presently drafted there is no principle to guide the discretion of the court in deciding whether to publish once it determines
at least one of the criteria has been met. I think this contributes to the perception that we employ illegitimate factors in
reaching our publication decisions. As a practical matter I doubt there will be more cases published if the presumption is
changed, but I think it would have a beneficial impact on how the integrity of the process is viewed by some of our critics.”
“The vast majority of appellate cases do not merit publication by any stretch of the imagination. Creating an affirmative
presumption would require an explanation anytime the panel decided not to publish but a party or someone else requested
publication. We don't have time for that.”

Q23: Do you think rule 976.1, setting forth the basis for partial publication, should be
revised or repealed?

Results

Yes

6%

Justices just as strongly believe that rule 976.1,
setting forth the basis for partial publication,
should not be revised or repealed.
No

94%
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Survey of Appellate Attorneys

Survey Results
11/06/2006

Summary of Key Findings

Section II — Publication Criteria
Two criteria — establishes a new rule on law (70%) and resolves or creates an apparent conflict in the law
(40%) — were cited most often by attorneys as being important in Court of Appeal determinations to certify
opinions for publication.
Over two-thirds of the 119 attorneys that provided an “other” criteria indicated that they believe a request by
a party is a criterion used in determinations made by the Courts of Appeal to certify decisions for
publication.
About one-quarter stated that the presence of a dissenting or concurring opinion is an “other” criterion used
by the Courts of Appeal.

Section III — Publication Process
A slight majority of attorneys (56%) believe there are things other than the criteria in rule 976 that influence
a court’s determination whether or not to certify an opinion for publication, with the two things cited most
often listed below
Panel or District's preferences regarding publication frequency
To encourage or avoid scrutiny or review; court is result-oriented
In addition two-third of attorneys believe the publication rules are not uniformly followed, with the most
cited explanation being the “Panel or District's preferences regarding publication frequency or subject
matter.”
Almost two-thirds of the attorneys (64%) responded that they occasionally have encountered cases that were
not certified for publication that they considered worthy of publication, while about one-quarter indicated
that this has happened either rarely or never.
While a slight majority of attorneys have requested publication of an opinion, most have done so only
rarely.

Section IV — Unpublished Opinions and Partial Publication
Almost all attorneys that responded to this survey use unpublished opinions to assist them in their work,
primarily “to use as a research tool”, “to understand how the court has previously treated an issue”,
and/or “as a source of additional arguments”.
A majority of attorneys read either a portion of opinions or almost all opinions not certified for
publication, primarily focusing on those relevant to their practice.
Two-third of attorneys stated that parties should be permitted to draw the Supreme Court’s attention to
unpublished opinions within the relevant district that conflict with the decision made by the Court of
Appeal in their case.
A slight majority of attorneys (59%) believe parties should be able to refer to unpublished opinions from
any appellate district.
Attorneys overwhelmingly affirmed that the Supreme Court should be able to order a partial publication
(91%) or a partial depublication (81%) of an opinion of a Court of Appeal.

Section V — Potential Changes to Rule 976 and Rule 976.1
More than two-thirds of attorneys (70%) believe no changes should be considered to the existing criteria in
rule 976, while about two-thirds of attorneys (68%) indicated that no criteria should be added.
A majority of attorneys (58%) stated that the presumption against publishing set forth in rule 976 should
not be changed to an affirmative presumption.
Those that believe it should not be changed indicated that the “present volume and quality of published
cases are more than adequate”, while those attorneys that believe it should be changed stated that “it would
promote publication of all appropriate cases”
A strong majority (83%) of attorneys believe that rule 976.1, setting forth the basis for partial publication,
should not be revised or repealed.

I. Survey Administration and Profile of Appellate Attorney Respondents
Results

Administration

618 visits to the online survey site:

30 appellate attorney organizations contacted
by letter

288 attorneys completed entire survey
132 attorneys completed part of survey

Announcement posted on California Courts
Web site with link to online survey

Survey results based on both partial and
completed survey responses for each question

Survey made available in hard copy on request

Experience
Just about one-quarter of the attorneys have had
appeals as a significant portion of their practice for
more than 20 years.

Almost half (46%) of the attorneys who
responded to this survey have been in practice for
more than 20 years, while about one-quarter have
been in practice for 10 years or less.
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8%

6-10 years

15%

11-15 years

20%

16-20 years

20%

6-10 years

19%

11-15 years

20%

16-20 years

12%

More than 20
years
25%

50%
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More than 20
years

45%
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Nature of practice
Most attorneys who responded to this survey
focus their practice on either civil (46%) or
criminal (37%) law.
Civil

Almost half of the attorneys are in private practice,
with a similar proportion in public service as either
a court attorney or a government attorney.
Private

46%

47%

Court attorney
Criminal

17%

37%

Government (not court
employee)
Juvenile

30%

5%

In-house counsel
Other

12%

0%

1%

Other
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II. Publication Criteria
Q5: In your experience, how important do you believe each of the following criteria has been in
determinations made by the Courts of Appeal to certify decisions for publication?
Establishes a new rule of law

Resolves or creates an apparent conflict in the law

Extremely
important

4
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75%

100%

Applies an existing rule to a set of facts significantly
different from those stated in published opinions
Extremely
important

4

50%

75%

100%

27%

19%

3

4%

0%

25%

21%

Not important at
all

6%

75%

100%

28%

2

13%

50%

75%

23%

3

26%

25%

50%

14%

4

30%

2

29%

Extremely
important

25%

4

100%

Makes a significant contribution to legal literature by
reviewing either the development of a common law rule
or the legislative or judicial history of a provision of a
constitution, statute, or other written law

Modifies, or criticizes with reasons given, an
existing rule
Extremely
important

75%

21%

Not important at
all

5%

25%

50%

Involves a legal issue of continuing public interest

2

19%
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25%

3

25%

2
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4

29%

3

5%

Extremely
important

22%

0%

9%

Not important at
all

1%

Not important at
all

18%

2

3%

Not important at
all

27%

3

10%

2

40%

4

16%

3

Not important at
all

Extremely
important
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Q5: Percent responding “4 - Important” or “5 – Extremely important” in Court of Appeal determinations to certify
opinions for publication.
70%

Establishes a new rule of law

Resolves or creates an apparent conflict in the law

40%

Modifies an existing rule

25%

Applies an existing rule to a significantly different
set of facts

22%

Involves a legal issue of continuing public interest

21%

Makes a significant contribution to legal literature

Results
Two criteria — establishes a new rule on law (70%)
and resolves or creates an apparent conflict in the law
(40%) — were cited most often by attorneys as being
important in Court of Appeal determinations to certify
opinions for publication.
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Other
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Around one-quarter of the attorneys responded with either a “4” or a “5” to the following three criteria: modifies
an existing rule; applies an existing rule to a significantly different set of facts; involves a legal issue of
continuing public interest.

“Other” responses
There were 119 attorney responses
naming “other” criteria used in
determinations made by the Courts
of Appeal to certify decisions for
publication.
Two-thirds of these attorneys
believe a request by a party is a
criterion used in determinations
made by the Courts of Appeal to
certify decisions for publication.
About one-quarter stated that the
presence of a dissenting or
concurring opinion is a criterion
used by the Courts of Appeal.

66%

Re que s t by party
Pre s e nce of dis s e nting or
concurring opinion

24%

Pride of authors hip

7%

Ne w is s ue /le gis lation, clarifie s
e xis ting rule

7%

Politics /high profile cas e

4%

To avoid s crutiny or criticis m
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III. Publication Process
Q6: Do you believe that anything other than the criteria currently set forth in rule 976, such as
local traditions, standards, or practices, influence a court’s determination whether or not to certify
an opinion for publication?

Results
A slight majority of attorneys (56%)
believe there are things other than the
criteria in rule 976 that influence a court’s
determination whether or not to certify an
opinion for publication.

Yes

56%

No

44%

0%

“Other” responses
There were 163 attorney responses for
“other” things beside the criteria in rule
976 that influence a court’s determination
whether or not to certify an opinion for
publication.
Slightly less than one-half (44%) of these
attorneys indicated that an “other” thing
they believe influences a court’s decision
is the desire to encourage or avoid
scrutiny or review.
About one-quarter (27%) believe that a
panel’s or district’s preference regarding
publication frequency influences a court’s
determination whether or not to certify an
opinion for publication.
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re s ult-orie nte d
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100%

44%

Pane l or Dis trict's
pre fe re nce s re garding
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27%

13%

10%
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Q7: In your view, are the publication rules uniformly followed?

Yes

33%

Results
One-third of the attorneys believe the
publication rules are uniformly followed,
with the remaining two-thirds responding
that they do not believe they are
uniformly followed.
No

67%

0%

“Other” responses
There were 165 attorneys who
explained why they do not believe the
publication rules are uniformly
followed.
Slightly less than one-half (43%) of
these attorneys indicated that a panel’s
or district’s preference regarding
publication frequency is a reason that
they do not believe the publication rules
are uniformly followed.
Each of the other main reasons was
cited by less than 20 percent of the
attorneys.
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Q8: How often have you encountered cases that were not certified for publication that you
considered worthy of publication pursuant to the rule 976(c) criteria?

Frequently

Results
Almost two-thirds of the attorneys (64%)
responded that they occasionally have
encountered cases that were not certified for
publication that they considered worthy of
publication, while about one-quarter
indicated that this has happened either
rarely or never.
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Occasionally

64%
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Rarely

Never
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Q9: Have you ever requested publication of an opinion?

Yes

Results
Slightly fewer than two-thirds of attorneys
(62%) have requested publication of an
opinion.

62%

No

If yes, how often?
Over two-thirds of the
attorneys (68%) who have
requested publication of an
opinion have done so only
rarely, while only 1 percent
have frequently requested
publication of an opinion.

38%

0%
Frequently
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Occasionally

31%

Rarely

68%
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75%
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Q10: If you answered yes to question 9, please indicate how often you have relied on each
criteria in support of your request for publication?

Establishes a new rule of law
Frequently

Resolves or creates an apparent conflict in the law
Frequently

30%

Occassionally

26%

Occassionally

Rarely

27%

Rarely

17%

Never
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75%

100%

Applies an existing rule to a set of facts significantly
different from those stated in published opinions
Frequently

Occassionally

0%

18%

Rarely

Never

18%

Never
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27%

43%
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17%
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11%

Occassionally

18%

Rarely

18%

54%

Never

75%

75%

28%

Frequently

8%

0%

50%

Makes a significant contribution to legal literature by
reviewing either the development of a common law rule
or the legislative or judicial history of a provision of a
constitution, statute, or other written law

Modifies, or criticizes with reasons given, an
existing rule

Never

25%

Involves a legal issue of continuing public interest

Rarely

Rarely

31%

Occassionally

33%

Occassionally

16%
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31%
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35%
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Q12: In your experience, what arguments or factors have been most persuasive in convincing a
panel to reconsider a decision not to publish an opinion?
Further analysis demonstrates that the opinion does
meet the rule 976(c) criteria
Extremely
persuasive

Request by a party
Extremely
persuasive
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25%

16%

16%

24%

9%

Not persuasive at
all

27%

Not persuasive at
all

16%
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Further analysis demonstrates that the opinion
merits publication even though it does not strictly
meet the rule 976(c) criteria
Extremely
persuasive

26%

0%

25%

75%

100%

Request by interested person, not a party to the case
Extremely
persuasive

2%

3%

14%

8%

17%

26%

25%

25%

Not persuasive at
all

Not persuasive at
all
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Other factors

“Other” responses
Of the 32 attorneys that provided an “other”
factor, half believe that the presence of a
dissenting or concurring opinion has been
persuasive in convincing a panel to reconsider a
decision not to publish an opinion.

Presence of
dissenting or
concurring
opinion
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16%

New
issue/legislation,
clarifies existing
rule
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IV. Unpublished Opinions and Partial Publication

Q13: Do you ever use unpublished opinions to assist you in your work?

Results
Almost all attorneys that responded to this
survey use unpublished opinions to assist
them in their work, while only 8 percent do
not use unpublished opinions.

Yes

92%

No

8%

0%

“Other” responses
There were 261 attorneys who
explained why they have used
unpublished opinions to assist
them in their work.
About half (52%) of these
attorneys indicated that they
have used unpublished
opinions as a research tool,
while 42 percent used them to
understand how the court has
treated an issue previously.
Slightly less than one-third
(30%) of these attorneys have
used unpublished opinions as
a source of additional
arguments in their work.
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Q14: All opinions not certified for publication are available online. Do you regularly read these
opinions?
Yes, I read
almost all of
them

Results
A majority of attorneys (65%) read a portion
of opinions not certified for publication,
while less than 10 percent stated that they
read almost all of them. Just over onequarter (28%) indicated that they do not read
these opinions.

7%

Yes, I read a
portion of them

65%

No

0%

Which opinions do you read?
Attorneys cited one primary
factor — relevance to their
practice (73%) — in deciding
which opinions to read.
The two other factors cited
most frequently by attorneys
are shown in the chart to the
right.
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Q15: How often do you find dispositions or useful information in unpublished opinions that is not
otherwise available from a citable source?
Results
About one-quarter of attorneys (26%) stated
that they frequently find dispositions or
useful information in unpublished opinions,
while a similar proportion of attorneys either
rarely or never find dispositions or useful
information in unpublished opinions.
Just under half of the attorneys (48%)
indicated that they occasionally find useful
information in unpublished opinions.
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Q16: Should parties be permitted, in a petition for review or an answer, to draw the Supreme
Court’s attention to unpublished opinions within the relevant appellate district that arguably
conflict with the decision made by the Court of Appeal in their case?

Results
Two-thirds of attorneys stated that parties
should be permitted to draw the Supreme
Court’s attention to unpublished opinions
within the relevant district that conflict with
the decision made by the Court of Appeal in
their case.

Yes

67%

No

Comments
There were 223 attorneys who explained their
responses to this question. These attorneys are
separated below into the “Yes” responses and the
“No” responses.

“Yes” responses
Almost half (46%) of the attorneys who
provided explanations answered “Yes”
because they believe the permission will
help avoid or resolve any hidden conflicts.
A small proportion believe it will guide the
Supreme Court on whether to grant review
or indicated that all decisions should be
citable.
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should be citable
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“No” responses
One in five (20%) of the attorneys who
provided explanations answered “No”
because they believe published opinions are
sufficient.
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Q17: Should parties be permitted to refer, in the petition or answer, to unpublished
decisions from any appellate district?

Results
A slight majority of attorneys (59%) believe
parties should be able to refer to unpublished
opinions from any appellate district.

Yes

59%

No

Comments
There were 211 attorneys who explained their
responses to this question. These attorneys are
separated below into the “Yes” responses and the
“No” responses.
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Supreme Court should be made
aw are of conflicts betw een
districts

“Yes” responses
As in the previous question, almost half (46%)
of the attorneys who provided explanations
answered “Yes” because they believe the
permission will help avoid or resolve any
hidden conflicts.

44%

Useful as persuasive authority

12%

They show issues of statew ide
importance or interest

7%
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“No” responses
About one-quarter of the attorneys (23%)
who provided explanations answered “No”
because they believe the permission will add
to the burden of counsel and parties.
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published
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Q18: Should the Supreme Court be able to order partial publication of an opinion of a Court of
Appeal?

Results
Attorneys overwhelmingly affirmed (91%)
that the Supreme Court should be able to
order partial publication of an opinion of a
Court of Appeal.

Yes

91%

Comments
Attorneys cited two main reasons that they
believe the Supreme Court should be able to
order partial publication: only a portion of an
opinion may fall within criteria or be of
interest to litigants, and the Supreme Court
should have the power to partially publish as
the Court of Appeal does.
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Q19: Should the Supreme Court be able to order partial depublication of an opinion of a
Court of Appeal?

Results
Attorneys also strongly agree (81%) that the
Supreme Court should be able to order partial
depublication of an opinion of a Court of
Appeal, though slightly less so than for partial
publication.

Comments
Again, there were two main reasons that
attorneys believe the Supreme Court should
be able to order partial depublication: the
Supreme Court could approve only a portion
of the opinion, and it would ensure that the
case is worthy of publication.
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V. Potential Changes to Rule 976 and Rule 976.1

Q20: Should changes to any of the existing criteria in rule 976 be considered?

Results
More than two-thirds of attorneys (70%)
believe no changes should be considered to the
existing criteria in rule 976.

Yes

30%

Comments
Attorneys cited three types of changes when
provided an opportunity to comment: add
more criteria, publish all opinions or allow
citation to some/all unpublished opinions, and
make existing criteria more specific.
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Q21: Should additional criteria be added?

Results
Consistent with the last question, about twothirds of attorneys (68%) indicated that no
criteria should be added.
For the one-third of all attorneys who believe
criteria should be added, the table on the
following page lists the criteria that they
cited, in order of criteria that received the
most responses.
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Q21, continued

Potential additional criteria
Attorneys were provided with samples of criteria used in other jurisdictions. The table below lists criteria that
attorneys cited in the comment section of this question, in order of criteria that received the most responses.

Criteria used in other jurisdictions

Responses

The opinion reaffirms a principle of law not applied in a recently reported decision.
The disposition of a matter is accompanied by separate concurring or dissenting expression, and the author
of such separate expression desires that it be published.

14

The opinion treats an issue of first impression.

11

The opinion directs attention to the shortcomings of existing common law or inadequacies in statutes.

10

12

The opinion treats a new constitutional or statutory issue.

9

The opinion construes a provision of a constitution, statute, ordinance, or court rule.

9

Although not otherwise meriting publication, the opinion constitutes a significant and nonduplicative
contribution to legal literature by providing an historical review of the law, or describing legislative history,
or containing a collection of cases that should be of substantial aid to the bench and bar.
The opinion resolves a legal issue of substantial public interest, which the court has not sufficiently treated
recently.

9

The opinion treats a previously overlooked rule of law.

8

The opinion criticizes, clarifies, explains, alters, or modifies an existing rule of law.
The case involves a significantly new factual situation, likely to be of interest to a wide spectrum of persons
other than the parties to a case.

7

The opinion involves a substantial question under the federal or state constitutions.
The opinion reverses a judgment or denies enforcement of an order when the lower court or agency has
published an opinion supporting the judgment or order.
The opinion applies an existing rule of law to facts significantly different from those to which that rule has
previously been applied.
An actual or apparent conflict in or with past holdings of this court or other courts is created, resolved, or
continued by the opinion.

7

The case is a test case.

6

A panel desires to adopt as precedent in this court an opinion of a lower tribunal, in whole or in part.
The opinion decides an appeal from a lower court order ruling that a provision of the state constitution, a
statute, an administrative rule or regulation, or any other action of the legislative or executive branch of
state government is invalid.
The opinion is pursuant to an order of remand from the Supreme Court and is not rendered merely in
ministerial obedience to specific directions of that Court.

6

The opinion establishes a new rule of law.
The opinion corrects procedural errors, or errors in the conduct of the judicial process, whether by remand
with instructions or otherwise.

5

The opinion affirms or reverses a lower court decision on different grounds.

3

8

7

7
6
6

6
6
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Q22: Should the presumption against publishing set forth in rule 976 be changed to an affirmative
presumption that requires publication unless the opinion does not meet any of the criteria?
Results
A majority of attorneys (58%) stated that the
presumption against publishing set forth in rule
976 should not be changed to an affirmative
presumption, though over 40 percent believe that
it should be changed to require publication
unless the opinion does not meet any of the
criteria.

Yes

42%

No

Comments
There were 108 attorneys who explained their
responses to this question. These attorneys are
separated below into the “Yes” responses and the
“No” responses.

“Yes” responses
Almost one-quarter (24%) of the attorneys
who provided explanations believe the
presumption should be changed because it
will promote publication of all appropriate
cases.

58%

0%

25%

50%

Promote publication of all
appropriate cases

Slightly more than 10 percent of the attorneys
believe the presumption should not be changed
for each of two reasons: that the courts should
have discretion over publication (14%) and
that this change would lead to publication of
opinions with less value (12%).

100%

24%

Promote uniform application of
criteria
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Encourage more thorough
analysis
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Help public perception
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“No” responses
Almost one-third of the attorneys (31%)
believe the presumption should not be changed
because the present volume and quality of
published cases are more than adequate.
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Q23: Do you think rule 976.1, setting forth the basis for partial publication, should be
revised or repealed?

Results

Yes

17%

A strong majority (83%) of attorneys
believe that rule 976.1, setting forth the
basis for partial publication, should not
be revised or repealed.
No

83%
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Survey of Appellate Court Justices
Survey of Appellate Attorneys

Comparison between Survey Results
11/06/2006

Summary of Key Findings

Section I — Publication Criteria and Process
Justices and attorneys each cited the same two criteria — establishes a new rule on law and resolves or
creates an apparent conflict in the law — most often as being important in Court of Appeal determinations
to certify opinions for publication.
There is some disagreement between justices and attorneys about if there are things other than the criteria
in rule 976 that influence a court’s determination whether or not to certify an opinion for publication.
A solid majority (80%) of justices stated that no factors other than the rules influence their
determination whether or not to certify an opinion for publication, while a slight majority of
attorneys (56%) believe there are things other than the criteria in rule 976 that influence a court’s
determination whether or not to certify an opinion for publication.
There is also some disagreement between justices and attorneys about how often they have been involved
in or encountered cases that were not certified for publication that they considered worthy of publication
pursuant to the rule 976(c) criteria?
Over three-quarters of the justices have been involved either never or rarely in a case that resulted
in an unpublished opinion that they thought should have, or could have, been published because it
met the rule 976(c) criteria.
Conversely, almost three-quarters of the attorneys responded that they either occasionally or
frequently have encountered cases that were not certified for publication that they considered
worthy of publication

Section II — Unpublished Opinions and Partial Publication
A majority of both justices and attorneys use unpublished opinions to assist them in their work, though
attorneys are much more likely than justices (92% compared to 58%) to use them.
There is some disagreement between justices and attorneys about whether parties should be permitted, in a
petition for review or an answer, to draw the Supreme Court’s attention to unpublished opinions within the
relevant appellate district that arguably conflict with the decision made by the Court of Appeal in their
case?
A majority (72%) of justices stated that parties should not be permitted to draw the Supreme
Court’s attention to unpublished opinions while the majority of attorneys stated that parties should
be permitted.
Both justices and attorneys overwhelmingly affirmed that the Supreme Court should be able to order a
partial publication or a partial depublication of an opinion of a Court of Appeal.

Section III — Potential Changes to Rule 976 and Rule 976.1
A majority of both justices and attorneys believe that no changes should be considered to the existing
criteria in rule 976, or that no criteria should be added.
A majority of both justices and attorneys also stated that the presumption against publishing set forth in rule
976 should not be changed to an affirmative presumption, though over 40% of attorneys believe that it
should be changed.
A strong majority of both justices and attorneys believe that rule 976.1, setting forth the basis for partial
publication, should not be revised or repealed.

I. Publication Criteria and Process
Appellate Justice survey: Question # 3, pg 3.
During the course of your career, how important has each of the following criteria been in persuading
you that an opinion should be published?

Appellate Attorney survey: Question # 5, pg 28.
In your experience, how important do you believe each of the following criteria has been in
determinations made by the Courts of Appeal to certify decisions for publication?

Applies an existing rule to a significantly different
set of facts

Establishes a new rule of law
Extremely
important
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Appellate Justice survey: Question # 3, pg 3.
During the course of your career, how important has each of the following criteria been in persuading
you that an opinion should be published?

Appellate Attorney survey: Question # 5, pg 28.
In your experience, how important do you believe each of the following criteria has been in
determinations made by the Courts of Appeal to certify decisions for publication?

Involves a legal issue of continuing public interest
Extremely
important

Makes a significant contribution to legal literature
Extremely
important
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Percent responding “4 - Important” or “5 – Extremely important” to the set of questions above
100%
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Appellate Justice survey: Question # 9, pg 9.
Does anything other than the rules, such as local traditions, standards, or practices, also influence
the determination whether or not to certify an opinion for publication?

Appellate Attorney survey: Question # 6, pg 30.
Do you believe that anything other than the criteria currently set forth in rule 976, such as local traditions,
standards, or practices, influence a court’s determination whether or not to certify an opinion for publication?
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Appellate Justice survey: Question # 11, pg 13.
How often have you been involved in a case that resulted in an unpublished opinion that you thought
should have, or could have, been published because it met the rule 976(c) criteria?

Appellate Attorney survey: Question # 8, pg 32.
How often have you encountered cases that were not certified for publication that you considered
worthy of publication pursuant to the rule 976(c) criteria?
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II. Unpublished Opinions and Partial Publication
Appellate Justice survey: Question # 14, pg 17.
Do you ever rely on unpublished opinions when drafting your opinions?

Appellate Attorney survey: Question # 13, pg 35.
Do you ever use unpublished opinions to assist you in your work?
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Appellate Justice survey: Question # 15, pg 17.
Should parties be permitted, in a petition for review or an answer, to draw the Supreme Court’s
attention to unpublished opinions within the relevant appellate district that arguably conflict with the
decision made by the Court of Appeal in their case?

Appellate Attorney survey: Question # 16, pg 37.
Should parties be permitted, in a petition for review or an answer, to draw the Supreme Court’s
attention to unpublished opinions within the relevant appellate district that arguably conflict with the
decision made by the Court of Appeal in their case?
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Appellate Justice survey: Question # 17, pg 18.
Appellate Attorney survey: Question # 18, pg 39.
Should the Supreme Court be able to order partial publication of an opinion of a Court of Appeal?
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Appellate Justice survey: Question # 18, pg 19.
Appellate Attorney survey: Question # 19, pg 39.
Should the Supreme Court be able to order partial publication of an opinion of a Court of Appeal?
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III. Potential Changes to Rule 976 and Rule 976.1

Appellate Justice survey: Question # 19, pg 21.
Appellate Attorney survey: Question # 20, pg 40.
Should changes to any of the existing criteria in rule 976 be considered?
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Appellate Justice survey: Question # 20, pg 22.
Appellate Attorney survey: Question # 21, pg 40.
Should additional criteria be added?
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Appellate Justice survey: Question # 22, pg 24.
Appellate Attorney survey: Question # 22, pg 42.
Should the presumption against publishing set forth in rule 976 be changed to an affirmative
presumption that requires publication unless the opinion does not meet any of the criteria?
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Appellate Justice survey: Question # 23, pg 24.
Appellate Attorney survey: Question # 23, pg 43.
Do you think rule 976.1, setting forth the basis for partial publication, should be revised or repealed?
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I. Executive Summary
The Supreme Court of California Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court
of Appeal Opinions (the “committee”) recommends that the Supreme Court take the
following actions:
1. Adopt proposed amendments to California Rules of Court, rule 976, to clarify
and expand the criteria that the Courts of Appeal should consider when
deciding whether to publish an opinion.
2. Assuming the proposed amendments are adopted, periodically evaluate their
impact on Court of Appeal publication rates.
3. Reevaluate at a future time whether the rule 976 presumption against
publication should be changed to a presumption in favor of publication.
4. Encourage further judicial education regarding the publication rules and
related practices.
5. Consider appointing a committee to:
(a) Evaluate the feasibility of procedures whereby the Supreme Court could
order the partial publication or partial depublication of a Court of Appeal
opinion.
(b) Evaluate the possibility of expanding the circumstances under which
parties may draw the Supreme Court’s attention to unpublished opinions.
(c) Review and make recommendations concerning the publication of
opinions of the appellate divisions of the superior court.
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II. Introduction and Summary of the Report
The California Supreme Court appointed the Advisory Committee on Rules for
Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions in November 2004. The court charged the
committee with reviewing the standards for the publication of opinions of the Courts of
Appeal and with recommending to the court whether the existing criteria or procedures
set forth in the rules for publication of these opinions should be changed. The committee
specifically focused on whether the existing rules were being applied uniformly across
the six appellate districts.
The practice of selectively publishing intermediate appellate court opinions has served as
an effective way to create and manage a body of precedential appellate opinions that
provide accessible and useful guidance for litigants and the public. The goal is to allow
appellate opinions to be assessed against specific criteria, so that those meeting the
criteria are published and therefore citable; those not meeting the criteria are not
published, but are available to the public from a variety of sources. Although by and large
the approach in existence has been successful, the committee’s review suggests that some
important adjustments should be made to better ensure the publication of those opinions
that may assist the reasoned and orderly development of the law.
Article VI, section 14 of the California Constitution gives the Supreme Court the
authority and responsibility to decide which cases are published.1 Pursuant to that
authority, the court has established standards for publication of appellate opinions, set
forth in the California Rules of Court, rule 976 et seq. The current rules provide that all
opinions of the Supreme Court are published. An opinion of the Court of Appeal or the
appellate division of the superior court may not be published unless it meets one of four
specified criteria: The opinion “(1) establishes a new rule of law, applies an existing rule
to a set of facts significantly different from those stated in published opinions, or
modifies, or criticizes with reasons given, an existing rule; (2) resolves or creates an
apparent conflict in the law; (3) involves a legal issue of continuing public interest; or (4)
makes a significant contribution to legal literature by reviewing either the development of
a common law rule or the legislative or judicial history of a provision of a constitution,
statute, or other written law.” (Rule 976(c).) A majority of the panel certifies an opinion
for publication. (Rule 976(b).)
Some members of the California legal community have long advocated that all opinions
of the Court of Appeal should be published, or, in the alternative, that all opinions should
be made citable. After various legislators expressed interest in ensuring that all
appropriate opinions be readily available, Chief Justice Ronald M. George consulted with
the court and appointed the committee to determine whether a disparity in publication
practices exists among the appellate districts and within their divisions, and to consider
whether the existing publication rules should be amended to better assist the courts in
1

Article VI, section 14 of the California Constitution provides in part: “The Legislature shall provide for
the prompt publication of such opinions of the Supreme Court and courts of appeal as the Supreme Court
deems appropriate, and those opinions shall be available for publication by any person.”
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making their initial determination of whether to certify an opinion for publication.
Associate Justice Kathryn M. Werdegar was named as Committee Chair.
The debate about whether all opinions should be published is not unique to California.
For example, the Judicial Conference of the United States has approved a proposed rule
that would allow citation to all unpublished federal decisions. Proponents of unlimited
publication argue that unpublished opinions may be used to suppress certain types of
decisions or to prevent Supreme Court review. Opponents note the large number of
opinions issued in California and the state constitutional requirement that all cases be
decided in writing with reasons stated. The committee was not asked to consider the
question of allowing citation or publication of all opinions; the committee’s charge was
to consider whether the existing standards for publication can be improved so that the
cases that may provide useful guidance to litigants and the public are published.
To assist in fulfilling its charge, the committee reviewed practices in other jurisdictions,
relevant literature, and recent statistical information on the publication practices of the
Courts of Appeal. Additionally, two surveys were conducted, one of the justices of the
Courts of Appeal and another of attorneys, particularly those engaged in appellate
practice. The results of these surveys informed the committee’s recommendations.
The statistical analysis and, to a lesser extent, the survey results suggested several neutral
factors that explain why certain districts have higher publication rates than others. When
analyzed over time and controlled for case type, it appears that publication rates are
relatively consistent across districts and divisions. Several areas deserving consideration
were raised by the responses to the survey, however, and the committee believes that
publication rules and practices can and should be improved and clarified. We believe that
doing so will decrease the number of decisions that are not published, but should be.
The committee recommends that the criteria in California Rules of Court, rule 976(c) be
amended to make them more specific and to include reference to factors that should not
play a role in the decision of whether to publish an opinion. Several other options were
considered by the committee, such as changing the presumption of rule 976 to one in
favor of publication, rather than against. Survey results indicated, however, that a
majority of the legal community did not support such a change and a majority of the
committee decided not to recommend revising the presumption at this time.
The committee also considered several other potential innovations. It recommends that a
future advisory committee consider whether 1) the Supreme Court should exercise the
option of ordering the partial publication or depublication of a Court of Appeal opinion,
2) the Supreme Court should evaluate whether parties may refer it to unpublished
opinions, and 3) the rules relating to the publication of opinions by the appellate divisions
of the superior court should be revised.
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III. Form of This Report
The report describes the committee’s process (Part IV) and the background and history of
selective publication in California and in certain other jurisdictions (Part V). It details the
process of developing the statistics and surveys upon which the committee relied, and
analyzes the results (Parts VI and VII). The report’s recommendations for amending
California Rules of Court, rule 976, and for areas of inquiry that future committees might
address are in Part VIII. The public commentary received in response to the proposed
amendments will follow (Part IX). In its conclusion, the committee recommends areas of
inquiry for future committees to address (Part X). All of the supporting documents
regarding the statistics and surveys are included as appendices to this report (Part XI).
IV. Process for Developing the Report of the Task Force
A. The Committee Charge
The Supreme Court charged the committee with the task of reviewing the existing
standards for the publication of opinions of the Courts of Appeal and with recommending
to the Supreme Court whether the criteria or procedures set forth in the rules for
publication of these opinions should be changed with regard to the practices of the Courts
of Appeal and the Supreme Court. The committee was asked to consider several specific
points, including consistency in practice among the appellate districts, relevant Supreme
Court procedures and oversight, and the treatment of opinions published by the appellate
divisions of the superior court.2 The committee focused on rule 976 and on how the

2

The full text of the committee’s charge reads as follows:
The committee is charged with reviewing the existing standards for the publication of opinions of
the Courts of Appeal and with recommending to the Supreme Court whether the criteria or procedures set
forth in the rules for publication of these opinions should be changed with regard to the practices of the
Courts of Appeal and the Supreme Court.
In fulfilling its charge, the committee should consider consistency in practice among the districts
and divisions of the Courts of Appeal, whether express or implicit local standards guide the process in any
individual district or division of the Courts of Appeal, and whether further standards should be developed
to assist those courts in their initial determination whether to certify an opinion for publication.
The committee further should consider what weight the Supreme Court should accord to the
preferences of the authoring court when acting upon a request for publication, whether the criteria applied
by the Supreme Court for ordering publication should be the same as those applied by the Court or Appeal,
whether the Supreme Court should take into account additional criteria in determining whether to order
depublication, and the weight, if any, to be given to the issuance of a dissenting opinion by a justice on the
Court of Appeal panel or to a request to publish by one justice on the Court of Appeal panel.
The committee also should consider whether doubts as to whether or not an opinion should be
certified for publication should be resolved in favor of publication by the Court of Appeal initially, and by
the Supreme Court when entertaining a request for publication.
In addition, the committee should consider whether the standards applied to determine whether to
certify for publication an opinion of an appellate division of the superior court should remain the same as
those governing the Courts of Appeal.
Finally, the committee should consider whether a procedure under which the Supreme Court
would transfer a matter to the Court of Appeal for purposes of editing for publication should be available in
instances in which the Supreme Court concludes that publication would be appropriate.
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Courts of Appeal decide to certify opinions for publication. The committee concluded
that changes to the other rules in this series are not warranted at the present time.
B. Composition of the Advisory Committee
The 13 members of the committee include one justice from each of the six appellate court
districts, several attorneys with extensive appellate practice experience, the Reporter of
Decisions, and the Principal Attorney to the Chief Justice. The committee is supported by
staff from the Administrative Office of the Courts’ Office of the General Counsel and
Office of Court Research. The participants in the committee are:
Chair: Hon. Kathryn Mickle Werdegar, Associate Justice, California Supreme Court
Hon. Joanne Parrilli, Associate Justice of the California Court of Appeal, First Appellate
District
Hon. Kathryn Doi Todd, Associate Justice of the California Court of Appeal, Second
Appellate District
Hon. Fred K. Morrison, Associate Justice of the California Court of Appeal, Third
Appellate District
Hon. Patricia D. Benke, Associate Justice of the California Court of Appeal, Fourth
Appellate District
Hon. Gene M. Gomes, Associate Justice of the California Court of Appeal, Fifth
Appellate District
Hon. Richard J. McAdams, Associate Justice of the California Court of Appeal, Sixth
Appellate District
Mr. Dennis A. Fischer, Law Offices of Dennis A. Fischer
Mr. Ellis J. Horvitz, Horvitz & Levy
Ms. Victoria J. DeGoff, DeGoff & Sherman
Mr. Richard Frank, Chief Deputy Attorney General, California Department of Justice
Ms. Beth J. Jay, Principal Attorney to the Chief Justice, California Supreme Court
Mr. Edward Jessen, Reporter of Decisions, California Supreme Court
The committee shall report to the Supreme Court concerning its findings and conclusions and
make recommendations, if appropriate, for improving the standards for publication of opinions to better
ensure the publication of those opinions that may assist in the reasoned and orderly development of the law.
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Staff: Ms. Lyn Hinegardner, Attorney, Office of the General Counsel, Administrative
Office of the Courts
Staff: Mr. Clifford Alumno, Court Services Analyst, Office of the General Counsel,
Administrative Office of the Courts
Staff: Mr. Chris Belloli, Senior Research Analyst, Office of Court Research,
Administrative Office of the Courts
C. Meetings of the Advisory Committee
The committee met twice prior to development of its initial report, once in January 2005
and again in May 2005. In addition, the committee communicated via e-mail and
telephone conferences.
The January meeting was primarily devoted to presentations on the background and
status of the publication of Court of Appeal opinions. Additionally, the committee
reviewed a draft of the survey that was later sent out to all Court of Appeal justices. This
survey also served as the basis of a related survey that was targeted at attorneys having a
substantial appellate practice. At its May meeting, the committee reviewed the results of
the justices’ survey and the preliminary results of the attorney survey. The committee
formulated its tentative recommendations, which were finalized after reviewing the final
report on the attorney survey results.
D. Public Commentary
The committee solicited information through two surveys. The committee circulated a
comprehensive survey regarding publication rules and practices to all justices on the
Court of Appeal and received 86 responses. A similar survey was made available to
attorneys, particularly those having substantial appellate practices. Approximately 600
attorneys viewed or completed at least a portion of that survey. In addition, the committee
intends to circulate this draft report for public comment.
V. Background and Current Rules of Court on Publication
Under the state Constitution, the Supreme Court has the authority to determine which
opinions of the Supreme Court and Courts of Appeal are published and may therefore be
cited as precedent in state courts. Pursuant to this authority, the Supreme Court adopted
rules of court governing publication of opinions. Rule 976(a) provides that all Supreme
Court opinions shall be published. Rule 976(b) through (e) addresses publication of Court
of Appeal and superior court appellate divisions opinions, including criteria for
publication. Additionally, rule 976.1 addresses the publication of selected portions of an
opinion. Rule 977 addresses the limited circumstances under which parties may cite to
unpublished opinions. Rule 978 provides the procedures whereby requests can be made
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to publish an unpublished opinion, and rule 979 addresses requests made to depublish a
published opinion.3
A. Brief Summary of the History of Publication in California
The history of the publication rules in California dates back to Houston v. Williams
(1859) 13 Cal. 24, in which the Supreme Court held that the Legislature lacked the
authority to compel the court to document its opinions in writing with reasons stated. The
California Constitution of 1849 included a provision allowing the Legislature to provide
for the publication of statutes and judicial decisions as it deemed appropriate. The court
concluded, however, that the provision did not authorize the Legislature to require that all
decisions be rendered by written opinion. At the Constitutional Convention of 1879, a
clause was adopted requiring that the decisions of the Supreme Court be made in writing
with grounds stated. In 1904, the clause was amended to include the publication of Court
of Appeal opinions, and to give the Supreme Court the power to determine which
appellate opinions would be published.
All opinions of the Supreme Court and the Courts of Appeal were published until the
number of opinions began rapidly increasing during the middle of the last century. The
concept of selective publication emerged in the early 1960’s. During the middle years of
the last century, the courts annually produced an average of about 10 volumes of Court of
Appeal opinions, averaging about two-thirds of the number of pages of modern volumes.
This increased to an average of about 13 volumes a year during the last few years
preceding the start of selective publication. After rules for selective publication were
adopted in 1964, the courts issued an average of nine volumes annually over the next
several years. The current average is about a volume per month, depending on printing
format.
California Rules of Court, rule 976, was first adopted in 1964 pursuant to the authority
contained in article VI, section 14 of the California Constitution, which is echoed in
sections of the Government Code.4 The original rule contained a presumption that all
Court of Appeal opinions were publishable, requiring panels to certify that opinions were
not publishable based on failure to satisfy criteria similar to the criteria that are presently
in the rule. California was the first jurisdiction to enact selective publication measures.
B. Work of Prior Committees on Publication
After their adoption, the rules regarding selective publication were first revisited in 1971.
Chief Justice Donald R. Wright appointed a committee that surveyed all Court of Appeal
justices and encouraged public comment on the impact of rule 976. After considering the
input received, the committee recommended that the rule be retained, but that the
3

The full text of these rules is attached as Appendix A.
Government Code section 68902 (derived from earlier code sections) provides: “Such opinions of the
Supreme Court, of the courts of appeal, and of the appellate divisions of the superior courts as the Supreme
Court may deem expedient shall be published in the official reports. The reports shall be published under
the general supervision of the Supreme Court.”
4
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publication criteria be expanded.5 Next, the committee recommended that the rule’s
presumption in favor of publication be removed and replaced by the presumption that
opinions are not publishable unless they fall within the stated criteria. The court accepted
the committee’s recommendations and adopted these changes.
In 1979, a committee appointed by Chief Justice Rose Bird reviewed rule 976 in an
extensive study that included public hearings and circulation of draft proposals for public
comment, leading to the submission of a report to the court and the Judicial Council. The
same committee recommended the adoption of a rule allowing partial publication as a
one-year experiment.6 Several of the committee’s recommendations for changes to rule
976 were not adopted. For example, one recommendation was to amend the publication
criteria to provide for publication if there is a dissenting or concurring opinion in which
the reasons are stated. The principal objection to this proposal was that, in most cases,
whether a decision has precedential value is unrelated to whether it has a dissenting or
concurring opinion, as these opinions are often devoted exclusively to factual
disagreements.
In 1989, the Supreme Court approved new rule 979, establishing procedures for making
requests for depublication. In March 2001, the Appellate Process Task Force authored a
White Paper on unpublished opinions of the Court of Appeal.7 The report discussed the
value of making all unpublished opinions available electronically. Opinions not certified
for publication have always been available to the public at the clerks’ offices for the
Courts of Appeal. Today, unpublished opinions are accessible on the California Courts
Internet site, as well as online legal research databases.
C. Current Status of Published/Unpublished Opinions
1. Volume of opinions
From 2002 to 2004, the annual total of Court of Appeal opinions averaged 12,040
(12,313 in 2002; 12,166 in 2003; and 11,642 in 2004). During these years, the Courts of
Appeal annually filed an average of 11,027 unpublished opinions (11,294 in 2002;
11,183 in 2003; and 10,604 in 2004), and 1,013 published opinions (1,019 in 2002; 983
in 2003; and 1,038 in 2004). Of the total opinions, on average, 8.4 percent were published
during this time (8.3 percent in 2002; 8.1 percent in 2003; and 8.9 percent in 2004).
2. Online availability of unpublished opinions
Starting October 1, 2001, all Court of Appeal opinions filed without publication
certification have been made available on the California Courts Web site at
<http://www.courtinfo.ca.gov/opinions/nonpub.htm>. With few exceptions, opinions are
received and posted to the site the day of filing. Opinions remain available there for 60
days, except that opinions in which the Supreme Court grants review remain on the site
5

A copy of the 1971 report is attached as Appendix B.
A copy of the 1979 report from the Judicial Council is attached as Appendix C.
7
A copy of the 2001 White Paper is attached as Appendix D.
6
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until the Supreme Court’s disposition is final. All unpublished opinions posted to the site
include a conspicuous notice and explanation that unpublished opinions are not
precedential and generally are uncitable.
LexisNexis and Westlaw, the two major providers of online legal research materials for
the California bench and bar, both integrate every unpublished Court of Appeal opinion
into their respective services, and each has done so since October 1, 2001. Both services
allow users to limit research only to California published opinions. For LexisNexis users,
the “CA Published Cases” database excludes unpublished Court of Appeal opinions from
search results, and for Westlaw users, “West’s California Reported Cases” database
excludes unpublished opinions from search results.
Other LexisNexis and Westlaw databases include both published and unpublished
California opinions, but the search results listings in both services differentiate between
published and unpublished opinions. For example the “CA State Cases” and “CA Federal
& State Cases” databases in LexisNexis include published and unpublished opinions, and
Westlaw’s “West’s California State Cases” and “California State & Federal Cases”
databases include both; both databases retain the conspicuous notice and explanation that
unpublished opinions are not precedential and generally uncitable.
3. Tracking of unpublished opinions
The committee learned that the Supreme Court’s criminal and civil central staffs
internally track issues in cases seeking review, whether published or unpublished, in
order to identify inconsistencies among districts and between published and unpublished
opinions. Internal computer programs, along with a numerical system for identifying
issues, assist the court in tracking issues presented in cases in which a petition for review
is filed in order to determine if conflicts are developing or if particular questions or
claims warrant the court’s full-scale review.
4. No increase in publication requests since online availability
Notwithstanding the availability of unpublished opinions on the Internet since October
2001, no discernible increase has occurred in requests to Courts of Appeal and the
Supreme Court to publish opinions originally filed without certification for publication.
In fact, in 2003 and 2004 the number of publication requests filed in the Supreme Court
declined from the historical average. The chart on the following page shows the
combined totals of publication requests that the Supreme Court’s criminal and civil
central staffs evaluated each year.8

8

The numbers include both requests that the Court of Appeal thought were without merit, and those that
the Court of Appeal agreed with only after losing jurisdiction to order publication. Both civil and criminal
central staffs at the Supreme Court track stand-alone requests for publication (i.e., requests not part of
petitions for review), but publication requests intertwined with petitions for review are not reflected in
these numbers and there is no practical way to determine how many there have been.
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Year
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

Number of postfiling publication requests
217
224
217
184
201
168
185

The following chart shows by calendar year the number of opinions ordered published by
both the Courts of Appeal and the Supreme Court after an initial decision not to certify
for publication.9
Year
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

Number of postfiling publication orders
116
120
109
92
126
119
126

5. Granting review of published/unpublished opinions
Between January 1, 2001, and August 31, 2005, the Supreme Court granted review in 578
cases in which there had been a published opinion and 284 cases in which the opinion
was not certified for publication. Only about 8 percent of opinions overall are published
(see ante), but 68 percent of total grants were from published opinions.
The Supreme Court’s grant of a petition for review may be an outright grant, usually
followed by briefing, argument, and an opinion, or it may be a “grant and hold,” which
occurs when the Supreme Court already has granted review in a case concerning the same
issue and anticipates deciding the controlling issues in the lead case. Briefing is deferred

9

The column labeled “Number of postfiling publication orders” is an estimate of the number of opinions
that were initially filed by Courts of Appeal as nonpublished, but were later ordered published by either the
Court of Appeal or the Supreme Court. Within the time frame for this report, there was no discernible way
to extract accurate data from the docket databases for the Courts of Appeal or Supreme Court. Instead, the
estimate relies upon a daily log for published opinions that has been maintained in the Reporter’s office for
Web posting. For each day, the opinions received and posted are listed with name, docket number, filing
date, and district/division. If there is any significant gap between the date of the entry and the filing date for
the opinion, that factor (with statistically insignificant exceptions) reliably indicates an opinion that was
filed as nonpublished and then certified after the court reconsidered. These numbers also include postfiling
certifications by the Supreme Court where the Court of Appeal had lost jurisdiction but nonetheless
recommended, upon reconsideration, that the Supreme Court grant the request to publish.
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in the latter matters, and “grant and hold” cases typically are disposed of by order and not
by an opinion of the Supreme Court.
Briefing was deferred in 152 of the 578 grants of review from published opinions
described above and in 200 of the 284 grants of review from unpublished opinions.
Between 2001 and 2005, the Supreme Court issued a total of 441 opinions,10 360 of these
arose out of cases in which the Court of Appeal decision was certified for publication and
81 out of cases in which it was not certified. Cases in which the Court of Appeal opinion
was certified for publication thus accounted for about 82 percent of the matters in which
the Supreme Court issued an opinion. Of the approximately 92 percent of cases overall
that were not certified for publication, only one-tenth of one percent of these cases
resulted in opinions issued by the Supreme Court. Of the approximately 8 percent of
cases in which the opinion had been certified for publication, about 7 percent resulted in a
Supreme Court opinion.
6. Depublication
California Rules of Court, rule 976(d)(2) provides: “The Supreme Court may order that
an opinion certified for publication [by a Court of Appeal] is not to be published or that
an opinion not certified is to be published.” Rule 977(a) provides that opinions “not
certified for publication or ordered published must not be cited or relied on by a court or
a party in any other action.”11
Depublication orders may be filed after opinions appear in the Official Reports advance
pamphlets but prior to final editing work for the bound volume. (See Cal. Rules of Court,
rule 976(e).) Depublished opinions are not included in the bound volumes of the Official
Reports. Between 1985 and 2000, the Supreme Court averaged about 90 depublication
orders per calendar year; in recent years (2001 to 2004) the average has been about 22
depublication orders per calendar year.
D. Practices of Other Jurisdictions
1. Summary of rules and practices
Jurisdictions that differentiate between opinions that have precedential value and those
that do not use similar criteria.12 In jurisdictions other than California, depublication and
partial publication are rare, especially depublication by the state’s highest court. Research
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This total number of opinions excludes death penalty opinions, original proceedings, and certified
questions from the 9th Circuit.
11
The Supreme Court exercises this authority in the form of orders typically reading: “The Reporter of
Decisions is directed not to publish in the Official Appellate Reports the opinion in the above entitled
appeal filed _____, ___, which appears at ___ Cal.App.4th ___. (Cal. Const., art. VI, section 14; rule 976,
Cal. Rules of Court.)”
12
For a comprehensive summary of publication rules from other jurisdictions see Serfass, Federal and
State Court Rules Governing Publication and Citation of Opinions (2001) 3 Journal of Appellate Practice
and Process 251.
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found only one other jurisdiction (Arizona), whose rules provide that the Supreme Court
has the authority to order depublication of an opinion.
Some courts phrase the presumption in favor of publication rather than against. Some
courts allow publication upon the request of a single judge of the panel, as opposed to
California’s requirement of a majority request. As of 2003, only nine states either
published all of their appellate opinions, had no rules against citation to unpublished
opinions, or allowed citation of unpublished opinions as precedent.13 Twelve other states
allowed citation to unpublished opinions for persuasive value only.14
2. Practical distinctions between California and other jurisdictions
California is virtually unique in its constitutional requirement that decisions by Courts of
Appeal that determine causes “shall be in writing with reasons stated.” (Cal. Const., art.
VI, § 14.) By contrast, all other jurisdictions surveyed except the State of Washington
provide intermediate appellate courts with some discretion to decide causes on appeal
summarily, without issuing opinions in writing stating the reasons. Intermediate appellate
courts in some states (e.g., Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Kansas, Massachusetts, and
Pennsylvania) have discretion to make summary dispositions of causes on appeal,
particularly where appellate judgments merely affirm the rulings of trial courts and the
reasons for those trial court rulings are found to be without error.
The Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure, rule 36, and related local rules for the various
circuits give the United States Courts of Appeals discretion to decide cases on appeal
without written opinions. The First Circuit’s Local Rule 36 states: “The volume of filings
is such that the court cannot dispose of each case by opinion. Rather it makes a choice,
reasonably accommodated to the particular case, whether to use an order, memorandum
and order, or opinion.”
Recently, the Judicial Conference of the United States voted to send a rule proposal
(Proposed Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure, rule 32.1) to the United States Supreme
Court for consideration. This rule would allow citation to all unpublished federal
decisions. If the court approves the rule change, the proposal will be transmitted to
Congress for final endorsement. Even if the Courts of Appeals cease differentiating
between citable published opinions and uncitable unpublished opinions, those courts
would apparently retain discretion to summarily dispose of causes on appeal by orders
not stating reasons.
3. Comparison to New York state
The committee was particularly interested in publication practices in New York because
that state is roughly comparable to California in terms of its volume of cases. New York
ostensibly publishes all its Court of Appeal and Appellate Division opinions (its high
13

Barnett, No-Citation Rules Under Siege: A Battlefield Report and Analysis (2003) 5 Journal of Appellate
Practice and Process 473, 481–482.
14
See Barnett, supra, n. 11.
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court and intermediate appellate court, respectively). In 2002, 10,674 appeals filed in the
Appellate Division in New York were disposed of after submission by either a full
opinion or a memorandum opinion. The option of a memorandum opinion in New York
creates a significant distinction between New York and California practices.
Most full opinions generated by the New York appellate courts are roughly comparable
in length to California appellate opinions, but the memorandum opinions are very short.
In 2003, New York published 301 full opinions in 1,988 printed book pages and 10,085
memorandum opinions in 10,132 printed book pages. These numbers do not vary greatly
from year to year. In one volume of opinions examined by the committee (Vol. 290), 39
cases in which full opinions were written produced 200 pages of material. Six hundred
sixty-nine cases resolved in memorandum opinions resulted in 732 pages of text. New
York’s Appellate Division courts also have discretion to dispose of cases through
affirmances without any opinion, but the practice is seldom used.
New York’s practice and procedure, which relies heavily upon the use of brief
memorandum opinions, would not likely be a satisfactory alternative for a California
bench and bar long accustomed to receiving fully reasoned appellate dispositions of
causes, regardless of publication status—and may be inconsistent with our state’s
constitutional requirements.

VI. Statistics, Surveys, and Analysis
A. Publication Statistics in California
The committee studied the statistics collected by the Judicial Council on publication rates
for fiscal years 1999–2000 through 2003–2004.15 The data was broken out by district. For
the three districts that have separate appellate divisions, the statistics for each division
also were broken out separately.16

15
16

For purposes of these statistics, partial publications are treated as published opinions.
See Appendix E for complete set of publication statistics.
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The committee examined the five-year average publication rates for the six districts.
Statistically, because the numbers are limited, it is difficult to establish what constitutes a
significant variation. Overall, however, if case type, variations in workloads and other
factors discussed below are taken into account, the range of publication rates is quite
consistent across the districts and the range of fluctuation within each district is similar.

Publication Rate by Appellate District – 5-year average
(FY 1999-2000 through 2003-2004)
Appellate District

Publication Rate

Low

High

District 1

9.2%

8.3%

10.4%

District 2

7.9%

6.9%

9.3%

District 3

7.7%

6.5%

8.7%

District 4

7.2%

5.9%

8.4%

District 5

3.7%

3.2%

4.0%

District 6

4.8%

4.0%

6.0%

Statewide Publication Rate by Year

Fiscal Year

Publication Rate

1999-00

6.6%

2000-01

6.4%

2001-02

7.4%

2002-03

7.6%

2003-04

8.0%
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The graphs below show publication rates across the districts from year to year, as well as
across the three case types over time.
Graph 1, Publication
Rate by Appellate
District, shows that the
publication rate for
District 5 is consistently
below the other districts
across time. However,
once case type is
accounted for, District
5’s publication
percentages, although
tending to be toward the
bottom, are not as
consistently below
those of the other
districts. The
committee’s analysis of
these statistics is
discussed in the next
section.

Graph 2, Publication
Rate by Case Type
shows that the
percentages of criminal
cases and juvenile cases
published are fairly
consistent over the fiveyear span, while the
percentage of civil
cases published has
increased. Further
analysis was done to
control for annual
fluctuations in case type
in order to make a
statistical conclusion
across the districts.17

Graph 1: Publication Rate by Appellate District – FY 1999-00 through 2003-04
12%
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District 2
District 3
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2002-03

2003-04

Graph 2: Publication Rate by Case Type – FY 1999-00 through 2003-04
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Statistical control is achieved by including in a multiple regression model the variables that capture the
variation on factors related to the dependent variable. For example, by including case mix in the equation, it
becomes apparent that the different publication rates across districts are driven in part by the fact that civil
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B. Analysis of Publication
Statistics
The objective of the committee’s
analysis was to compare
appellate district publication
rates and to evaluate the impact,
if any, of differences in case mix,
workload, or other factors that
might affect the publication rate.
The charts to the right (Graphs
3A–3C) track some of the factors
that may explain differences in
publication rates among the
Courts of Appeal.

Graphs 3A–3C: Publication Rate by Appellate District by Case Type
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Graph 3A: Civil
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Graph 3B: Criminal
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Graph 3C: Juvenile
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filings are published at a much higher rate than other case types and that certain districts have much higher
levels of civil filings.
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1. Case mix
Graph 4: Civil filings as a proportion of total filings

Case mix appears to be
50%
influential. Civil cases are four
times more likely to be
40%
published than criminal or
juvenile cases. Because civil
cases have a much higher
30%
publication rate than other case
types, districts where their civil
20%
filings make up a high
proportion of their total filings
will generally have higher
10%
overall publication rates.
Graph 4 shows that for
Districts 1 and 2, their higher
0%
2000-01
2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
overall publication rate appears 1999-00
to correlate, at least in part, with their high proportion of civil filings. Overall, Districts 5
and 6 have lower publication rates and a lower proportion of civil filings.

Dis trict 1
Dis trict 2
Dis trict 3
Dis trict 4
Dis trict 5
Dis trict 6

2. Workload
There also appears to be a statistically significant relationship between a court’s workload
and its publication rate, even using different methods of measuring workload. The
decision whether to certify an opinion for publication thus may be affected by workload
in the district. The committee hypothesized that because more work typically is devoted
to preparing opinions for publication, courts with a high workload will likely publish
fewer opinions due to perceived time constraints.
The statistics show that
Graph 5: Total filings per appellate justice (FTE)
districts with a lower number
350
of total filings per justice tend
to have a higher publication
300
rate, while districts with a
higher number of total filings
250
per justice tend to have lower
publication rates. For example, 200
District 1 has the highest
150
publication rate overall (see
Graph 1) and although, as
100
noted above, this is probably
related to its high proportion of
civil filings per justice, the rate 50
also may be affected by a
0
lower workload as measured
1999-00
2000-01
2001-02
2002-03
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District 1
District 2
District 3
District 4
District 5
District 6

2003-04

by their total filings per justice (see Graph 5). District 1 consistently has had the lowest
number of total filings per justice over the past five fiscal years.

10%
6%

8%

District 1
District 2
District 3
District 4
District 5
District 6

2%

4%

There is a point for
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Finally, a third
measure of
workload—the
number of cases
pending at the end of
the fiscal year per
justice—shows the
same relationship to
the publication rate
(see Graph 7).
Districts with a lower
number of pending
cases per justice tend
to have a higher
publication rate while
districts with a higher
number of pending
cases tend to have
lower publication
rates.
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The statistics also strongly
suggest a relationship between
the publication rate and the
number of cases disposed of by
written opinion per justice. This
workload measure shows that
districts that dispose of a lower
number of cases by written
opinion per justice tend to have
a higher publication rate while
districts that dispose of a higher
number of cases by written
opinion per justice tend to have
lower publication rates (see
Graph 6). For example, District
5, which has had the lowest
average publication rate over
the past five years, has
generally disposed of a higher
number of cases by written
opinions per justice.
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The preceding graphics indicate that there is a statistically significant relationship
between a court’s publication rate and its workload, using several different methods of
measuring workload. Districts with a higher workload (i.e., higher number of cases
disposed of by written opinion, higher number of pending cases) tend to have a lower
publication rate while districts with a lower workload tend to have a higher publication
rate. This suggests that workload is an important factor to be taken into account when
analyzing differences in publication rates among districts. For example, District 1 has the
highest average publication rate over the five fiscal years studied by the committee (see
table on page 16). However when workload is included in a statistical analysis of
publication rates, the publication rate for District 1 is not significantly higher than for the
other districts.

3. Other factors
Other factors may account for some of the variation in publication rates across districts.
For example, the publication rates in District 3, which are similar to Districts 1 and 2,
cannot be attributed to a similarly higher proportion of civil cases. However, a
disproportionate number of cases involving state government, such as election cases, are
litigated in District 3. The committee surmised that factor may account for District 3’s
higher publication rate despite the fact the district’s overall number of civil cases is not
atypical. The higher publication rates in Districts 1 and 2 may be explained, in part, by
the higher volume of business litigation generated in the San Francisco and Los Angles
areas. Larger districts also will tend to decide cutting-edge issues before smaller districts
do, simply by virtue of a larger pool of cases. Smaller districts that get the same issues
later may be less inclined to publish because another court has already spoken. Because
data on these factors is not available, the committee could not statistically confirm these
hypotheses, but considered them logical bases for the differences found.
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VII. Surveys
A. Justices of the Court of Appeal
1. Drafting and distribution
As noted above, in 1971 a survey was conducted of all appellate court justices regarding
the publication rules. The committee concluded that a current survey could provide
valuable information toward completing its charge. The survey explored whether
disparity exists among districts and their divisions in the application of the publication
rules, and whether implied or unspoken addenda to the publication rules exist. The
committee also sought feedback on various potential reforms.18 The survey included
questions regarding the importance of the publication criteria found in rule 976, the
frequency with which the justices had applied each criterion to justify publication, and
other factors that may influence decisions on whether to publish an opinion.
The survey was distributed to all justices both electronically and in hard copy. Each
justice also received a list of his or her 10 most recently published opinions.19
The survey was administered using a double-blind process, which allowed the committee
to track which justices submitted their survey responses, while allowing the justices to
maintain anonymity. The committee concluded that such an approach would elicit the
most candid responses, but the justices were given the option to identify themselves at the
end of the survey.

18
19

A hard copy version of the survey is included as Appendix F.
A report showing the results with an accompanying analysis is included as Appendix G.
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2. Response rate
Appellate District

The survey had an excellent 86
percent response rate overall.
The response rate was fairly
consistent across the six appellate
districts, although District 1 had
the highest response rate, with all
20 justices responding to the
survey. Because Districts 5 and 6
have fewer justices than the other
districts, the lower response
percentages in these districts can
be attributed to a relatively small
number of nonrespondents.

District 1

100%
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B. Appellate Attorneys
The committee conducted a similar survey of practitioners, focusing especially on those
with a significant appellate practice. In order to achieve substantial participation, the
leaders of several appellate attorney organizations were informed about the survey by
letter, and the survey was posted on the home page of the California Courts Web site,
allowing all attorneys who were interested to respond.20 The survey was available in hard
copy and online. The survey elicited responses concerning publication from an attorney’s
perspective and differed in some respects from the justices’ survey.21 More than 600
persons viewed the online survey and almost 300 completed the entire survey.22 The
attorney survey was not conducted as a random sampling and thus the pool of survey
respondents was self-selected, unlike the appellate justice survey, which was submitted to
all justices.
C. Survey Results
1. Importance of the rule 976(c) criteria
The justices were asked how important they felt each criterion in rule 976(c) is in
persuading them that an opinion should be published. The most important criterion to the
justices is “establishes a new rule of law,” followed by “resolves or creates an apparent
conflict in the law.”
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A list of the organizations and individuals that the committee contacted directly is attached as Appendix
H.
21
A hard copy version of the survey is attached as Appendix I.
22
A complete report of the responses received is attached as Appendix J.
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The justices also were
asked which criteria
formed the basis for
their decision to
certify for publication
each of their most
recent 10 opinions.
The most frequently
cited criterion is
“applies an existing
rule to a significantly
different set of facts.”

How important are the rule 976 criterion in persuading justices that an opinion should be published?
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M odifie s an e xis ting rule

82%
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81%

Applie s an e xis ting rule to a s ignificantly diffe re nt
s e t of facts

Involve s a le gal is s ue of continuing public inte re s t
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57%

The differences
between the two
39%
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results can be
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example, many
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17%
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legal literature”
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9%
to both
importance and
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how often it
formed the basis
of a decision to certify a decision for publication.
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The justices cited several other
criteria as at least somewhat
important in persuading them that
an opinion should be published.
The other criterion cited most often
is a request by a panelist, closely
followed by a request by a party, a
request by the author of the
majority opinion, and a request by
an author of a dissent. Other
criteria that actually played a part
in the justices’ recent publication
determinations include opinions
that interpreted a statute and
opinions for which publication was
requested by a non-party.

Other criteria
Request by
panelist
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The results of the attorneys’ survey roughly mirror the results of the justices’ survey with
respect to the relative importance of the rule 976(c) criteria.23

2. Publication process
The survey results indicate that the decision to certify an opinion for publication is
typically made in one of three somewhat interrelated manners: (1) A collective decision
is made by the entire panel; (2) the author makes a recommendation regarding
publication to the panel, but the panel votes whether to publish; or (3) the author
primarily determines whether or not to
publish.
Is deference to the author of an opinion a major factor in the decision
concerning whether to certify an opinion for publication?

Districts differ regarding the timing of their
decision on certification. In most cases, a
tentative decision is made before oral
argument. Some justices, however, prefer to
decide after oral argument, and other
justices are flexible as to when they make
this determination.
Deference to the author and, to a lesser
degree, deference to other panel members
are cited by justices as major factors in the
decision to certify an opinion for
publication.24

Ye s
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14%

0%
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See pages 5 and 6 of Appendix G for a graphic display of this data.
Sixty-five percent of the justices said that deference to other panel members also is a major factor.
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3. The influence of other factors on publication
An overwhelming majority of justices (95%) believe that civil and criminal cases are
treated no differently with respect to certification for publication. Additionally, the great
majority of justices stated that nothing
other than the publication rules influences
Does anything other than the rules, such as local traditions,
standards, or practices, also influence the determination
their determination whether or not to
whether or not to certify an opinion for publication?
certify an opinion for publication.
Nevertheless, 20 percent indicated that
other factors, such as local traditions,
56%
standards, or practices, also may influence
Attorneys
Yes
their decision. This finding is consistent
Justices
20%
statewide; no statistically significant
differences appear in the responses
received from each district. In contrast, a
majority of attorneys believe that factors
44%
other than the publication rules have an
No
influence on the justices’ publication
80%
decisions, and 67 percent believe that the
publication rules are not uniformly
followed overall.
0%

25%

50%

75%

4. Unpublished opinions
Rule 976 does not mandate that an opinion be published if it meets the stated criteria. In
order to explore this aspect of the rule, the justices were surveyed as to how frequently
they have been involved in a case that resulted in an unpublished opinion that they
thought should have, or could have, been published because it satisfied the publication
criteria. About one-quarter of the justices either occasionally or frequently have been
involved in a case that resulted in such an unpublished opinion. In contrast, 73 percent of
attorneys indicated that they have been involved in such a case either occasionally or
frequently.
The justices also were asked about the relative importance of certain factors in deciding
not to publish a case that appears to meet the rule 976(c) criteria.
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100%

The justices listed among
the factors having some
importance: potential
embarrassment of litigants,
lawyers, or trial judges;
workload not allowing
enough time to prepare a
published opinion; the
existence or content of the
dissenting opinion, and the
controversial nature of the
case.
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25%
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and attorneys incorporate
The cas e is
20%
these opinions into their
controve rs ial
work. Fifty-eight percent of
the justices stated that they
0%
25%
50%
75%
have relied on unpublished
opinions in their work.
Most of these justices indicated that they do so in order to consider the rationale or
analysis used in a similar decision, or to ensure consistency with their own prior rulings
as well as those within their district or division. Some justices also use unpublished
opinions as a source of boilerplate language. In contrast, over 90 percent of the attorneys
indicated that they have used unpublished opinions in the course of their practice.
Attorneys were asked how often they find useful material in unpublished opinions that is
not otherwise available from a citable source. Forty-eight percent stated that they
occasionally do so; 26 percent said they frequently do so.
5. Limited citation to unpublished opinions
Both justices and attorneys were asked their opinions on allowing limited citation to
unpublished opinions in cases before the Supreme Court. Twenty-eight percent of the
justices and 67 percent of the attorneys stated that they thought parties should be
permitted to draw the Supreme Court’s attention to unpublished opinions within the
relevant appellate district that arguably conflict with the decision made by the Court of
Appeal in the case before the Supreme Court. Those who answered this question in the
negative generally did so because they believed that allowing such limited citation would
remove any distinction between published and unpublished opinions and that the practice
could be abused.
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100%

6. Partial publication
Ninety-six percent of the justices stated that they had certified only part of an opinion to
be published pursuant to rule 976.1. The vast majority of justices (94%) and attorneys
(83%) answered in the negative when asked if rule 976.1 (partial publication) should be
revised or repealed. The justices and attorneys strongly agree (82% and 91%,
respectively) that the Supreme Court should be able to order a partial publication of a
Court of Appeal opinion. A solid majority of justices and attorneys (78% and 81%,
respectively) also agree that the Supreme Court should be able to order a partial
depublication. Many of the respondents indicated that they see no distinction in the
authority of the Supreme Court to order either a full or partial publication or
depublication. But others noted that partial publication or depublication by Supreme
Court order could cause the context of the opinion to be lost, creating a potential for
inconsistent application in the lower courts.
Several justices, regardless of their responses, indicated in their comments that they
would like this decision to be a collaborative one involving input from the author. The
following comment sums up these concerns: “Partial publication [or depublication]
would present serious problems, unless the opinion was sent back to the Court of Appeal
first for editing in light of the Supreme Court’s order to [publish or] depublish part. If any
part is deleted that was significant to the Court of Appeal’s reasoning, it might alter the
meaning or intention of the original authors.”
7. Potential changes to rule 976
Justices and attorneys by a large majority (83% and 70%, respectively) believe that no
changes to the existing criteria in rule 976 are needed. In their comments, most of the
justices indicated that they believe the current rule is clear and works well. Of the justices
who believe changes should be considered, several indicated that the criteria could be
clarified or expanded upon in some manner.
When asked if additional criteria should be added, about 75 percent of the justices and 68
percent of the attorneys answered in the negative. All respondents were provided with a
list containing a summary of over 20 criteria that are used in other jurisdictions. The
justices who indicated that new criteria should be added cited the following most
frequently, in order of the number of responses received:
•

The disposition of a matter is accompanied by separate concurring or dissenting
expression, and the author of such separate expression desires that it be published;

•

The opinion directs attention to the shortcomings of existing common law or
inadequacies in statutes;

•

The opinion treats a previously overlooked rule of law; and
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•

The opinion reaffirms a principle of law not applied in a recently reported
decision.

The attorney respondents who stated that additional criteria should be added also
endorsed the above criteria, albeit in a slightly different order.25
Justices overwhelmingly (90%) believe that the presumption set forth in rule 976 against
publication should not be changed to an affirmative presumption in favor of publication.
Several justices feared that such a change would greatly increase the number of published
cases by compelling publication of marginally helpful cases. Others noted that panels
would be forced to justify their decisions not to publish a case, which would be unduly
time-consuming. Justices were almost evenly split on whether the presumption affects
their decision on whether to publish an opinion. While a majority of attorneys indicated
that the presumption should not be reversed, the percentages were much closer, with only
58 percent opposed to such a change.
D. Summary
The statistics led the committee to reach several conclusions. First, there appears to be a
relationship between workload and publication rates: the greater the workload, the lower
the publication rate. The statistics also reveal that as overall filings per justice have gone
down, publication rates have increased. This trend further supports the inference that
workload and publication rates are related. The committee members agreed that generally
it appears that justices spend more time on opinions that are slated for publication. While
the workload factor was not cited directly by many of the justices in their responses to the
survey, its impact may be underreported.
Second, there may be a relationship between publication rates and deference to the
author. Justices from District 3 were less likely than justices from other districts to
respond that deference to the author of an opinion is a major factor in publication. In
contrast, Districts 5 and 6, which have the lowest publication rates in fiscal year 2003–
2004, were the only two districts in which all of the justices indicated that deference to
the author is a major factor in the publication decision. The impact of deference is
impossible to quantify. Several justices observed that deference to the author is a logical
approach to making a publication determination because the author has the most
familiarity with the circumstances of the case as well as with the state of the law on the
relevant issues.
The committee reviewed and considered all of the survey results in arriving at its
recommendations. In general, it appears that the justices are fairly satisfied with the
25

The top criteria cited by the attorneys were (in order of responses received): The opinion reaffirms a
principle of law not applied in a recently reported decision; the disposition of a matter is accompanied by a
separate concurring or dissenting expression, and the author of such separate expression desires that it be
published; the opinion treats an issue of first impression; the opinion directs attention to the shortcomings
of existing common law or inadequacies in statutes; the opinion treats a new constitutional or statutory
issue; the opinion construes a provision of a constitution, statute, ordinance, or court rule; and the opinion
constitutes a significant and non-duplicative contribution to legal literature.
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current publication rules and procedures, while the attorney respondents are somewhat
less satisfied. A majority of attorneys believe that the publication rules are not uniformly
followed, while only 20 percent of the justices indicated that factors other than the rules
may affect their publication decisions. In spite of these differences, a large majority of
both judges and attorneys believe that no changes to the existing criteria in rule 976 are
needed.
VIII. Committee Discussion and Recommendations
A. Proposed Rule Revisions
The committee discussed several options for revising the publication criteria in rule
976(c), concluding that amendments to clarify and expand the criteria would be
beneficial, particularly in light of the perception that the rules are not uniformly followed.
Although a majority of justices and attorneys surveyed did not indicate a strong need to
modify the criteria in rule 976, the comments received demonstrated that a sizeable
proportion of the bench and bar believed that improvements could be made. Based upon
that, as well as upon the collective experience of its members, the committee concluded
that various changes would assist the courts in consistently applying the criteria. As noted
above, the relevant statistical analyses suggest that many neutral factors account for the
differences in the publication rates across the districts, including case mix and, possibly,
workload. Nevertheless, the committee believes the existing rules and procedures can be
improved and the publication standards should be clarified for the benefit of appellate
justices as well as practitioners. The proposed amended rule is designed to encourage the
publication of all cases that can provide helpful guidance to the lower courts and
practitioners and to increase public confidence in the process, while avoiding
overwhelming the legal community with thousands of cases that are of limited value as
precedent.
The committee focused on refining the rule’s existing criteria and the possibility of
adding criteria, with specific reference to the criteria used in other jurisdictions. The
committee concluded that it also could be beneficial to emphasize that publication
decisions should be based solely on the publication criteria. The justices’ survey results
indicate that a large majority of justices already take this approach, but many justices also
cited additional factors that may influence publication determinations by some. A
majority of attorneys surveyed stated that the stated criteria are not uniformly followed,
further suggesting that fine-tuning is warranted and would be welcome.
While the influence of other factors is impossible to quantify, the committee believes that
this subject should be addressed. Accordingly, the committee recommends that rule
976(c) be amended to clarify the existing criteria, to add several new criteria, and to set
forth factors that should not play a role in a justice’s decision to certify, or not to certify,
an opinion for publication.
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1. Amendments to existing criteria
The committee recommends separating the compound criteria stated in rule 976(c)(1)
into three separate subdivisions to emphasize the independent nature of each criterion. In
addition, the committee would add the words “of law” after the references to “rule” in
new (c)(2) and (c)(3). The committee also would add the word “explains” after the word
“modifies” in new (c)(3). Opinions that explain an existing rule of law may provide
valuable guidance to the trial courts and to practitioners. For example, several
commentators noted that it is particularly helpful when the Courts of Appeal expand upon
the application of a recent ruling of the California Supreme Court.
2. Addition of new criteria
The committee recommends adding four new criteria to rule 976(c). These four factors
were cited most frequently as potential additions by both judicial and attorney survey
respondents.
Issues involving a constitution, statute, ordinance, or court rule
The committee recommends adding a new criterion authorizing publication if the opinion
newly interprets, clarifies, criticizes or construes a provision of a constitution, statute,
ordinance, or court rule. Explanations and critiques of statutes and other provisions
provide valuable information for lower courts and practitioners, and also provide valuable
feedback to the Legislature. While this new criterion arguably is encompassed by the
current criteria regarding the treatment of “an existing rule of law,” the committee
believes explicit reference to statutory law is helpful.
The first case that interprets a statute would almost always be published under the
existing criteria. The committee noted, however, that subsequent opinions can be
valuable to clarify the “wrinkles” of a statute. Although this criterion may appear broadly
applicable, the committee did not believe it would lead to publication of an undue
number of cases beyond those useful to the legal community.
Overlooked rules of law and law not recently addressed
The committee recommends adding a new criterion authorizing publication if the opinion
involves overlooked rules of law or law not recently addressed in a reported opinion. This
criterion may be particularly important in criminal cases. Several jurisdictions have a
similar criterion in their publication rules, including Arizona and the Ninth Circuit. A
current discussion of an older standard or rule of law may be beneficial in terms of
reinforcing its continued vitality and placing it in the context of other, subsequent
developments in the law.
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Separate concurring or dissenting opinion on a legal issue
The committee recommends adding a new criterion authorizing publication if the opinion
is accompanied by a separate opinion that concurs or dissents on a legal issue. This
criterion is not intended to supersede the majority vote requirement stated in rule 976(b).
It simply is a criterion that the majority should consider in deciding whether an opinion
has value as precedent.
3. Factors not to consider
The committee recommends adding a paragraph to the rule setting forth various factors
that justices should not consider when deciding whether to certify an opinion for
publication. These factors include: workload; the presence of a concurring or dissenting
opinion based solely on a different interpretation of the facts; and potential
embarrassment for a litigant, lawyer, or trial judge. Several justices indicated in their
responses that these factors sometimes affect decisions not to publish an opinion that
otherwise appears to be worthy of publication under the criteria stated in rule 976(c).
Attorneys similarly noted that they viewed these factors as affecting decisions whether or
not to publish. The committee believes that the publication decision should be based
solely on the value of an opinion as legal precedent. While justices should retain
discretion regarding when to publish an opinion, the committee does not believe that the
factors stated above provide an appropriate foundation upon which to base a decision to
certify for publication.
Conclusion
The committee concludes that if properly applied these factors, both positive and
negative, should increase public confidence that the decision whether to publish is
properly motivated by and based upon the panel members’ determination that the opinion
will provide useful legal guidance to lawyers and litigants.
The amendments to the rule proposed by the committee read as follows:
No opinion of a Court of Appeal or a superior court appellate division may be
certified for publication in the Official Reports unless the opinion:
(1)

establishes a new rule of law,;

(2)

applies an existing rule of law to a set of facts significantly different from
those stated in published opinions,;

(3)

or modifies, explains, or criticizes with reasons given, an existing rule of law;

(4)

advances a new interpretation, clarification, criticism, or construction of a
provision of a constitution, statute, ordinance, or court rule;
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(25) resolves or creates an apparent conflict in the law;
(36) involves a legal issue of continuing public interest; or
(47) makes a significant contribution to legal literature by reviewing either the
development of a common law rule or the legislative or judicial history of a
provision of a constitution, statute, or other written law.;
(8)

invokes a previously overlooked rule of law, or reaffirms a principle of law
not applied in a recently reported decision; or

(9)

is accompanied by a separate opinion concurring or dissenting on a legal
issue, and publication of the majority and separate opinions would make a
significant contribution to the development of the law.

Factors such as the workload of the court, the presence of a concurring or dissenting
opinion solely on the facts, or the potential embarrassment of litigants, lawyers, or
trial judges should not affect the determination of whether to publish an opinion.
B. Future Monitoring
If the proposed amendments are adopted, the committee recommends that the Supreme
Court periodically evaluate their impact on Court of Appeal publication rates, and that the
publication statistics collected and published by the Judicial Council be regularly
reevaluated to assess the impact of the rule changes. Such studies will set the stage for
further reforms, if necessary.
C. Presumption Against Publication
Although rule 976 originally contained a presumption in favor of publication, this
presumption was reversed in the 1970’s, apparently to encourage the publication of only
those opinions that met the criteria. The majority of committee members concluded that
the current presumption should be preserved at this time. The statistics show that requests
for publication have not increased since unpublished opinions have been made more
easily accessible, suggesting that the present presumption, and the system in general, do
not require radical change to ensure that appropriate opinions in a manageable number
are published for the benefit of the bench, the bar, and the public. The committee
recommends, however, that the court, as part of its overall evaluation of the publication
process, regularly review whether there is any indication that this presumption should be
changed in order to achieve the overall goal of publication of useful Court of Appeal
decisions.
D. Judicial Education
The committee also recommends that the Supreme Court request that the Education
Division of the Administrative Office of the Courts incorporate in its educational
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curriculum for appellate justices information concerning the publication rules and related
practices, to assist new justices and to remind all justices of the relevant considerations. If
the proposed amendments to the criteria are adopted, judicial education can assist in
making all justices aware of the changes. Such education could cover the processes used
in the various Courts of Appeal, emphasizing collaborative decisionmaking.
E. Partial Publication or Depublication
A majority of respondents to both surveys indicated that they believed the Supreme Court
should have the option of ordering a partial publication or a partial depublication of a
Court of Appeal opinion. Such an innovation could serve to preserve valuable precedent
while retaining the goal of limiting the volume of material that lower courts and
practitioners would need to sift through in researching their cases. Adoption of such a
procedure raises implementation issues that the committee did not fully assess. The
committee recommends that the court consider appointing a committee to evaluate
whether and how this change should be pursued.
F. Unpublished Opinions
The committee also recommends that the Supreme Court consider asking an advisory
committee to evaluate the possibility of expanding the circumstances under which parties
may draw the Supreme Court’s attention to unpublished opinions. While the issue of
citation to unpublished opinions was not contained in the committee’s charge, the
committee did ask justices and attorneys about their views on limited citation to
unpublished opinions in petitions and answers filed with the Supreme Court. There
appears to be some interest in such an innovation.
G. Appellate Divisions of the Superior Court
The standards for publication of Court of Appeal opinions apply to opinions of the
appellate divisions of the superior courts. (See rule 976 (b) and (c).) The committee did
not have sufficient time to consider specifically whether there is a need to change these
standards. Such opinions are very limited in number; currently about five opinions are
published every year. The committee recommends that the Supreme Court consider
requesting that an advisory committee consider whether further modification of the rule
for these opinions is necessary.
IX. Public Comment
[To be added.]
X. Conclusion and Recommendations
The Supreme Court of California Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court
of Appeal Opinions recommends that the Supreme Court take the following actions:
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1. Adopt proposed amendments to California Rules of Court, rule 976 to clarify
and expand the criteria that the Courts of Appeal and the appellate divisions of
the superior courts should consider when deciding whether to publish an
opinion.
2. Assuming the proposed amendments are adopted, periodically evaluate their
impact on Court of Appeal publication rates.
3. Reevaluate at a future time whether the rule 976 presumption against
publication should be changed to a presumption in favor of publication.
4. Encourage further judicial education regarding the publication rules and
related practices.
5. Consider appointing a committee to:
(a) Evaluate the feasibility of procedures whereby the Supreme Court could
order the partial publication or partial depublication of a Court of Appeal
opinion.
(b) Evaluate the possibility of expanding the circumstances under which
parties may draw the Supreme Court’s attention to unpublished opinions.
(c) Review and make recommendations concerning the publication of
opinions of the appellate divisions of the superior court.
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Appendix K:
2005 Invitation to Comment on the Preliminary Report and Recommendations of the
Supreme Court Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions

Response Form
Title: Preliminary Report and Recommendations on Rules for Publication of Court of
Appeal Opinions
F Agree with proposed changes
F Agree with proposed changes only if modified
F Do not agree with proposed changes
Comments:

Your comments may be written on this form, written directly on the proposal, or submitted in a letter. If you are not
commenting directly on this form, please remember to attach it to your comments for identification purposes.

Name:

Title:

Organization:
Address:
State:

City:

Zip:

Please mail or fax this form to:
Clifford Alumno
Administrative Office of the Courts
455 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, California 94102-3688
Fax: 415-865-7664
To submit your response online, visit www.courtinfo.ca.gov/invitationstocomment.
DEADLINE FOR COMMENT: Friday, January 6, 2006, at 5:00 p.m.
Circulation for comment does not imply endorsement by the Supreme Court of Calfornia or
its Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions.
All comments will become part of the public record of the Supreme Court’s action.

Title

Preliminary Report and Recommendations on Rules for
Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions

Summary

This proposal seeks comments on a report that addresses the standards
for publication of Court of Appeal opinions and recommends certain
changes.

Source

Supreme Court Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court
of Appeal Opinions
Justice Kathryn M. Werdegar, Chair

Staff

Discussion

Lyn Hinegardner, Committee Counsel, 415-865-7698,
lyn.hinegardner@jud.ca.gov
The Supreme Court has asked its Advisory Committee on Rules for
Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions to review the publication
practices that exist within the Court of Appeal districts and their
divisions. The court also asked the committee to consider whether the
existing publication rules could be amended to better assist the courts
in making their initial determination of whether to certify an opinion
for publication. The committee has completed its initial draft report,
including recommendations that California Rules of Court, rule 976,
be amended to provide further clarification concerning the criteria that
justices on the Court of Appeal should consider in deciding whether to
certify an opinion for publication.
Article VI, section 14 of the California Constitution gives the Supreme
Court the authority and responsibility to decide which cases are
published. The same constitutional provision provides that appellate
decisions “shall be in writing with reasons stated.” Pursuant to its
constitutional authority, the court has established standards for
publication of appellate opinions, set forth in rule 976 et seq. of the
California Rules of Court. The current rules provide that all opinions
of the Supreme Court are published. An opinion of the Court of
Appeal or the appellate division of the superior court may not be
published unless it meets one of four specified criteria: the opinion
“(1) establishes a new rule of law, applies an existing rule to a set of
facts significantly different from those stated in published opinions, or
modifies, or criticizes with reasons given, an existing rule; (2) resolves
or creates an apparent conflict in the law; (3) involves a legal issue of
continuing public interest; or (4) makes a significant contribution to
legal literature by reviewing either the development of a common law
rule or the legislative or judicial history of a provision of a
constitution, statute, or other written law.” (Rule 976(c).) A majority
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of the panel must certify an opinion for publication. (Rule 976(b).)
The committee reviewed practices in other jurisdictions, relevant
literature, and recent statistical information on the publication
practices of the Courts of Appeal. It found, for example, that although
other comparable states may publish all intermediate appellate
opinions, typically a large number of those opinions are brief
memorandum opinions that often might not satisfy the constitutional
requirement in California that opinions contain the reasons for the
decision in writing. In addition to reviewing available information, the
committee conducted two surveys, one of the justices of the Courts of
Appeal and another of attorneys, particularly those engaged in
appellate practice. The results of these surveys informed the
committee’s recommendations.
The committee concluded that some differences in publication rates
among districts of the courts of appeals may be explained by a variety
of neutral factors. When factors such as case type and workload are
considered, publication rates appear relatively consistent across
districts and divisions.
Responses to the surveys, however, raised several areas that the
committee concluded deserved careful consideration. Information
concerning the use of criteria not cited in the rules by the courts of
appeal, and the response by counsel revealing uncertainty about the
consistent use of the criteria led the committee to recommend various
improvements and clarifications to the publication rules and practices.
The committee believes that doing so will decrease the number of
decisions that are not published, but should be, while not
overburdening litigants and lawyers with an overabundance of
unhelpful material.
In its draft report, the committee suggests that the criteria in California
Rules of Court, rule 976(c) be amended to make them more specific
and to include reference to factors that should not play a role in the
decision of whether to publish an opinion. Several other options were
considered by the committee, such as changing the presumption of rule
976 to one in favor of publication, rather than against. Survey results
indicated, however, that a majority of the legal community did not
support such a change and a majority of the committee decided not to
recommend revising the presumption at this time.
The committee also considered several other potential changes. It
recommends that a future advisory committee consider whether 1) the

Supreme Court should exercise the option of ordering the partial
publication or depublication of a Court of Appeal opinion, 2) the
Supreme Court should evaluate whether parties may refer it to
unpublished opinions, and 3) the rules relating to the publication of
opinions by the appellate divisions of the superior court should be
revised.
The committee would appreciate comments concerning the proposed
amendments to rule 976, as well as the contents of its draft report. The
committee’s charge did not include discussing whether all opinions
should be citable; it was asked by the Supreme Court to focus on the
existing rules that guide the courts in determining whether or not to
certify opinions for publication — and comments should be limited to
the scope of the committee’s inquiry.
Suggestions for other factors that courts might consider or other
approaches for encouraging courts to publish all cases that will be of
benefit to the bench and bar are welcome.
The committee will meet to review and consider all public comments.
These comments will inform the committee’s final report and
recommendations. The final draft report and the proposed rule
amendment will then be presented to the Supreme Court for
consideration.
The committee’s draft amendments to the rule are attached, but the
entire report should be considered before commenting on the
proposals.
Attachment

Rule 976 of the California Rules of Court would be amended, effective January 1, 2007,
to read:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Rule 976. Publication of Appellate Opinions
(a)

***

(b)

***

(c)

Standards for certification

DRAFT
10/3/05

No opinion of a Court of Appeal or a superior court appellate division may be
certified for publication in the Official Reports unless the opinion:
(1) establishes a new rule of law,;
(2) applies an existing rule of law to a set of facts significantly different
from those stated in published opinions,;
(3) or modifies, explains, or criticizes with reasons given, an existing rule
of law;
(4) advances a new interpretation, clarification, criticism, or construction of
a provision of a constitution, statute, ordinance, or court rule;
(25) resolves or creates an apparent conflict in the law;
(36) involves a legal issue of continuing public interest; or
(47) makes a significant contribution to legal literature by reviewing either
the development of a common law rule or the legislative or judicial
history of a provision of a constitution, statute, or other written law.;
(8) invokes a previously overlooked rule of law, or reaffirms a principle of
law not applied in a recently reported decision; or
(9) is accompanied by a separate opinion concurring or dissenting on a
legal issue, and publication of the majority and separate opinions would
make a significant contribution to the development of the law.
Factors such as the workload of the court, the presence of a concurring or
dissenting opinion solely on the facts, or the potential embarrassment of litigants,
lawyers, or trial judges should not affect the determination of whether to publish
an opinion.

1
2
3
4

(d)

***

(e)

***

Appendix L:
Chart summarizing public comments received in response to 2005 Invitation to Comment

Winter 2005-2006
Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Preliminary Report and Recommendations on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

Position

1.

Hon. Patricia BamattreManoukian
Associate Justice
Sixth District Court of Appeal
San Jose

Agree with
proposed
changes
and have
one
suggestion

2.

Prof. Stephen R. Barnett
Prof. of Law Emeritus
Boalt Hall, UC Berkeley
Berkeley

No position
stated, but
disagree
with the
assumption
that
unpublished

Comment
on behalf
of Group?
No

No

Summary of Comments

Committee Response

Suggest changing last sentence of
rule 976 to: “If an opinion meets
one or more of these criteria for
publication, the determination
whether to publish should not be
affected by other factors, including
the potential embarrassment of
litigants, lawyers, or trial judges, the
workload of the court, or the
presence of a concurring or
dissenting opinion based solely on a
different interpretation of the facts.”

The committee discussed this suggestion,
but ultimately declined to make these
changes. The committee was concerned
that the proposed language might be
interpreted as requiring that an opinion
must be published if it meets one or more
of the publication criteria. This would
conflict with the proposed language
providing that an opinion should be
published if it meets these criteria. The
committee did, however, revise its
recommended amendments regarding
factors not to consider in deciding
whether to publish an opinion to delete the
provision regarding the presence of a
concurring or dissenting opinion solely on
the facts. The committee concluded that
the combination of the revised
presumption and the proposed new
criterion authorizing publication where
there is a concurring or dissenting opinion
on a legal issue made this provision
unnecessary.

1. Committee’s membership is
skewed toward justices;

1. A majority of the committee members
are justices of the Supreme Court or Court
of Appeal. However, the committee
includes several well-respected appellate
attorneys and the committee sought the
views of appellate attorneys both through

1

Winter 2005-2006
Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Preliminary Report and Recommendations on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf
of Group?

Summary of Comments

opinions
should
remain
uncitable.

Committee Response

its survey and by circulating its
preliminary report and its revised
recommendations for public comment.
2. Disclose who dissented from
retaining the presumption against
publication and why they dissented;

2. The committee revised its preliminary
recommendation concerning the
presumption against publication. The
committee’s final recommendation is to
change to a presumption that an opinion
should be published if it meets one or
more of the criteria listed in the rule. No
members of the committee dissented from
this final recommendation.

3. NY distinction is erroneous
because memorandum opinions are
constitutional and, in any event,
unpublished opinions in California
already satisfy the constitution;

3. While memorandum opinions are
permissible in California, it is not clear if
opinions as brief as those typically
provided in New York would meet
California’s Constitutional requirement.
In the experience of the members of the
committee, while unpublished opinions
are typically shorter than published
opinions, they are substantially longer
than the memorandum opinions in New
York. Thus, if all of these opinions were
published, the volume of published
material in California would be much
greater than it is in New York.

2

Winter 2005-2006
Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Preliminary Report and Recommendations on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf
of Group?

Summary of Comments

Committee Response

4. The Supreme Court’s reported
tracking of unpublished opinions
may violate rule 977. Explain why
not;

4. Rule 8.1115 (former rule 977) provides
that an unpublished opinion cannot be
cited or relied on by a court or a party in
any other action. In tracking similar issues
in published and unpublished cases, the
Supreme Court is neither citing nor
relying on unpublished opinions in
another action; it is gathering information
that assists the court in its role under rules
8.500 – 8.512 (former rules 28 – 28.2) in
determining the whether there is
uniformity among opinions concerning an
issue.

5. Online availability of
unpublished opinions is really not
relevant to lack of publication
requests since parties already had
access to these opinions;

5. While parties have always received
copies of the opinion in their case,
published or not, non-parties now also
have online access to all these opinions.
Since non-parties can also request
publication of an unpublished opinion, the
availability of unpublished opinions
online should facilitate nonparties’
consideration of whether to request
publication.

6. The committee’s charge should
be expanded to deal with the
report’s citation innovation
recommendations.

6. The committee did not intend to imply
that a new committee necessarily need be
appointed to consider these additional
matters, rather than extending the term
and expanding the charge of the current

3

Winter 2005-2006
Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Preliminary Report and Recommendations on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf
of Group?

Summary of Comments

Committee Response

committee. The committee’s final report
has been revised to eliminate any such an
implication.
3.

Prof. Carol S. Bruch
Prof. Emerita & Research
Professor
School of Law, UC Davis
Davis

Agree only
if modified

No

1. Research shows that unpublished
decisions in the area of relocation
law are very different from
published ones. Unpublished
opinions disproportionately deny
relocation, in contravention of
published precedent;

1, 2 and 3. The committee believes that
the changes it is proposing to rule 8.1105,
particularly the change to a presumption
in favor of publication, should address this
commentator’s concerns.

2. Important decisions are being lost
because they are unpublished;
3. Unpublished opinions reveal bias
in favor of fathers over mothers in
relocation cases.

4.

California Academy of
Appellate Lawyers

Agree with
proposed

Yes

4. Names of trial judges should
always be stated in unpublished
opinions;

4. It is the committee’s understanding that
most unpublished opinions include this
information. If this information is not
available in the opinion itself, it is
available in the court of appeal docket. An
electronic link to this docket is provided
with each unpublished opinion posted on
the judicial branch website.

1. Support the proposed
amendments as drafted;

1. No response needed.
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Winter 2005-2006
Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Preliminary Report and Recommendations on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf
of Group?

changes,
but suggest
expanding
future
action

5.

Litigation Section of the State
Bar of California

Agree with
proposed
changes,
with

Yes

Summary of Comments

Committee Response

2. Modify report’s third
recommendation to read:
“Reevaluate at a future time
whether the rule 976 presumption
against publication should be
amended to provide that an opinion
should be published if it meets one
of the criteria published in the
rule”;

2. Based on this comment and other
public comments received, the committee
revised its preliminary recommendation
concerning the presumption against
publication. The committee’s final
recommendation is to change to a
presumption that an opinion should be
published if it meets one or more of the
criteria listed in the rule.

3. Supplement report’s fifth
recommendation by adding:
(a) consider weight accorded to
authoring court’s recommendation;
(b) consider whether Supreme Court
should apply same publication
criteria as the Courts of Appeal;
(c) consider whether close cases
should be resolved in favor of
publication;
(d) consider whether procedures for
editing should be available when
unpublished decisions are ordered
published by the Supreme Court.

3. The committee modified its original
recommendation regarding additional
issues to be considered by this or another
committee to also encompass matters such
as these that were within the committee’s
charge but were not specifically addressed
in the committee’s final report and
recommendations.

1. 976(c)(3) – add a comma after
“criticizes”

1. The committee considered, but
ultimately declined to make this change.

5

Winter 2005-2006
Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Preliminary Report and Recommendations on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf
of Group?

suggested
edits

6.

Los Angeles County Bar
Appellate Courts Committee
Los Angeles

Agree with
proposed
changes, but
urge
continued
evaluation of
presumption
against
publication

Yes

Summary of Comments

Committee Response

2. 976(c)(5) – change “resolves” an
apparent conflict to “addresses”

2. The committee incorporated this
change into its revised proposal.

3. 976(c) (8) – re-order the words

3. The committee considered, but
ultimately declined to make this change.

4. Favor the eliminating the
presumption against publication.

4. Based on this comment and other
public comments received, the committee
revised its preliminary recommendation
concerning the presumption against
publication. The committee’s final
recommendation is to change to a
presumption that an opinion should be
published if it meets one or more of the
criteria listed in the rule.

1. Overall, support the committee’s
recommendations. The amendments
to rule 976 will be helpful.

1. No response needed.

2. Favor changing the presumption
against publication to a presumption
in favor of publication, and suggest
that the committee reconsider this
issue.

2. Based on this comment and other
public comments received, the committee
revised its preliminary recommendation
concerning the presumption against
publication. The committee’s final
recommendation is to change to a
presumption that an opinion should be
published if it meets one or more of the
criteria listed in the rule.

6

Winter 2005-2006
Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Preliminary Report and Recommendations on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

Position

Summary of Comments

Committee Response

1. Agree with proposed changes.

1. No response needed.

2. Consider adding size and wealth
of the parties or the attorneys, and
their political clout, to the list of
factors NOT to consider.

2. The committee considered this
suggestion but ultimately declined to
make this change because these were not
factors that either the justices or attorneys
identified in their respective surveys as
influencing the decision to certify an
opinion for publication.

No

No additional comments submitted.

No response needed.

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

No additional comments submitted.

No response needed.

Disagree
with
proposed
changes

No

With the advent of electronic
databases the original rationale for
restricting publication no longer
applies. Possible exceptions to
publication could be routine
matters, such as Wende or Sade C.
appeals. But better for all opinions
to be published.

Based on the information it considered,
including the responses to the surveys
conducted by the committee, the
committee concluded that radical changes
in rule 8.1105, such as publishing all
opinions, were not needed to better ensure
the publication of those opinions that may
assist in the reasoned and orderly
development of the law.

Ms. Mary Kay Reynolds
Law Offices of Mary Kay
Reynolds
Culver City

Agree with
proposed
changes

8.

Hon. Richard M. Mosk
Second District Court of
Appeal
Los Angeles

Agree with
proposed
changes

9.

Mr. Kenneth R. Pedroza
Thelen Reid & Priest
Los Angeles

10.

Mr. Richard Power
Appeals Unlimited
Shingle Springs

7.

Comment
on behalf
of Group?
No
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Winter 2005-2006
Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Preliminary Report and Recommendations on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf
of Group?
No

Summary of Comments

Committee Response

No additional comments submitted.

No response needed.

11.

Hon. Ronald B. Robie
Third District Court of
Appeal
Sacramento

Agree with
proposed
changes

12.

Hon. W. F. Rylaarsdam
Fourth District Court of
Appeal
Santa Ana

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

No additional comments submitted.

No response needed.

13.

Mr. David L. Saine
Bakersfield

Disagree
with
proposed
changes

No

1. Justices should not have complete
discretion over what to publish.
Certain important categories of
opinions should be publishable per
se, such those involving allocation
of water.

1. The committee believes that the
changes it is proposing to rule 8.1105,
particularly the change to a presumption
in favor of publication, should address this
commentator’s concerns.

2. Statistical analysis in report is
poor. Differences between divisions
should have been analyzed.

2. The committee’s final report includes
additional discussion of the information
about differences in publication rates in
the divisions that was considered by the
committee.

3. The workload factor was
overemphasized in the report

3. The committee believes that the report
provides helpful information about the
impact of workload on publication rates.

1. Overall, support the committee’s
recommendations.

1. No response needed.

14.

San Diego County Bar
Appellate Court Committee
San Diego

Agree with
proposed
changes,
with

Yes

8

Winter 2005-2006
Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Preliminary Report and Recommendations on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf
of Group?

exception
that favor
changing
presumption
against
publication

15.

Mr. Kenneth J. Schmier15
Committee for the Rule of
Law
Emeryville

No position
specifically
stated, but
disagrees
with
decision
not to make
publication
of cases
that meet
the rule
criteria
mandatory

No

Summary of Comments

Committee Response

2. Favor changing the presumption
to a presumption in favor of
publication. The correlation
between workload and publication
rates is disturbing because it
suggests unpublished opinions are
of inferior quality. Also, this does
not explain difference among
divisions. Changing the rule’s
presumption to one in favor of
publication would be more likely to
reduce debate in this area and
increase public confidence.

2. Based on this comment and other
public comments received, the committee
revised its preliminary recommendation
concerning the presumption against
publication. The committee’s final
recommendation is to change to a
presumption that an opinion should be
published if it meets one or more of the
criteria listed in the rule.

1. Publication of cases that meet the
rule 976 criteria should be made
mandatory. Current practice violates
the rule of law because justices are
free to decide cases without the
restraint of precedent. It also keeps
the law hidden from citizens.

1. Based on this comment and other
public comments received, the committee
revised its preliminary recommendation
concerning the presumption against
publication. The committee’s final
recommendation is to change to a
presumption that an opinion should be
published if it meets one or more of the
criteria listed in the rule.

2. Rule 977 is violated by the
justices’ admitted reliance on
unpublished opinions.

2. Rule 8.1115 (former rule 977) provides
that an unpublished opinion cannot be
cited or relied on by a court or a party in
any other action. In tracking similar issues
in published and unpublished cases, the
Supreme Court is neither citing nor

9

Winter 2005-2006
Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Preliminary Report and Recommendations on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf
of Group?

Summary of Comments

Committee Response

relying on unpublished opinions in
another action; it is gathering information
that assists the court in its role under rules
8.500 – 8.512 (former rules 28 – 28.2) in
determining the whether there is
uniformity among opinions concerning an
issue.
3. The committee should have been
permitted to consider citability.
Leadership in the judicial branch is
becoming too centralized and is
more concerned with acquiring
improper administrative powers
than deciding cases.

3. While the committee was not charged
with considering this issue, it is
recommending that the Supreme Court
consider having a committee evaluate the
possibility of expanding the circumstances
under which parties may draw the Court
or Appeal or Supreme Court’s attention to
unpublished opinions.

16.

Mr. Ray Sorensen
Executive Officer
Superior Court of California,
County of San Diego
San Diego

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

No additional comments submitted.

No response needed.

17.

State Bar Committee on
Appellate Courts

Agree with
proposed
changes
subject to
suggested
edits

Yes

1. Modify language of new
976(c)(8) by deleting “overlooked.”

1. The committee considered this
suggestion but ultimately declined to
make this change.

2. Modify language regarding
concurring and dissenting opinions
by deleting the reference to

2. Based on this comments and other
public comments, the committee revised
its recommended amendments regarding

10

Winter 2005-2006
Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Preliminary Report and Recommendations on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf
of Group?

Summary of Comments

Committee Response

opinions concurring or dissenting
on a “legal issue” in the criteria for
publication and opinions “solely on
the facts” in the criteria that are not
to be considered in deciding
whether to certify an opinion for
publication.

factors not to consider in deciding
whether to publish an opinion to delete the
provision regarding the presence of a
concurring or dissenting opinion solely on
the facts. In the criterion for publication,
however, committee decided to retain the
language limiting publication to situations
where an opinion is concurring or
dissenting on a legal issue. The
committee believes that this language
provides necessary and helpful guidance.

3. The committee incorporated the
3. Broaden language re
embarrassment to cover “any person substance of this suggestion into its
proposed amendments.
or party.”
4. Consider modifying presumption
language, rather than returning to
original presumption in favor of
publication.

4. Based on this comment and other
public comments received, the committee
revised its preliminary recommendation
concerning the presumption against
publication. The committee’s final
recommendation is to change to a
presumption that an opinion should be
published if it meets one or more of the
criteria listed in the rule.

5. Add rule 28(b)(1) criteria to rule
977(b)(2).

5. If the Supreme Court adopts the
committee’s recommendation of having a
committee evaluate the possibility of
expanding the circumstances under which

11

Winter 2005-2006
Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Preliminary Report and Recommendations on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf
of Group?

Summary of Comments

Committee Response

parties may draw the Court or Appeal or
Supreme Court’s attention to unpublished
opinions, this suggestion can be
considered by that committee.

18.

Mr. Steven B. Stevens
Michels and Watkins
Los Angeles

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

6. Recommend further
consideration of expanding the
circumstances in which unpublished
opinions may be referred to in the
Courts of Appeal and trial courts.

6. The committee modified its
recommendation regarding issues for a
committee to consider in the future to
include considering expanding the
circumstances under which parties may
draw the Court or Appeal’s attention to
unpublished opinions

7. There are a number of matters
within the committee’s charge that
were not addressed in its report and
recommendations that we believe
are worthy of further consideration.

7. The committee modified its original
recommendation regarding additional
issues to be considered by this or another
committee to also encompass matters such
as these that were within the committee’s
charge but were not specifically addressed
in the committee’s final report and
recommendations.

1. Agree with recommendation.

1. No response needed.

2. The presumption issue should be
studied further. An alternative to
totally reversing the presumption
against publication might be to state
that any case with a concurring or
dissenting opinion should be

2. Based on this comment and other
public comments received, the committee
revised its preliminary recommendation
concerning the presumption against
publication. The committee’s final
recommendation is to change to a
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Winter 2005-2006
Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Preliminary Report and Recommendations on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

19.

Prof. Gerald F. Uelmen
Santa Clara University
School of Law
Santa Clara

Position

Disagree
with
proposed
changes

Comment
on behalf
of Group?

No

Summary of Comments

Committee Response

presumed to be publishable.

presumption that an opinion should be
published if it meets one or more of the
criteria listed in the rule. The committee
is also recommending that the impact of
its proposed amendments be monitored to
determine if additional changes are
needed.

1. The report only analyzes
publication rates for the last five
years. Earlier data shows a sharp
decline in publication rates.

1. The committee believes that data from
the last five years provides the most
relevant information about current
publication practices.

2. The report does not analyze
differences in publication rates
among divisions; there are widely
divergent publication rates among
divisions that are not explained

2. The committee’s final report includes
additional discussion of the information
about differences in publication rates in
the divisions that was considered by the
committee.

3. The committee did not
recommend changing the
presumption against publication.
The justices’ responses to the
survey acknowledge that under this
presumption, some cases that might
be helpful are not being published.

3. Based on this comment and other
public comments received, the committee
revised its preliminary recommendation
concerning the presumption against
publication. The committee’s final
recommendation is to change to a
presumption that an opinion should be
published if it meets one or more of the
criteria listed in the rule.
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Winter 2005-2006
Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Preliminary Report and Recommendations on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions

20.

Commentator

Position

Mr. Thomas W. Van Alstyne
Attorney at Law
Live Oak

No position
specifically
stated, but
believes all
opinions
should be
published

Comment
on behalf
of Group?
No

Summary of Comments

Committee Response

Digital storage removes any
impediment to publishing all
written decisions. Limiting
publication allows courts to shield
bad decisions from public scrutiny.

Based on the information it considered,
including the responses to the surveys
conducted by the committee, the
committee concluded that radical changes
in rule 8.1105, such as publishing all
opinions, were not needed to better ensure
the publication of those opinions that may
assist in the reasoned and orderly
development of the law.
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Appendix M:
2006 Invitation to Comment on Revised Recommendation for Amendment to
California Rules of Court, Rule 976 (now rule 8.1105)

Response Form
Title: Revised Recommendations for Amendment to California Rule of Court, Rule 976
F Agree with proposed changes
F Agree with proposed changes only if modified
F Do not agree with proposed changes
Comments:

Your comments may be written on this form, written directly on the proposal, or submitted in a letter. If you are not
commenting directly on this form, please remember to attach it to your comments for identification purposes.

Name:

Title:

Organization:
Address:
State:

City:

Zip:

Please mail or fax this form to:
Clifford Alumno
Administrative Office of the Courts
455 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, California 94102-3688
Fax: 415-865-7664
To submit your response online, visit www.courtinfo.ca.gov/invitationstocomment.
DEADLINE FOR COMMENT: 5:00 p.m., Friday, April 28, 2006.

Circulation for comment does not imply endorsement by the Supreme Court of Calfornia or
its Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions.
All comments will become part of the public record of the Supreme Court’s action.

Title

Revised Recommendations for Amendment to California Rule of
Court, Rule 976

Summary

This proposal seeks comments on a revised proposal for amending rule
976. This follows an earlier request for comments on a report that
similarly addressed the standards for publication of Court of Appeal
opinions and recommended certain changes.

Source

Supreme Court Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court
of Appeal Opinions
Justice Kathryn M. Werdegar, Chair

Staff

Discussion

Lyn Hinegardner, Committee Counsel, 415-865-7698,
lyn.hinegardner@jud.ca.gov
I. Background of the request for comment
The Supreme Court asked its Advisory Committee on Rules for
Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions to review the publication
practices of the Courts of Appeal and to consider whether the existing
publication rules could be amended to better assist the Courts of
Appeal in initially determining whether to certify an opinion for
publication. The committee completed an initial draft report, including
a proposal that California Rules of Court, rule 976, be amended to
provide further clarification concerning the criteria that justices on the
Court of Appeal should consider in deciding whether to certify an
opinion for publication.
The committee circulated its draft report for public comment at the end
of 2005. In February 2006, the committee met to review the comments
received. Based on those comments, and after further discussion, the
committee has revised its original proposal, and has tentatively
concluded that further revisions to rule 976 should be recommended to
the Supreme Court. As a result, the committee is circulating the
attached revised version of rule 976 for public comment. The
committee’s original draft report, containing historical information
concerning the publication rule and the results of surveys on
publication practices circulated among Court of Appeal justices and
interested attorneys, is available for reference at www.courtinfo.ca.gov
/invitationstocomment/documents/report-1005.pdf, or a hard copy can
be obtained from the Committee Counsel as indicated above. Once the
committee drafts a final version of its recommended amendments to
rule 976, the report will be modified to include a description of the
comments received and the committee’s analysis leading to its final
proposals. The revised report and recommendations will then be

G:\LGL_SVCS\LEGAL\Publication rules\Invitation to Comment\ProposedAmendments-Rule976.doc

submitted to the Supreme Court for its consideration.
II. Development of the report and recommendations
Article VI, section 14 of the California Constitution gives the Supreme
Court the authority and responsibility to decide which cases are
published. The same constitutional provision provides that appellate
decisions “shall be in writing with reasons stated.” Pursuant to its
constitutional authority, the court has established standards for
publication of appellate opinions, set forth in rule 976 et seq. of the
California Rules of Court. The current rules provide that all opinions
of the Supreme Court are published. An opinion of the Court of
Appeal or the appellate division of the superior court may not be
published unless it meets one of four specified criteria: the opinion
“(1) establishes a new rule of law, applies an existing rule to a set of
facts significantly different from those stated in published opinions, or
modifies, or criticizes with reasons given, an existing rule; (2) resolves
or creates an apparent conflict in the law; (3) involves a legal issue of
continuing public interest; or (4) makes a significant contribution to
legal literature by reviewing either the development of a common law
rule or the legislative or judicial history of a provision of a
constitution, statute, or other written law.” (Rule 976(c).) A majority
of the panel must certify an opinion for publication. (Rule 976(b).)
In addition to the history of the publication of opinions in California,
the committee reviewed practices in other jurisdictions, relevant
literature, and recent statistical information on the publication
practices of the Courts of Appeal. It found, for example, that although
other comparable states may publish all intermediate appellate
opinions, typically a large number of those opinions are brief
memorandum opinions that often might not satisfy the constitutional
requirement in California that opinions contain the reasons for the
decision in writing. In addition to reviewing available information, the
committee conducted two surveys, one of the justices of the Courts of
Appeal and another of attorneys, particularly those engaged in
appellate practice. The results of these surveys informed the
committee’s recommendations.
The committee concluded that some differences in publication rates
among districts of the Courts of Appeal may be explained by a variety
of neutral factors. When factors such as case type and workload are
considered, publication rates appear relatively consistent across
districts.
Responses to the surveys, however, highlighted several areas that the

committee concluded deserved careful consideration. Information
about publication decisions being made based on criteria not cited in
the rules, and doubts expressed by counsel that the criteria were
always applied consistently led the committee to conclude that it
would recommend various improvements and clarifications to the
publication rules and practices. The focus of the improvements was to
ensure that decisions that should be published are, while at the same
time litigants and lawyers are not overburdened by the publication of
opinions that do not add to the development and understanding of the
law.
III. The draft report
In its original draft report and recommendations circulated in 2005, the
committee suggested that the criteria described in California Rules of
Court, rule 976(c), to assist courts in determining whether an opinion
should be published, be amended to provide further guidance and to
include reference to factors that should not play a role in the decision
of whether to publish an opinion. Other options were considered by
the committee, including changing the presumption in rule 976 to one
in favor of publication, rather than against. Survey results indicated,
however, that a majority of the legal community did not support such a
change and a majority of the committee decided not to recommend
revising the presumption at that time.
IV. Comments and revised recommendations
The original draft report and recommendations were widely circulated
for comment. Approximately 20 responses were received, including
analyses and suggestions from the appellate sections of two large local
bar associations, the State Bar’s Litigation Section and Appellate
Committee, and the Academy of Appellate Lawyers. A significant
number of these responses, while endorsing the recommended
changes, urged that further reconsideration of the presumption against
publication occur. It was also noted that rule 976 currently is silent
with respect to whether opinions that meet the publication criteria
should be published. Several responses also suggested various
modifications to the draft amendments to the criteria in the rule.
The committee carefully considered the comments, particularly those
from the groups representing experienced appellate practitioners and
litigators. After discussion and analysis, the committee determined
that additional amendments were warranted. Most significantly, the
committee concluded that it should recommend deleting the
presumption against publication in rule 976 and changing the rule to
provide that if any one of the enumerated factors applies, the court

should publish the opinion. The committee did not suggest that the
presumption be shifted to favor publication, but rather recommended
removal of the presumption against publication and addition of the
admonition that an opinion should be published if a criterion is met.
In the committee’s view, these proposed revisions should result in the
more consistent publication of those decisions that meet the stated
criteria, thereby contributing to the development of the law and
increasing public confidence in the appellate process. The committee
concluded that the proposed changes will help courts to focus on the
relevant factors in determining whether to publish a particular opinion,
while avoiding the publication of large numbers of cases that would
not be helpful to the bench and bar. The committee also will
recommend in its report to the court that, if the proposed amendments
to rule 976 are adopted, the Supreme Court appoint a committee to
monitor publication rates and other statistical measures to assess the
effect of the rule changes and to report to the Supreme Court.
Because the revisions to rule 976 recommended by the committee
have changed substantially in response to the first round of comments,
the committee is now circulating its revised proposal for comment.
The committee contemplates that it will consider the comments
received and make appropriate modifications, if any, to the
recommended draft rule and its report, which it will then submit to the
Supreme Court.
The committee’s newly revised draft amendments to the rule are
attached. The committee’s draft report contains useful information
background and other information, and it may be useful to consult the
report before reviewing and commenting on the proposals. As noted,
the report may be found at www.courtinfo.ca.gov/
invitationstocomment/documents/report-1005.pdf, or a hard copy may
be obtained by contacting Lyn Hinegardner, Committee Counsel, at
415-865-7698 or lyn.hinegardner@jud.ca.gov.
Attachment

Rule 976 of the California Rules of Court would be amended, effective January 1, 2007,
to read:
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Rule 976. Publication of Appellate Opinions
(a)

***

(b)

***

(c)

Standards for certification

DRAFT
2/7/06

No An opinion of a Court of Appeal or a superior court appellate division may
should be certified for publication in the Official Reports unless if the opinion:
(1) establishes a new rule of law,;
(2) applies an existing rule of law to a set of facts significantly different
from those stated in published opinions,;
(3) or modifies, explains, or criticizes with reasons given, an existing rule
of law;
(4) advances a new interpretation, clarification, criticism, or construction of
a provision of a constitution, statute, ordinance, or court rule;
(25) resolves addresses or creates an apparent conflict in the law;
(36) involves a legal issue of continuing public interest; or
(47) makes a significant contribution to legal literature by reviewing either
the development of a common law rule or the legislative or judicial
history of a provision of a constitution, statute, or other written law.;
(8) invokes a previously overlooked rule of law, or reaffirms a principle of
law not applied in a recently reported decision; or
(9) is accompanied by a separate opinion concurring or dissenting on a
legal issue, and publication of the majority and separate opinions would
make a significant contribution to the development of the law.
Factors such as the workload of the court, or the potential embarrassment of a
litigant, lawyer, judge, or other person should not affect the determination of
whether to publish an opinion.

1
2
3

(d)

***

(e)

***

Appendix N:
Chart summarizing public comments received in response to 2006 Invitation to Comment

Spring 2006
Revised Recommendations for Amendment to California Rules of Court, Rule 976
Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

1.

Ms. Marilyn W. Alper
Senior Judicial Attorney
Court of Appeal, Second
Appellate District
Los Angeles

Position

Comment
on behalf of
Group?

Do not agree
with
proposed
changes

No

Comment

Committee Response

1. In 976(c)(3), “explains” is
too broad because many
opinions explain a rule of law
yet the explanation does not
advance a rule of law.

1. The committee considered changing
“explains” to “clarifies,” but ultimately
declined to make this change. The
dictionary definitions of these terms
overlap with each other and the
committee believed that “explains” is a
more objective term that would be easily
understood by rule users. If the issuing
court concluded that an opinion
explaining a rule of law would not assist
in the reasoned and orderly development
of the law, it could decide not to certify
that opinion for publication.

2. In 976(c)(5), “addresses”
instead of “resolves” is too
broad because opinions that
acknowledge a conflict would
have to be published even
though they add nothing to the
debate.

2. The committee believes that publishing
opinions that discuss conflicts but do not
“resolve” them can be beneficial to the
development of the law. If the issuing
court concluded that an opinion
addressing a conflict would not assist in
the reasoned and orderly development of
the law, it could decide not to certify that
opinion for publication.

3. The above are problems
because of the shift in the
presumption and will result in
publication of opinions that do
not advance the discussion.

3. In order to better ensure the publication
of those all opinions that may the assist in
the reasoned and orderly development of
the law, the committee concluded that the
presumption against publication should be
eliminated. The committee carefully used
“should” and not “must,” in order to
retain some discretion on the part of the

1
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Revised Recommendations for Amendment to California Rules of Court, Rule 976
Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf of
Group?

Comment

Committee Response

justices not to certify an opinion for
publication if they conclude that the
opinion does not assist in the reasoned
and orderly development of the law.
2.

Hon. Patricia BamattreManoukian
Sixth District Court of Appeal
San Jose

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

Agree with proposed changes.
Excellent revisions! Thanks so
much for all your outstanding
efforts!

No response needed.

3.

Mr. David Brick
Assistant County Counsel
Santa Cruz

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

No additional comments
submitted.

No response needed.

4.

California Academy of
Appellate Lawyers

Strongly
endorse
change in
presumption

Yes

Strongly endorse the proposal
to provide that a court “should”
publish an opinion that meets
on of the criteria for
publication. The proposed
amendment is a positive step
toward ensuring that opinions
meeting those criteria are
treated in a consistent fashion.

No response needed.

5.

Mr. Alex Calvo
Chief Executive Officer
Superior Court of California,
County of Santa Cruz

No

No additional comments
submitted.

No response needed.

6.

Mr. Nicholas P. Connon
Connon & Wood LLP
Los Angeles

No

No additional comments
submitted.

No response needed.

Agree with
proposed
changes

Agree with
proposed
changes

2
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Revised Recommendations for Amendment to California Rules of Court, Rule 976
Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf of
Group?

Comment

Committee Response

7.

Hon. H. Morgan Dougherty
Superior Court of California,
County of Riverside

Do not agree
with
proposed
changes

No

Recommend maintaining the
current system. Increasing the
publication rate would be a
mistake because the vast
majority of opinions are
important only to the litigants
and they merely restate settled
issues of law.

The committee believes that the
amendments it is proposing will better
ensure the publication of those all
opinions that may assist in the reasoned
and orderly development of the law. In
eliminating the presumption against
publication, committee carefully used
“should” and not “must,” in order to
retain some discretion on the part of the
justices not to certify an opinion for
publication if they conclude that the
opinion does not assist in the reasoned
and orderly development of the law.

8.

Mr. Thomas J. Eral
Staff Attorney
Superior Court of California,
County of San Diego

Agree with
the revised
proposal

Yes

The San Diego Superior Court
agrees with the revised
proposal.

No response needed.

9

Hon. Norman L. Epstein
Second Appellate District
Los Angeles

No position
specifically
stated, but
concerned
about change
in
presumption

No

1. The amended rule is likely to
result in far too many opinions
being published. The change in
the presumption is problematic
because the criteria are too
broad

1. The committee believes that the
amendments it is proposing will better
ensure the publication of those all
opinions that may assist in the reasoned
and orderly development of the law. In
eliminating the presumption against
publication, committee carefully used
“should” and not “must,” in order to
retain some discretion on the part of the
justices not to certify an opinion for
publication if they conclude that the
opinion does not assist in the reasoned
and orderly development of the law. The

3

.
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Revised Recommendations for Amendment to California Rules of Court, Rule 976
Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf of
Group?

Comment

Committee Response

committee is also recommending that the
impact of these amendments be monitored
to determine if additional changes are
needed.
2. 976(c)(3): Most opinions
“explain” some existing rule of
law. Only the rare case does
not.

2. The committee considered changing
“explains” to “clarifies,” but ultimately
declined to make this change. The
dictionary definitions of these terms
overlap with each other and the
committee believed that “explains” is a
more objective term that would be easily
understood by rule users.

3. 976(c)(5): Many courts do
not publish cases with conflicts
after the Supreme Court takes
up the issue.

3. The committee’s proposed amendments
need not change this practice, as the Court
of Appeal retains discretion not to certify
an opinion for publication. In addition,
regardless of whether the opinion is
published, the Supreme Court may grant
and hold a Court of Appeal case that
addresses an issue that the Supreme Court
has already has taken for review.

4. 976(c)(6): “Public interest”
should not always lead to
publication, especially if it is
tangential or there is already
enough authority.

4. This is one of the existing criteria for
publication and the committee is not
recommending any change to this
criterion. As noted above, under the
committee’s proposal, the justices retain
discretion not to certify an opinion for
publication if they conclude that the
opinion would not assist in the reasoned

4
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Revised Recommendations for Amendment to California Rules of Court, Rule 976
Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf of
Group?

Comment

Committee Response

and orderly development of the law.

10. Hon. David B. Flinn
Superior Court of California,
County of Contra Costa

Agree with
proposed
changes only
if modified

No

5. 976(c)(8): Add “makes a
significant contribution to legal
literature by …” to avoid
redundancy in retelling history.

5. Committee considered but ultimately
declined to make this change. The
committee believed that an opinion that
invokes an overlooked rule of law or
reaffirms a principle of law not applied in
a recent decision can assist in the
reasoned and orderly development of the
law even if it does not contribute to the
legal literature. Courts and litigants may
at times question the currency of a legal
principal simply because it has not been
applied in a recent decision.

6. Superior court appellate
divisions should not be covered
by the proposed rule.

6. The committee is recommending that
the Supreme Court ask a committee to
consider application of the standards to
the superior court appellate divisions.

The proposed rule does not
leave the justices with sufficient
discretion. As written, the rule
result in too many conflicts
between published opinions,
forcing trial courts to spend
more time researching policy
arguments. The rule should
recommend that the new
standards be followed, rather
than requiring that they be
followed.

In eliminating the presumption against
publication, committee carefully used
“should” and not “must,” in order to
retain some discretion on the part of the
justices not to certify an opinion for
publication if they conclude that the
opinion does not assist in the reasoned
and orderly development of the law. The
committee is also recommending that the
impact of these amendments be monitored
to determine if additional changes are
needed.

5
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Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf of
Group?

11. Hon. F. Latimer Gould
Commissioner
Superior Court of California,
County of Orange

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

No additional comments
submitted.

No response needed.

12. Prof. Kenneth Graham
University of California at Los
Angeles

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

I agree that the standards for
publication of appellate
opinions need to be
strengthened. Law can get
buried in an unpublished
decision.

No response needed.

13. Hon. Bill Harrison
Superior Court of California,
County of Solano

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

No additional comments
submitted.

No response needed.

Do not agree
with
proposed
changes.

No

(Note: it appears that the
commentator was intending to
respond to a different
proposal.)

No response needed.

15. Mr. Martin Kassman
Attorney
San Francisco

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

Broadening the criteria for
publication will improve the
administration of justice in
California. Opinions should not
be unpublished to merely to
minimize embarrassment.

No response needed.

16. Mr. Paul J. Killion
Duane Morris
San Francisco

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

Excellent and much-needed
change. I hope it increases the
number of published decisions.

No response needed.

14. Mr. Brad Henschel
Attorney
Los Angeles

Comment

6

Committee Response
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Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

17. Hon. Barry B. Klopfer
Superior Court of California,
County of Ventura

18. Mr. Nelson Lu
San Joaquin County Public
Defender’s Office
Stockton

Position

Comment
on behalf of
Group?

Comment

Committee Response

Do not agree
with
proposed
changes

No

Preferred the previous proposal.
Publication of too many
opinions, attempting to state the
same rule of law in too many
different ways, leads to
obfuscation and confusion, not
elucidation. More is not
necessarily better.

The committee believes that the
amendments it is proposing will better
ensure the publication of those all
opinions that may assist in the reasoned
and orderly development of the law. In
eliminating the presumption against
publication, committee carefully used
“should” and not “must,” in order to
retain some discretion on the part of the
justices not to certify an opinion for
publication if they conclude that the
opinion does not assist in the reasoned
and orderly development of the law. The
committee is also recommending that the
impact of these amendments be monitored
to determine if additional changes are
needed.

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

The draft reached a good
balance in codifying current
practice while normatively
reconfirming what should and
should not be considered in
publishing opinions. I am
particularly thankful that the
new rule will not permit the
citation to unpublished cases,
which will simply make the law
more uncertain and potentially
balkanize the law.

No response needed.
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Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf of
Group?

Agree with
proposed
changes only
if modified

No

Delete 976(c)(9) [the presence
of a regarding concurring or
dissenting opinion on a legal
issue]. Otherwise a helpful
amendment that will benefit
trial courts and attorneys.

The committee added (c)(9) after
deliberation and discussion. The existence
of concurring or dissenting opinion was
one of the additional criteria suggested by
both justices and appellate attorneys in
their responses to the committee’s survey.

20. Mr. George A. Mc Kray
Attorney
San Francisco

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

The proposed criteria are a
great improvement.

No response needed.

21. Mr. Ronald W. Novotny
Attorney
Los Angeles

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

No response needed.
I am particularly supportive of
the proposal to examine citation
to unpublished opinions. When
a court has employed a certain
kind of reasoning to resolve an
issue, that should be part of the
public domain of authority that
is citable in ongoing litigation.
Perhaps a limit could be placed
on the number of unpublished
cases cited in a brief, along with
a rule that the courts are not
required to follow them.

22. Mr. Irwin J. Nowick
Senior Consultant
Senate Rules Committee
Sacramento

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

I have found a number of
unpublished cases that raise
novel points of law or deal with
novel fact issues. Given the
volume of opinions, it is
ridiculous to expect that 100%
will be published, but the fact

19. Hon. C. Mayfield
Superior Court of California,
County of Mendocino

Comment

8

Committee Response

No response needed.
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Advisory Committee on Rules for Publication of Court of Appeal Opinions
Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf of
Group?

Comment

Committee Response

that only 10% are currently
published suggests that
clarification is required. I
therefore strongly support the
criteria in the revised rule.
23. Administration of Justice
Committee
Orange County Bar Association

Agree with
proposed
changes

Yes

No additional comments
submitted.

No response needed.

24. Hon. Dennis M. Perluss
Second District Court of
Appeal
Los Angeles

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

1. Support the proposed
amendments.

1. No response needed.

2. However, I have a concern
that “explains” in 976(c)(3) is
too broad under the “should be
published” standard. “Clarifies”
might be a better word.

2. The committee considered changing
“explains” to “clarifies,” but ultimately
declined to make this change. The
dictionary definitions of these terms
overlap with each other and the
committee believed that “explains” is a
more objective term that would be easily
understood by rule users.

3. Future monitoring should
include any related impact on
the Supreme Court’s business.

3. The committee’s final report notes that
future monitoring should include any
impact on the Supreme Court.

4. In addition, Rule 979(d)
should be modified so that
depublication is governed by
articulated standards and the
orders include a short statement
of reasons.

4. The committee is recommending that
the Supreme Court ask a committee to
consider matters within the committee’s
charge that were not addressed in its final
report, including the criteria for ordering
depublication.

9
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Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf of
Group?

Comment

25. Hon. Maria Rivera
First District Court of Appeal
San Francisco

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

I think that the recommendation
is quite good and addresses
many of the heretofore “gray
areas.” However, I do not
understand the difference
between “invokes a previously
overlooked rule of law” and
“reaffirms a principle of law not
applied in a recently reported
decision.”

There may be principles that were not
overlooked, that were, in fact, wellarticulated in older cases, but have not
been articulated in any recent published
cases.

26. Mr. Mike Roddy
Executive Officer
Superior Court of California,
County of San Diego

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

No additional comments
submitted.

No response needed.

27. Hon. Lyle Robertson
Commissioner
Superior Court of California,
County of Orange County

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

No additional comments
submitted.

No response needed.

28. Hon. Ignazio Ruvolo
First District Court of Appeal
San Francisco

Agree with
proposed
changes only
if modified

No

Change 976(c)(9) to: “… the
majority and or separate
opinions …”

The committee considered this suggestion
but ultimately declined to make this
change. The committee believes that the
“and” establishes that an opinion should
be certified for publication if the majority
opinion together with the dissenting or
concurring opinion make a significant
contribution to the development of the
law. The committee was concerned that
using “or” would allow the dissent by
itself to drive the publication decision,

10
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Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf of
Group?

Comment

Committee Response

which would alter the process used by
panels to determine whether to certify an
opinion for publication.
29. Hon. W. F. Rylaarsdam
Fourth District Court of Appeal
Santa Ana
30. Mr. Leonard Sacks
Attorney
Granada Hills

31. Appellate Court Committee
San Diego County Bar
Association

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

No additional comments
submitted.

No response needed.

A

No

1. The proposed changes are
excellent, but some may create
a hardship for the Courts of
Appeal, such as subsections 2,
8, and 9.

1. The committee is recommending that
the impact of these amendments be
monitored to determine if additional
changes are needed, which should address
concerns about any hardship created by
the amendments.

2. Also, I would revise to place
emphasis on cases that reverse a
trial court’s decision, rather
than those that affirm.

2. To emphasize that opinions reversing a
trial court should be given equal
consideration for publication, the
committee modified its proposed
amendment to the presumption to provide
that an opinion that meets at least one of
the publication criteria, whether it affirms
or reverses a trial court order or
judgment, should be certified for
publication.

We believe the modification to
the presumption will not only
contribute to the development
of the law but it will also
improve the overall quality of
opinions, which in turn will

No response needed.

Agree with
the proposed
changes

Yes

11
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Commentator

Position

Comment
on behalf of
Group?

Comment

Committee Response

increase public confidence in
the appellate process. Also
support the proposal to monitor
the impact of the rule changes.
32. Mr. Raymond Cardozo
Chair
Bar Association of San
Francisco, Appellate Practice
Section

33. Mr. Kenneth J. Schmier
Chairman
Committee for the Rule of Law

Agree with
the proposed
changes, but
also
suggested
additional
changes

No position
specifically
stated

Yes

Y

1. (c)(9) – Delete the
requirement that publication
make a significant contribution
to the development of the law
and specify that an opinion
should be certified if it analyzes
a legal issue that is addressed in
a separate dissenting opinion;

1. The committee considered this
suggestion but ultimately declined to
make this change. The committee was
concerned that this change would allow
the dissent by itself to drive the
publication decision, which would alter
the process used by panels to determine
whether to certify an opinion for
publication.

2. Provide that any single
justice on the panel can certify
the opinion for publication.

2) The committee considered this
suggestion but ultimately declined to
make this change. As with this
commentator’s other suggestion, the
committee was concerned that this change
would alter the process used by panels to
determine whether to certify an opinion
for publication.

1. Rule 976 is now in
substantial compliance with
requirements of the Rule of
Law. However, we continue our
demand for universal citability.

1. The issue of citation to unpublished
opinions was not within the charge of the
committee. However, the committee is
recommending that the Supreme Court
consider having a committee evaluate the
possibility of expanding the
circumstances under which parties may
draw the Court or Appeal or Supreme
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Comment

Committee Response

Court’s attention to unpublished opinions.
2. Change “should be certified”
to “is to be certified;

2. The committee carefully used “should”
and not “must,” in order to retain some
discretion on the part of the justices not to
certify an opinion for publication if they
conclude that the opinion does not assist
in the reasoned and orderly development
of the law.

3. Opportunity for anyone to
press for publication should
remain open;

2) The existing rules permit anyone to
request publication of an unpublished
opinion and the committee is not
recommending any change to that rule.

4. Any party to the case should
be able to compel publication;
and

4. The committee believes that the
decision regarding publication should be
based on whether the opinion assists in
the reasoned and orderly development of
the law, not whether a party wants the
opinion published.

5. Mandate the publication of
decisions reversing lower
courts.

5. To emphasize that opinions reversing a
trial court should be given equal
consideration for publication, the
committee modified its proposed
amendment to the presumption to provide
that an opinion that meets at least one of
the publication criteria, whether it affirms
or reverses a trial court order or
judgment, should be certified for
publication.
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34. Hon. Randy Schneider
Appellate Division
Superior Court of California,
County of Santa Clara

Position

Comment
on behalf of
Group?

Comment

Committee Response

Agree with
proposed
changes, but
prefer further
changes

No

1. Strike lines 38 to 40 [factors
not to consider in deciding
whether to publish an opinion].

1. The committee considered this
suggestion but declined to make this
change. The responses to the surveys of
justices and attorneys indicated that
criteria such as these were inappropriately
influencing the decision whether to certify
an opinion for publication. The committee
believes that it is important both for
uniformity in publication decisions and
public confidence in the publication
process that such factors not influence the
publication decision.

2. Add additional criterion:
2. The committee believes that this
“constitutes a scholarly addition proposed criterion is substantially covered
to the federal or state
under (c)(7).
jurisprudence and is particularly
well-written and enlightening.”
35. Hon. Vaino Spencer
Second District Court of
Appeal

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

No additional comments
submitted.

No response needed.

36. Mr. Saul Bercovitch
State Bar of California
Committee on Appellate Courts

No position
specifically
stated

Yes

1. The revisions go a long way
toward meeting the concerns
we previously expressed.

1. No response needed.

2. Note that revisions do not
address the issues for future
consideration. We reiterate our
support for future consideration
of the other issues that were

2. The committee modified its original
recommendation regarding additional
issues to be considered by this or another
committee to also encompass matters
such as these that were within the
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within the committee’s charge

committee’s charge but were not
specifically addressed in the committee’s
final report and recommendations.

37. Hon. Jack Halpin, ret.
Superior Court of California,
County of Shasta

Agree with
proposed
changes

No

No additional comments
submitted.

No response needed.

38. Ms. Diane Wasznicky
State Bar of California
Family Law Section Executive
Committee

Agree with
proposed
changes

Yes

The section executive
committee thinks this is a good
idea and supports the proposed
rule change.

No response needed.

Do not agree
with
proposed
changes

No

Nothing is wrong with the
present system. This proposal
merely creates more published
decisions, thereby drastically
increasing the time spent on
drafting opinions and the cost
of litigation.

The committee believes that the
amendments it is proposing will better
ensure the publication of those all
opinions that may assist in the reasoned
and orderly development of the law. In
eliminating the presumption against
publication, committee carefully used
“should” and not “must,” in order to
retain some discretion on the part of the
justices not to certify an opinion for
publication if they conclude that the
opinion does not assist in the reasoned
and orderly development of the law. The
committee is also recommending that the
impact of these amendments be monitored
to determine if additional changes are
needed.

39. Hon. Marie Weiner
Superior Court of California,
County of San Mateo
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40. Hon. Fred Woods
Second District Court of
Appeal

Position

Comment
on behalf of
Group?

Agree with
proposed
changes

N

Comment

No additional comments
submitted.
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No response needed.
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